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OUTLIHE OF COURSE
III adv/lmced alternating curri<2jt theory, covering
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colleges in this country. The theoretical considerations introduc-
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suhject
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y.^ -, - • -tp-^-r., : cr;t''''.r"G , enahlirr the in-
structor t': c::er'ji::c , ecus .
h-L. " een laid upon the effect of higher harmonics in the E. II. T.
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important ..Cui-.ilt; - . Ji^-.is
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Sect ion #1 .
Altei-iiators
A. Definition
Principle
Classification (a) . Single phase.
(b) . Polyphase
.
B . Use
C. Construction (a) . Revolving; field.
(h)
.
Revolving armature ,
D. Theory and Electrical Characteristics
V7ave forra as determined \jy shr.pe of pole face, clots per
pole r)er phase, and electrical circuits of armature.
Special types - compensated alternators and inductor alter-
nators .
Frequency relations.
Single, quarter and three phase windings.
Pe?/^'! end mesh connections.
Measurement of power in Zin^ee phase circuit .

Power t rTHcr^:' on "by direct airrentc i':^' li^"'.n.ted to moderatG
potentials, say i'rohi ^50 to 500 volts, oy tY;o ia-.erent difficul-
ties. Pirst, successful coimnutation is effected orJ.y with extreme
care in machines operating; -.vith c-urroi-^ts of hi^;'" potentials, t\velve
hundred volts seem to l^e tlie exLTeue lii.:it under present day de-
sign. Second, in the :;;otor ~enerator sets and dynamotors, the
transfering of P. C. hi^h to D. C. lov; potential is effected at
the expense of efficiency.
Alternator potentials are limited in value only "by the dia-
lectric streroth rnd the amount of insulation necessary. Commer-
cially, alternating potentiajs of 150,000 volts are possible. This
latter fact together v/ith the possibility of transfonaing alterna-
ting current from high to low, or lor to high, potentials with hut
si:ial 1 loss e£tahiisr:eu Uie alwernating current system.
An alternator or alternating current generator is a machine
used for the conversion of :r.echanical energy into electrical ener-
gy, whid. is delivered as al .cr.xit ing currer.ts and T, . P.s either
single pliase or polyphase. In construction the alternator is the
most simple of the djTiamo electric madiines . It consists of an
armature, the monher in which the electric povjer originates, and a
"field", or system of field magnets. The chief difference between
a direct current generator and an alternator is the absence of the
commutator in the latter; collector ringL only are supplied. The
alternator consists essentially of a sj'-stem of conductors mounted
so as to be cut by a magnetic field. Such machines are conslidered
under two classes, oomevvhat as to their historical development, as
follows:-
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(aj . Single phase
t b) , Polypnase
By single phase, we mean a machine delivering a single alter-
I
nating current and E , LT . F , A two, three, or polyphase aiterna-
!
tor delivers two, three, or several single phase E, M. F.s to a
I
similar number ol' receiving circuits which may or may not be in
electrical connection with each other. The only absolute relation
which exists iDetween these E. M. F.s is that of time, that is they
are not in phase; in magnitude, however, they are equal.
Construction - With regard to the constructional details,
alternators are divided into the following classes:-
(a) , Revolving armature,
("b) , Revolving field.
(c). Inductor type.
Since the development of the E. M. F.s in the armature inductors
depends only upon the relative movement between them and the field
magnets, it is equally feasible to have the armature revolve
within the field magnets, or to have the field magnets revolve
within an inverted armature. The latter construction, that of re-
j
volving field, is the most common today. It requires hut two slip
rings, those necessary to carry the field current into and away
from the revolving field. The three, four or more leads from
polyphase armature are available without a moving contact . In
cases when the voltage generated may he high, the necessity of
bulky and highly insulated slip rings is avoided.
The inductor type of alternator requires no moving wire. The
armture is in general but a solid body of cast steel with lamina-
i
ted pole shoes. The field coil is stationary as are also the arma-
II

ture windings. For a mere detailed deccription see text.
gulation of the inductor alternator in poor, especially on induc-
tive loads. Tlie operation in in general vexy noisy.
Fu.rther itiTDdivisionc in the clacsif ico.t ion of the '^lternators
are made hy the manufa.cturers as follows:-
(a) . Tnrho-alternat ors
fb)
. ater rhec? "^elted alternators
( c) . Engine type alternators
This classification depends entirely upon speed.
Turho alternators are built for ver^" liic'h cpe ds, such as are
demanded hy the steam turbine . The following tahle gives the siz-
es and speeds of a uonmercial line of turho-alternators
.
K. W. Hating Speed Kumher of Poles for
Such generators are uniformly "built •":'t' -^o^ ting fields.
The rotating memher is huilt sl-nilar to un ordinary direct cur-
rent armature, it is laminated, and ha,s the exciting ^vindings -
concentric coils - imhedded in deep slots.
Water v/heel or "belted t^^-pe alternators supply the demand for
medium speed generators, '^'^e following table gives a series of
3izes of sixty cycle alternators as listed in the bulletin of a
large Aj7ierican mnufacturer
.
K
.
XI
.
Rating Speed I'unber of Poles for
60 Cycle s .
100 - 750
750 - 1500
1500 - 2500
2500 - 14000
1800
1200
900
750
4
6
8
10
60 Cycles.
25 - 50
75 - ICO
150 - 250
1200
900
600
6
8

300 - 430 450 16
450 - 550 360 20
The e::^ine type of alteram. or is built for direct connection
to the reciprocating stear:: engine. The speed lir:Tits of the prime
:r.o'"'er, in thi case, react to malce the generator very large ai'^d
;j3tly per unit of output in comparison v;ith the higher speed ma-
chines .
The following table will suffice to show standard sizes as
tested by A^-ierican manufacturers.
K. ^7. Rating Speed Number of Poles per
60 Cycles
.
50-75 300 24
75 -100 276 26
100 -125 257 28
185 225 32
250 200 36
250 -300 150 48
oOO-SOOO 120-100 64-72
Field l/i ridings - The field -Doles of an alternator as well as
those of D
. C. iiachines may be wound vd.th the usual round or rect-
angular triple cotto: co-'rere.' ..i.^^i.et \,ire, or edge v-ound strap.
To reduce tbe heat losses, copper conductors arc used. The de-
sign of the field magnet system for an alternator involves the
placing of the required number of r?mpere turns in tlie least space
possible. A balance is obtained between maxV turns supplied with
a small exciting current and a fev; turns supplied with a large
exciting current. "^^^ larger machines - 1"*^ and over -
'^n edge wound copper strap is employed for the exciting v/inding.
The strap is first v/ound on a "fonner"; irsulating strips., are
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on the :.ole raeces. "i^'he outside projecting: ends of tne inculating
strips are burnt off smooth 'A'ith a torch.
!^d~e vov.i-'d ctrr'Tj rn*ndin«;c "/he"^ comnared \vith the other tj'T^es
jave two inar^-ieu advi:,r.,ta^cs : - the ajr.ount of ^XJ-ce occupied the
insulation is less in the former than in the latter, pnd,- the cop-
per strap conducts the heat to outside surface more readily th^n is
possihle where the heat naist traverse layers of insulation as well
s copper
,
9.ome European manufa ct^'trers ha.ve "built alternators with the
r^ield windings placed onl:,' alternate poles. A larger :uiiioer of
poles may thus he accomodated upon a field yoke than would he pos-
sihle were the windings to he placed on each pole . '-^ith this type
"f constraction £:reater magnetic leaka/ :":'ults, hence, poorer
regulation for the machine.
Prequency - As the induced E. M, E. in an armature inductor
passes through a complet'- - r-r-:-^i - ".-'i--ir> r-iassing across r„
,
north pole and a succeeding south p»ole, it follows that when an
inductor sweens hy a system of P poles, alternately north and
?outh, induced E.
. .
In '- : t inductor has passed through
P/2 cycles. Tf the above P/2 cycles are accomplished n times
per second, the frequency of E. M. E., (f ) , is n V , or f= n 7 . i!
Equation for E. V.
.
F. - Let it he assumed that in the simple
alternator illustrated in Eig.flt there are N turns, the total
o>-"''c . That is, the E. E. wave starts at zero, attninn ? posi-
tive maximum, falls to zero, passes through a negative iiiaximum and
hac]< to zero in T seconds. Then, the average rate of cutting
tlr-at a cycle of events is accomplished in T sec-
— - -
1

FIG. A.2.
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L X
the flux is the averat;e induced ^< . M. , - 4 IT (f)^ ^ in volts.
10^
Now, eince the rate at Tvhich the N turns cut the flux
varies as a ^ine function, the uiaximum induced E. M. F. will he
7r/2 times the average value.
TT = E Tr/2
'^lax -^ave
Em,
.ax
108
Replacing 1 "by itc equal, the frequency, f = 1 • V/e may v/rite
T T
E
1 1 in. ^"v
10
'max
_
_g
If an alter-iatin^; current i ^ T ain passes through a cir-
cuit of resistance r, the energy consumed in the resistance is
o
2
It will he noted that the power consumed varies \7ith tv/ice the
frequency of the cir^'uit.
The average energy consumption of the circuit is
Ave. 1- r = = \^^) r .
Pince ave .( cos 2 ) = .
Thus the alternating current 1=^0 consulted in a resist-
nce r produces an energy loss hy heat the same as a continuous
current -
I = To
.
T
"^y^. voVie I " !== i'^ called the effective value of the alternat-
ing current i - I zixi cot .

the alternating potential
-max is called the erfective value of
7T-
e "max
sin cot
.
Fence
'max
2 ir ll(j^f
10^
Eeff
10^
Di fferent
:
'
p1 Actio n - "^he armature winding ms.y be concen-
trated in but a single gI'^''" '^'^^ ^ole, or I't -^ay be divided • i as
to fill several slots. The more concentrated grinding will have
the E. V .3 ;2:ei^erated, in its various turns in phase. The E. F.
F.s ^en^y'^t'^'^' n ooils or turns situated i r ^--In+t? -^r^-r ^.^rvt upon
the ar.ua.ture surface are out of phase
.
Consider thtat the coils (a) and ( b) in the simple alternator
'^ir
. A 1, pre joined in series. Tt is evir'ent t-'at tho "F . T'
.
V,
je.ier^Vwed ii\ (a) is a inaxi::iira at the po sit ioi! shown, while the
E. IT. P. of (b) is just slightly above zero. The sum of the t-wo
Tu
.
Tv'. F .s vill not ^e t^^e s^me as they v/ould be if fb) occupied
the saine olots as (a) , go called differential actici; i(ic.y be
illustrated by the addition of the E. M. ?. vectors. The winding
jf a sin^ile phase mac"'^' ine seldom occupies more thrn one hp If of
the available ari.'iature airface , The usual closed coil evenly dis-
tributed \Yinding of a D. C. machine would b^rdli"" be agitable due
to the differential action described. This is exnressed more
forcibly ;:tating that su.ch windinj^s are extravagant of coi)p'-.T.
oince the single phase alternator winding occupies but fifty per
cent of the armature surface, it is readily seen that t^^ additi'or
of a simdlar winding occupying the remaining space rnd con'.crting

the machine to quarter phrse i:7cnjld add "but little to the expenec
and prj^ctically dcuhlc the capacity .
'':7ave Porn: - In the simple tv/o pole alternator illustrated in
"Fig. A 2. it can "be chovm that theoretically'' tiie E. M. F. v^ave i?
inherently a sine or o^-i v.>.'nv-i-' r. -r*! vin-^ •* on ^ '.(^t ^ ^ "^"'"^ •^^."'^-'^r^^, '''^ '' ^ t,"'''-
agnetic field is hOiHOj^eneuus , i unif ori;i . Then L'.ince tae rc^te
at vmich the flux ie cut "hY the inductors is proportional to the
Gine of an£;le-a- t'/e , . P. r/ave is dependent upon the sine of
-a-. Chviously In a bipolar Liacline. this inrBrent relation ^oes
not exist. Hence
,
in multipolar machines th.e density of the flux
Ast "be governed"^ "by sha^in^; f-^.e "^o? o -nieces. The v:are form o^^
alternator depends upon t...e di;u ^ri iju t ion of flux across the pole
faces, upon the distrihution of the winding o.nd upon the numher of
riots per nole
.
It has heen shovm tVi£!.t in multipola,r machines special shaping
of the pole faces is necessary. Any uns^nnmetrical distrihution
of th;^ Yjinc'lng leads to a distortion of the '""^-'rn .L-'^^-.-^e . It is the
numoer of slots per pole which eT'ects, larjjely, the ^ligher har-
monics,, sometimes present in the !F1 . ¥. , P. wave. As each tooth in
turn sweeps across f^c "oole -^acc the -^lux tends to follow it . A
body f magnet ic lines ..i.ay follow the tooth fo r a short distance
and then suddenly sweeri. o.cross the conductors imbedded in the slots
to the following ooth. Tn the interval, of time u"'ir?*n^ which the
ilu:- 2s sweeping across C-.e slot the rate at Y/iiich Uio Inductors
in that slot are cutting the flux is increased; hence, the in-
crease in E. L'. E. during that inst'^nt
.
It is also true t lat th,e iiupec^ance drop of the al ternator
armature fluctuates during each cycle, due to the fluctuation in
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t^-^ -'^efficiert of ir.dr.ctnnoe , -L- , varying periodically -ir'
cl.an^e ir. Jlu:i uencit: r::iature teeth. I'his variation af-
ccts the E. IT. r. v/ave of tiie alternator under load aim fluctu-
ates o.t dov-iDlc frequency. In a. single phase alternator the mag-
netic field, uue to the armature ejnpere turns, v.hich sives -i^e to
the armture z-eactions, puleates at normal frequency; there-fay
i storting the E. IvI . F . v;ave shape.
Yindinp:s - V/mdmss may he considered under the following
heads .
1 . Conmon
2 . T'enii- tropic
5. Diamond coil
The first type of v/inding is in very general use . It may he
Identified since on a inult^.poi r,r machine It requires hut one coil
-.er pole. The coil may occupy one, two or -..ore slots per pole,
Thi mnding is illustrated in 3^1 g . A 3.
'f'he second type of v^'-p-^in- ic dist ingi.iished from the first,-
in that it requires hut one coil oor pair of poles. Eac^:: coil
may occupy frnni one to sever-.l slots per pole. 5^or a single phase
v.-inding the crconn t:^e, '^uc to the greater length of a man turn ,
requires more copper criaii i'^ necessary -..ith ither types one or
thjee. This is especially evident in a single phase winding dis-
trihuted in rift- per cent or more of tlie slots per pole. This
second tyrie of winding offers considerahle flexibility in the
matter of distrihuting the windings - ^Jith six slots per pole
o»^e -i^^e o-f a coil would he imhedded in either one or two slots
in the ordinary winding; whereas, witV " ' - 1- tropic winding ch
cide of a coil r^y occupy one, two, three or four slots.

6 SLOTS PER POLE SlNOUE PHASI
^aLOTS PER POLE OCCUPIEID.
e SLora per role qu/\rter ph/\se
FIG. A4.
PH/\SE /\
RHASEB
RH A SE C
6 SLOTS PER p'ole: "threie: phase.
H E N/I I - ~r F? O PV O . .



A and V ConnecTioNs.
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-'P ioncider miarter-ph?ue r.rmature ^'^ir.ding with six slots
per pole, three L'io-.'j only are available — ~'Ole per phase. The
• rinding is necessarily hemi- tropic . A -ist ingui skiing feature of
the Doly-phase herai- troT)i n bindings is tr^at the end turns of part
of the coils i.-ust be hent up no re than the end turns of the other
coils. The heini- tropic v/inding is sometiines termed" concentric''
The diamond coil winding, so called on account of the shape
cf the coils, is advantageous "because the coils are fonaer vjcund,
and of the ssune size. They are completely insulated and impregnat-j
ed ":e-^^cre insertion and have s3''?vmetri cal instead of irregular end
j
-urns, t-as jre^e -iii-^ - acu,... binding. A further reason for the
j
adoption of the diamond coils, and they are used today in nearly
all standard m chines, is the fact that the la.rger frajnies are
split for convenience of transporiai. thus requiring • -in:':rs
•.'hich may he removed at two points after the necessary Lestin^;.
^
The grouping of the coils is entirely determined by the |
-or ding and end connections^ and hence a machine with, cay, cix
r
ylots per pole may "be connected either single, quarter, three or i
i:
zix phase at a;y time after the v/inding is in place. li^irther
11 parallel grouping of the coils per pole per phase may he used for
voltage adjustment, siiriilarly to direct current machine either the
j;
v;ave or lap forru of winding nis^y he used. The end connections of
j
the wave winding are very simple, hence this typ^- i ^- u-,ed w•^wrever i
appiicahle. V/here more tlian one turn per coil is required or
where a series-parallel combination is necessaiy, the lap winding
is more advantageous.- "''is v/inding is more co.rp.on erpecially in
tie higher voltage maciiines where many turns per coil arc require:^
"onnection r.nd ^/ector T;ia/::ram - In Fig. A 6 . is shov;n a sim-
•
ii
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j
pie alternator heaving thr^e coil 3, v., "0 , c, qnaced apart "by
12r° on a ring ari]-^tvire . The vectorc rep i-'j^ exiting the time and
|
space of the E. M. F.£, as well as the time and mgnitucle curves,
r.Tc shov/n in 71g . A 6. Suppose that coil C is replaced with ,
oil C, 180° froi:. C as sho^vn . 3. Fig. - . ov/s the results.
Coils a c'b are spaced 60° apart, hence their E. I'. P. vectors are
:nt o-f -^hrse 6^°. Tn tl'ie case of coils a, "b, and c, a true delta
tiirec pha^e Li-eiu could he ohUa- connecting ...^ joilc as
follows,- 5 to 4, o -o2, lto6. The three phase leads would be
•-rought out fro": points 5, 5 and 1. In the case of coils a c' h a
tiTie delta tliree phaje
_
co . he ohtained re-eroing
c* and connecting as follows,- 5 to 5' , V to 2' , 1 to G. Taking
UT) . A 7, f'^cre are three coils rhown cn a ring annature . TThat
l.i.er jwnnc---.-.L are nece^sai;^^ to .-^ v/indings forrn a delta
systc:;!? Fleming's right h^nd rule shov/s tlat points 5, and 1
a-"!^ connected to 4, 2 and 6 respectively. The vector and time-
.-.tude diagra-.-i^ • .
Vlhat interconnections are necessary to have the armature
coils connected in Y, :r uesh? A little consideration will show
;"rt : -"ollowing connect iovio arc '-'-.-rect .
Coniject points - 1, 3 and 5, -he slip rings will then he
connected tc points 4, -2 and 6. Siiiiilariy points 4', 2 and 6
'^e joined and points 1, Z - • o h- :o--ected t- t-e slip ringL..
The vector diagram v/ith Y connections v;ill conoist of three
vectors in 120® pi'iase relation and in magnitude trie 2 t.iiries the
^t'-.. ^ 'jf the "''-'^'^'Tz '^ '-''O f -'^ ^1 ^ ^ or'^T^ ct 1 on .
"'i- . o represents the siiuple quarter phase alternator,
'"e:.hods of '^^ol'.a/A^ Control - "^o- complete description of



::.rious iLethods see text,^ Al' 'urrei:
,
"rj
r.eji^rhc . "^'\c :.'i^x'i.il regulator £iYes excellent result c and
effects a caving in e:rpense and complications. "^ile this for:
r,'- 1 or." t i T"olta£^e control ?e!Tj: ^ojTT>'l \'^o.tr'd., /'(^t f^-C i r c c "ro
far leys complicated t in n iUe campent;a;,ed ulwcrnaloi", c.:.nL tlie lat-
ter is the only autoiiiatic voltage control device ccmparalole with
the TirreTl regulator . '^he comy^ocite alter'^.at '^r 'doeD not operate
i;a"Cii-ac vOrily v-itii Ica^^ti af vari int, pov/er factor,
De:nar.;nct ization "by La.^,.an;; Currents - Heferring to the simple
alternator ^hovm in Pi^' . A. 9, '"'^'-ci c?er the conditions existing at
tl'e „.oi;:ent v/i^cr: the inuucca . . is; a ::iti--i^-ui:., i.e., v/i.ei: ;^^:-e
aririature coil occupies the position shovm "by the "blacJi lines, Tf
the alternator iz loaded or r. non-inductive load the T.irrent it in
phpse v."it-i the '£ , x-. F, • , .jo, io a- i w j ;..a^.i...u:.. at w-^o in-
stant shown".. The ari.-ature flux will have a sense and phase posi-
tion as gi%'"er; hy the vector -A- . Tf, however, the receiving cir-
cuit is inductive, t.x ju^..u..,. v.ill lag beii^i.v,'. ^^.j^ _j . 1\J[ . P., and
tiierefcre v;ill not reach its maximum until the coil has reached a.
position as shown hy the red lines. Under the nev; conGitions the
armature flux v/ill have a sense and phase position -^t "hown hy
the vector -3- . It will he noted tb?.t tbs flux on inductive load
has a component in opposition with the main field flux. On unity
power factor loads the armature currents set up only r nro-'- "i^i-'.
We may show hy the same manner tmt the ar.-ir ^.ure flux o.i caijaaity
loads, leading current, is in such a direction as to add to and, in^
creese -!^i_r-\rt , + "n-^.d'? - "^"^erator
thus, ivia^/e uizin^^; ; inductive loads are demagneti?;ing; and loaa^. of

ctor nierelv affect t -ux distri"but ion 'by increas-
ing; tiie crocs flux.
T'g.-Gureinent of Poiver in a Three P'.rse nircuit,^ If, as shovm
ill Fig. A 10, a. ^^rattmeter is connected bo a tliree pliase circuit
vnth the airrent coil in;:;erted into one le:''' --'^ V - -n^^^-.+ '-l coil
arranged to "be connected, "between the curren!: coil and eiu^^jr of the
oth^r tvj- >"ires, the total power of the circuit may "be measured.
Proof of the above is given ' --ankiir •^niin---n'r text on
Alternating Currents.
v.^r reference to the vector diaforara for the circuit ^'ig . A 10,
..e .aatheinatical expres ^n- -- t^^^ ...^^.p'-n.. -^e-^^n-s c-- ^-c -c-
.ived. Assume that the current I' io traversing the watL:ieier
current coil, that the potential coil is connected hetween points
Z and of the phj'sical ---^it, --d t'^-^t -it^rmtor loaded
upon a balanced three phase circuit contai.iiiig 3J::.e incluc-a.ice .
Tt v/il"'. he understood that tV.e point is the neutral point in the
-y. connected al- -to^. --tt-^^-n- r^^^d^r,^ na^r he e-nressed
as
= ET' cos
whore E ic the potential per coil of the alternator. Since the
load i"^ balanced ''^"^ t'^^'^l ^c-'-^r 'ut"o^'' of the alternator is
E ic represented on the vector diagram as OA.
jr- .u--^ ^.f.
,,oii of the '•"-'tt-'.e ^r ic left connected as
shown and the lootentiai coil is bridged betvjeen Z and X, measuring
a potential-vector AC,- the expression for the reading is

»FIG.A lO.
diAorAm for
THREE F»HASE CIR-CUI'T'.
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.T.. , t>p -notert^r..! coll of the v/attmeter ' betv^
:id y . -in- a po:ential -vcc^oi :J3 - the r-^^-'n- ^-^^n.^eti
•? --im of the two reaf^ings is
\7,+\Vo = vlT HI' ( ^os(30°+ 4? } + cos(50°- 4")
= 2 EI cos <:j> - total power .
Mso, = "^^I oos(50°- 4> ) -- -.os(SO°+ 4> )
= EI r-ln cjs
From the lact expression for the tangent of the an^le of lag
(1) . That the ^/atthieter readings are equal only ^on ir-^.^ic-
.ive "balanced loads.
(t) . That when the angle of lag exceeds 60° then the reading
of one wattrneLer becoines negative and - ---ersed reading jm^t
be taken. The latter, Wo, is in such cases a negative quantity

Section #2
.
Transformers
A. Definitions
Principles
Classification (a). Constant potential.
( b) , Constant current
.
( c) . Constant current ratio .
1. Auto- transformers
.
Balancing coils.
Polyphase transformers,
2. Repulsion coll.
Variable impedance •
Leaicage
.
3. Series transformers.
B. Use
C« Construction
D, TJieory and electrical characteristics
Losses and efficiency. Vector relations. Leakage.
A general discussion of the alternating current transformer
and its applications to the transformation of current, potential
and frequency
.
Lu . (iij r.c I
.(d)
- r : ' ' . I.
FIG.B 1.
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Th e Transformer
-be transformer consists - 'e nmgnetic circuits in-
eriinked wit:^ one or :nore - usually Ivo - electri- • —uits.
""7
lepns of the masnetio circuit, electrical energy is transfered
^rom one electric r^--^^rt f'-^-- -urinary) to the other electrical
(the secc;-.dary) . Txie ..vi^:io'Ac 'Axcui^ ~ " ---gneti^ '
•
-
terial (iron or steel) enclo^ine one or more open spaces throua;h
'v-rioh chre-'-' -^"-e elec^ri^-^"^ rir^^-'ts consisting of coils of insu-
lated electi'ical condact^rs ( -o^l wire) . If the
..-^.^-.loni
c^jiits surround the magnetic circuit the transformer is of the
"ooro" t>n^e, hoi"e--r if the reverse is true the transformer is
of
the "shell" type
.
The practical use of the alternating current depends
' larce e:--tcnt upon the properties of the transf orr;ier , i .e .
,
its ability to transfer electricity ;
'
-
-rcuit to another
,.ith very small energy loss, e.g., v;ith high
exrici'-ncy; and .a:.c.
its ahility to receive -nerg^^ at a potential
differing vzidely
from that potential l-Z -nirr c.^j c,„i,c...
step-up transformer the impressed potential is
lov/er ...e po-
tential delivered to the secondary circuit; v;hile
in the step-
dovm transformer the primary potential is higher
than the second-
ary potential
,
Let the elementary transformer as represented
in -^ig
.
1 '•>e
considered to consist of an iron ring .ore upon
;^ich are two
windings or coils. ^.Ve ^ill assume that the magnetic condition o.;
the iron can he controlled at will hy some means or arrangement
no. ;3hown. h. • ..-,...^j:.ier-^ — -a- increase, '^-.-.-irh.
reverse the direction of the ma,gnetic flux within the iron .ore.

f'i-= riici^netlc flu" incr^f'sed froir a zero value in the direc- ;
.,io:i jf the a,rrow marked -h- , 't ':3nt-'>--j.'^ . so
hat in one Iialf second it shall have ohtained a value of E,,^ lines
per square centimeter. According to ^'arada^^'s law, an electro-rao-
"ive force has been generated in each turn -lectr:' -: '^lit
or coil proportional to the rate of change of xhe flux. Tlie total
difference of potential between the terminals of a coil is propor-
tional to the rate of change of flu- ' to the nu::iiher of turns or
convolutions composing the coil. The direction of current flow in
the two coils on a closed circuit would be as indicated 'by the ar-
rows, i.e. around the core in the -^ '^ -
1-
-tt.i -.--'^
,
T-r
now during the next unit of time or second, tiie riux in the core
can "be caused to decrease a.t a uniform rate to zero value, Vne S.
' .
^. he reversed in direction, i - nev; direction pnd ^Ti^i.e
will he maintained so long as the flux reuuces to zero, pacces
through the zero value and increases in direction - c- at a uniform
_.o + o r change. '^^^-^ -n ^ -^r-r -nil -•t r^y iv^t' ' t i'^ equal to
;he sum of th? E. I.I. Ih in i i: s constituent turiis at c-a.^ in-
stant. Hence if the coil D has ten turns to each single turn in
ceil E, the E. HI. Y . - --^-dnals ^'nAi loe ten times
.he corresponding E. LI. at uhe teriiiinals ^f .
hjrve 1 in Fig .2 represents an assumed rate of change and in-
i
he corresponding ili::e and magniwUde values of 'che K . h. Es
generated or induced in the coils D and E respectively, The
.iown Che left of ti.e curve j,..'^ -he Jollowing pr. ' .vill "!:'e
oted;
-
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1, " " vectors reprec^nt ^" " . . T .s in -
ude. E-T) = •* i.L.ies .
2, Tlie vector representing flux is 90° ahead of Ejj rnd Ejj .
^^^^ -"ho'^T'e hr-.s been p.ssur.ed t'nr^^.t f'^e flux of the trans-
-^orner was controlled oy sou-e ou'. cide DC-urce not ©hov/n . In prac-
tice an electromotive force is impressed which drives a current
tlirough the pririirr;; '.^irdinc;, rhich in turn "becomes foB active pri-
mary i.;agneto luotivw -orce — p-i-..ur- cinpere turns. Guch
impressed electromotive force is alternating, hence produces -.n
^-^f^ flux, '^he alternating flux, in turn, produ-
•jes, -o, ;ar..dcv's law ^. I . . ithin th'- ---losing electric
circuits, and. by Lenz' ir.r .i: oh induced E. M. 5^. is in st^. ^
^
jection ar ':o oppose the primary impressed E. II, IP. Since the
oner^y ncces-ariiy impressed upon primar-^ . ert-.i-'i^^
^ magnetic field in an air core is given back to the electric cir-
cuit whe . that magne ' is destroyed, it would be rted
that when the magnetic field existed i
'
--^-^ ' ^ -^ul^ be
true. It is found t'ciat in practice such is t.ie case cut tl.e pres-
ence of t''.e iron adds other losses not present v;ith air e.g. I'^'s-
terefjis and eddy ourren" -^--ces. Such current inpv.'- ^'rto 'ihe -nri-
:;:ary winding, to produce the required ampere turns* ;>3-x0uId repre^-ent
no erer'::/,and hence, 'nust "be out of pliase with the impressed E. M.
J. by 90°. To su-onl^^ the looses whic'-" occur w-nponent of
current will "be dravm "by the primary circuit in phase with the
impressed E. H. P., the product of which and the E. M. P. will re-
present the watts loss r -in- through t'>- -^oregoir- thnt the
secondary is open circuited. The first described componenw of cur-|
rent is called the magnetizing current, the second the watted com-
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ponent, the vector sum of these componentc i^^ the exciting current,
vlAci ...ust "be nearly 90° ^u^ of phase v;ith - c E. if the
magnetizing component is lar^^e , These considerations are shewn
{^raphi ca-lly in Pig. B 3-,
2Iote_: The ratio of t mnsforina.t io i of a transformer is
_
f::'econdary turns = rp
Primary turns
Tf T is le?s than unit^r tl:;at transformer is a step- down wransfor-
mer . The ratio
Secondarj^ E . IvI . ? . = t
P r imary i ndu c ed E . i.I .F .
is true, however, since the primary iiTipressed E. M. E. is approxi-
mately equal to the induced . " , . " the jatio,
' Secondary'" E
.
TI
. 7
.
_
rp
P r iinary imp re s se d E .M ,7 ."
approximately. Step-up transformers are used principally at gene-
rating stati onij t.o raise generator potential for transmission
purposes; the step-dov.n tranFjfomier is employed at the receiving
end of the transmission lines to reduce the potential .
Classif i ca.t ion - Transforme-^': a>re classified according to the
service for which they are intended as follows.
(a)
. Constant potential transformer - transformers which re-
ceive enerpjy '^.nd z.'''^c'" '^y^o^^^^t' "by a'ni^rc ~"ima tely '^onot'^nt 'potent "'^1
("b) , Constant current c ransfon^^er - Iransf orauers which rec--ive
ener^-y at constant potential and deliver ener^jy hy constant ciarrent-
(c). Series transformer - Series transformers used in con-
nection with measuring, indicating;, anu protective aevices, lo pro-
duce in the secondary circuit a definite current flow per ampere
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flowinr i^r '-^v- -rimary - i.e., oonstrr+ --^'-•^0 of cu.r^'o^Tt t •"n^-''o^-
)
ination
.
7\irther subdivision may "be made as follows .
(1. 1onn':^-"t -potential tr^nc '^orrier
(3, Auto transformer
(
(4. Pol;','T)"hase transformer
(1. "Repulsion •,;'l transformer
f
("b) .(2. Impedance rje
3 . Leakage type
(c) .(1. Series transforner vjit" . or without wound priraary .
Since the constant potential multicoil transformer has "been
more or lees completel3'" disaissed in the foregoing, we shall' pro-
ceed wit'., vhe au-o transformer.
The Auto Transf or.'-.ier consists of a single electric cir.cuit,
from v/hich three or more taps are available , inter linked with one
ur more magnetic circuits. Tt may be used either as a step-down
or step-up transformer. Such a transformer \70uld never be used for
a ratio of transformation of 1 to 1, As a step- down transformer
energ;' is delivered ' - ^'--^ electrical circuit - a relatively high
potential and is delivered at a lower potential depending upon the
percent of the turns of the electrical circuit 'oridged "between the
seconc.nry taps. See Fig. B 4. Gince ther? ' hut one winding,
acting simultaneously as the primary and seconuary circuits »less
copper is needed, also less iron, per kilowatt of co-pacity, than is
require:' '
-
-^uivalent two winding transformer. The auto is

TO source:
or POWER. RECEIVING
CIRCUIT.
FIG.B4.
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jre ef:ricient ':o.fin the ordinary •,:-'--^':'orner . '^^r^ numloer of
turns necessary in the ein^le coil is ....e ^a.:.e as vjou^.^ oe re quire J.
if it were used exclusively as the high tension winding and a se-
parate additional coil were provided for t>e oecondary or low ten-
sion windinn;. When the ratio of transf or.Aat iOii is 2 to 1
required sectional area of conductors is the same throughout the
transformer, Tnen the ratio is other than 2 to 1 or 1 to 2,
economy of copper dictates that the cross section of the copper in
the various portions of the v/inding he varied to jnaintain the cur-
rent density per square inch constant . Considering that one se-
con-iary lead is to.pped to p.n end of the v;inding, and considering
a Btep-do^vn transformer only, we have for the ratio;-
E
.
li. F
.
nccordary
V,
.
, V . Priyiia.ry
Also K - Cross section of copper hetween
secondary leads
Cross section of copper not included "between " "
K = i - 1
T
V/iieii .V-.. step-uj iransforiaer is considerec" ^' must defined
as the ratio of the cross section of copper hetween the free pri::i-
r?ry lead and the free secondary lead to the cross section of con-
ductor "between the ^reo primary lead the douhle connect io -. -.^ -"^ri"^-
ary and secondary leads to the winding.
Tn this case
K =
T-1
the ratio of t rar --^or-;- i is 1 to 1 the ^nvinp' in
material over a two coil transf oraier is a J:;a::i.'.'iui:. . The savin^;, ap-

proo.^heB 100;a^ as tlie ratio ':pproaches 1 to 1, L inne the cut-
put of the transformer c.pproaches sero at that point, such ratios
are undesiraole . wliere T is the ratio of transformation the ma-
terial saved is
100
To prevent i-ia^netic leakage it is dec' ^- "'Ig "rl'r.t those por-
tions of the windin^r used as the secondary coil loe divided into
sections and interleaved "between similar sections or the rest of
the winding.
The auto transformer may "be used as a balancing coil to olotain
the neutr?.! in deriving a three wire from a two wire system; it may
"be used as a starting compensator fcr A. C, moto-ns ond converters;
and it nay he used wherever tlie potential is to oe raitjed or lov/or-
cd . The advantages of its use are;-
1. Lovj r?t -^ost v^^^ln t ively small weight.
2. Plexiole voltage ratio v/ithout unused copper.
3. Higher efficiency than equivalent two coil transformer.
The disadvantages of its use are;-
The r)i'imary ^r^'^ -^'^condary circuit? p.?."e not insulated from one
another. A person in contact with the i^econ rry circuit and the
ground is subject to the prim.ary potentia,!.
The aut'^ t:^ansf or:;isr affords an o-'.collent means v/hereoy the
voltage may he controlled witi^out large heat losses. This quality
is its cTiief value commeycially
.
ITote :- An er^lr.nation of the use of the ordinary step- v" own
transforiaer as an nu .o t ransfor^rier should "be c^-Ycn .
Auto transformers are used for starting induction motors, es-

pecially the larger sizes. On three phase circuits, for starting
I
three phase motors, three single auto transformers may he connected
either delta or mesh, or a comhination of these connections may he
used. It is customary to provide in the auto starters of medium
sized induction motors two coils connected in open delta. The lat-
ter arrangement is very compact and reduces first cost . The taps
to the winding of the coils allow the starting voltage to he ad-
justed to fifty, sixty- six, or seventy- five per cent of normal run-
ning potential. See Standard Hand Book, section on transformers.
' Problem If the three phase auto starter of a large induction
motor is connected as shown in Fig, 23, calculate the current de-
livered to the motor per lead and the relative size of the copper
|
in the various portions of the winding when the impressed potential
is 100^ greater than the motor starting potential and the current
delivered per lead is 100 amperes.
j
The Polyphase Transformer - The multi-phase transformer con-'
sists in general of several single phase transformers so combined
I as to have separate electrical circuits, "out using in common some
or all of the magnetic circuits. Quarter and three phase trans-
I
formers have been developed to suit commercial power circuits.
They are of the "shell" or "core" type according as their single |
phase elements are shell or core type. Some three phase trans-
formers embody features of both types. '
It may be noted by reference to the diagramatic sketch, Pig .5
that the three phase transformer requires three times as much cop- ji
per as the single phase transformer, but requires less iron than i
ii
three single phase transformers. Hence, the combined unit is more
efficient than the three single units, occupies less space - having
) .
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^^^^ -..^e - and is Hunter per T^ilo^att of rating. The pro-
poi^ions of the - - ^-— T-r^-r^T ---o^m in . B 6 are
governed almost entirely oy the sinr-le phase reouirements of itc
two partG, ex-e-ot the mutual magnetic path ^'z^'^. imst have a cross
section eoual to 1.41 times the area o"^ the single path since the
two fluxes which traverse it differ hy 90° in phase relation.
An excellent design for the three phase transformer is
-ketched i-^ T^ig . B 5, \"'^i''h illustrates the construction used "by
the Westinghouse Electric -nd .Aanufacturing Company. Three ph^.se
•circuits may he operated with either two or three single pliase
transformers or ere ^oT-^rphase transformer.
Resume :-
Advantages - ,The efficiency of the -^olyvhase transfon.ier is
hi-her than that of the equivalent single phase transformers. It
^las less v;eit;ht per kilowatt of rating. It occupies less space
than its equivalent -ingle phase transformers. It is comparative-
ly cheaper in the moderate si7.es. (Small sizes are relatively
expensive per kilc\7att of rating.)
Disadvantages - Greater weight to he handled per unit, hence,
n;reater handling nost . Extremely large sizes are not in demand.
A hurnout in one coil v:ould likely involve all of the coils. They
are not reconLmended for unbalanced loads. They h^.ve less cooling
sT)ace per unit of rating.
TTptes - Small L^pace some times indicates t>'o nee of the poly-
phase transformer. The saving on a three phase circuit is ap-
proximately thirty per cent of the floor space . The caving over
three ^in^e transfor::ier^ - -c? \ : -o— --11. '^he ratings
of poljTDho.se transformers are usually given as 3 i:iany 1 or

QUAR-TER PHASE XRANSFORMER
PIG.B6.
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1
all three p-^rces.
The Congtant Current Transformer - '^-•"-^ "instant current
t i-unsror27ier is a device by which an electrical circuit may be sup-
plied with electrical energy a-t a constant rate cf current flow -
the potential varying in direct proportion to the impedarTie . The
source of ener£2'' is in all cases a constant potential systei:i . There
are four nuch devices as outlined above, V/e shall discuss thein in
the order named.
The repulsion coil t^rpe of constant current transformer con-
sists of a fixed primary coil magnetizing a magnetic circuit . A
movahl:? coil i? IfnVed vrTt>' .tv.- v^.ar<;netic circuit and suspended
so i.iiat it may aj^proach or depart from the primary coil
.
Gravity'"
ca.uses the coils to come close together - the magnetic repulsion
between the coils operates to '^orce th'^:" ?r)o..::t , VTien the ^'c- '^o>-^ -"ary
coil approaches the priniary it is cut oy a relatively larger nuiiioer
of lines of mrgnetism. It has a greater ErM. F
.
generated within
its turns and, hence, on a cloced rircuit vo'^.ld hrve a f:reai"er
current trax'ersing its coils . Th.e resul cant repulsion bet v/e on the
iv. :1s forces the secondary'" farther away from the prir^iary where it
is cut by less lines of flux - a greater leakage takes plac'e - and
thus reduces the secondary E. 11. F. and carrent until the coil
balances at its new position. Practically the secondary coil as-
sumes such a position that the magnetic flux threading its core
produces within its turns sufficient E. M. P. to drive the re-
xjuired current through the secondary circuit
. By a proper adjust-
ment of counter weights the secondary coil may be caused to f^oat
ir '~'-ch and all positions -^or but one value of ciirrent
. The pri:n-
ary is supplied with energi^ at constant potential. The secondary
oe
elivers energy at cons '^e leakage which in constant
potent^' "" ' ransforiiiers is o"bj ect ionr,^'^ ^ ' . :.e v.icAe of use. e
repulsion uetween coils in r.iutual in^ucwivc relatione is iiere i/ji^de
of value . \7e srall see this some principle of repulsion oecome of
- •'•eater utjC ".nd iin'ocr !! ?o 5. r '•t j 'M^ "ic'ror, Too ':''''et ir,
text of General Electric Company's t ra-Lsfor^aer . '^'lic latter sliould
"be explained Tjith special reference to the leakage.
Arc ne(-:ulators - T'^i^ ^:/'.'rer^rr.Qe of r ^.oi"^.. incr^eases i^'ircr't
;
as the periTieahility of its cere. This I'act is utlli^^ed in tlic i...-
peds-nce type of constant current re{^ij.lator referred to sometimes
^-
-constant current transformer.
A coil suspended so that it may increase or decrease i'^'-e
length of core enclosed - increase or decrease permeability of
its ma,gnetic path - re£;7-ilatcs the current florr "by thus (il'',anging
its position. iravity causes the coil tj drop '^ov;n to the posi-
tion of least core enclosed. The magnetic attraction of a sole-
noid for its core lifts the coi^ no as to eralDrace a larger portion
:f the core than it v/ocjild otherwiije. Thus, the emended coil
acts as a peculiar valve. An increase of current flow clue to a
reouction oT impedance of the receiving circuit causes the coil
.0 include more of its core, increasing its impedance so -'at
the total impedance of the circuit in -".vhich it is connected in
series is the srjne . Hence, the current flow is maintained con-
stant , Cu. ch regulators are generally used on circuits of 2500
volts, or loTver, while the repulsion coil type my he used on cir-
cuits of even higher potentials. All high tension and consto,nt
current circuits should be kept as free from grounds, and possibi-
^ ity of trouble from, suc'i sources, as is practicable. It is a "".vise
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preo:ution to have c. r^enerator protected +"^0 curger •—
tic discharges of its transmission line by iiavint^ a transforiuer
between the generator and line . ""his construction a,t the s?jre
time oT:)viates :"^oesGit3'" of ^cuildin^^ the generator for a ^^'or-
en line potential cher than standard. Standard potential gener-
ator inay oe puroliased and special potentials ohtained "by special
transformers. T have in r::inci a, c'^c "'"'"ore 'i^'n e c " yeneratorr. viexe
"built to give a non standard pot ent ii-.l . Later 1 to 1 ratio
transformers were inserted betv/een the generators and the line
for protection. As the 1 to 1 trr'i"S"'^nrr!'?r ? v^'^^^e '^pc^ipl pt
the potential used, the total expense '.vai seej.iingly unv/arra.;ted .
p'or similar reasons the repulsion coil t^me of constant current
transformer is preferred as against the constant current regula-
tor.
The Leakage Transforme r - The construction and principle of
the leakage type transfor^ner is iihovn in !Pig , B 7,
The leakage path h-a.vin^ -'ir ^^^ap of considerable depth
causes almost the entire flux set up by the primary to thread
the f:'e condar3'" on open circuit. The inrlur'eri "F!. M. !F. is ma-xiirnm
under ri-^.^ch condition-^, "he opposini;; turns of the second-
c.ry coil on load c?.use a lar.':er portion of the flux to leak across
the ] enkage path. The flux cutting the secon ".oil is thus
r.n+ '-in-.nq^ -i-vo „
.
^
-j-^
^ decreases, -"^-'der proper ^le-
;ji:;n the cecondary current may be maintained nearly'' consta.nt fo'-
•'. considerable ^^ariation of secondary impedance. A test on a
transf orji^.er of thi? -"---r-.^ -r^p t'-^.e ''ollowing da.ta .
f = 125 Ep = 1100 constat" T = 9 .C

on open circuit 106
\7l:en delivering 7-5 ajnpereD 66
tl 9 .6 II 45
II It
( Ghort circu it .)
"he regulation of either of the two -"irst types m-'nt-^'^t ^vr-
rent trancfcr::iers descrilDed cioove is very much iDetter than Vmt of
the leaks.g^ t^ipe .
The Geries Transf or.'cr - --e-^^ie?. t'^rr cfor^p'^r i3 r, cievlce in-
tended to produce one ampere iii 'je onnclp.ry circuit for -n-cjir'-
eres of primary circuit. Throughout itc Y^orlcing range the current
ratio 0"^ t^o ;^ri'"'.ary to the oeconr'p.ry cir^rvit ie 'i^onstant and in
this cacc i c n t.0 1 .
Such devices are used in connection v;ith current ineaGuring in-
ctrur.ents, relays "nd nrotective apparatus. Commercial series
1 3'ansf orr:iers are usually desigiied to 2;ive five amperes in the ggc-
onds-ry vjhen the Kiaxirnuit! current for which it is designed is flor-
Lj' in the "oriFar""'; ?*^lvo canncr'^ .^'^r'.etcrr and 'l^ive aj'iTcre '"attrjie-
ters with their ccaleG j.' : -.uj i'" cred to roac. n tines t..ieir original
cr.'lihration for five amperes s.re used in connection v;ith n to 1
ratio series t ransforiner
. ''"h'-se transformers arc used for the sake
-'f reducing first cost, -.'or l-.L-ulating the i;.o ;,rjinent from the pri-
rnarj'' potential, and for a reduction in the numher of heavy copper
connections on the s^vit chhoard . The "^ir^^ent transformer consists
. pri/:.ary grinding of a fev; ''t-'-'^ j i -^e cross section, and
secondary v;indings of many turns and small cross section area of
conductor, v/ound upon a mutual magnetic core. The numher of prim-
ary turns is small. Jhe cross section of tie iron core ir: largo,

so j-e"i- ---.^'r.;?t- is lo;. . -n ^ t7 .
priiuary ic neclioi '^--^ i especially when 'cne £ecQn-c:i\ is chortcd.
"^.et • current of Ip -^jnperes alternating flow througli the pri-
mary- 0-^ r. 10 '0 1 ^o:-:ei3 -^rr.^r-for;"er , n current Ig will "'^e in-
duced to flov; in the i^econuui'y .vixen the latter is closed x .Aigh a
negligil^le impedance cunh as an ammeter or a current coil of a
\TO.ttraeter . Ip
s
"To
Each ampere turn prii-oD.ry cciils for counteracting ampere turn in
the secondary'-. The magneto motive lorce of the primary is at
all times opposed hy a nearly equal and opposite magneto .motive
force from the secondary. "'"'^ differo^Tce "beti-reen the HI . . "'^.^
is just sufficient to set up an alternating flux in the core which
"by its magnitude and rate of change induces a secondary'' E. M. F.
sufficient to drive - secondar^ -urrent through its circuit .
Since on open circuit the secondary counter . F, is ahsent , the
priiiiary ampere turns will set up a flux of greater density than
ould exist on a closed sec ry -:ircuit. Such high values of
flux will induce a high E. LI. V. i: th.e seconda.ry. The latter may,
in commercipl apparatus, reach many thousands of volts which may
juncture the insulation of the turns or he ? mena-^r-" to li^e.
A IC to 1 ratio ideal transf or-':ier v/oulc; havt; lei^ turns i:
the seconcia.ry coil to one in the primary. There is', however, some
.agnetic leakage which would ^'^ -nd r";"!"' cr merrier of turns in
the secondary winding thaii incicated c.oove gj as to oLtain full
current in the secondary. Since the secondary has not the requir-
p,^ v-ii>-- r^;- '•n— , rr rnn"-^ ra,n sf o riner s are not r^c-T'^tG vhcn in-
j
rerted, i.e. .."'en the ratio :8 IC to 1. Tf one attempts to use
'. :.e tr-:nsfor:riers reversed the error 1 oe approxi:::atel;-
Ibfa, v;hich points to a possible 1% lecka^e . The ratio of the
transforii.er reriains r oonstp.nt only when the density'' of the flux
i- -'^re is su <^"' ••? t ^ "^'f "^elow t'-o Imee of t^^e magnet 1 "•^t-'on
curve . The iron aliould "oe operated upon the straight portio-. of
the curve .
Another 7;ay of statin^: these facts is to t^\^.,t t'le ratio
of the transformer is constant only when- the priiuaiy ^ua^netij: ing
current is negligi ole . The ratio of priniary current to secondary
is greater than n for small currents, approaches n ""or r;reater
currents and he comes less tiian n as the ii:agnetizin£; ji.i--.cnt "be-
comes of less importance corapared v;ith the primry current. In-
sufficient iror would cause the JiLagnet ising ^current to increase for
la-„ci priciary currents ..nd, tliuo, cauje the ratio to y,reater
than n for "both lov; and high currents. For accuracy all instru-
r.'-'ent'^ wved should he calibrated in conjunction v/ith their series
t ransf or:.ier s ,
A convenient form of current transformer is provided with only
a seconde.ry ^oil mounted upor a riagnetic core hinged upon one side
and split up'-'i -he other, ^'i:^..- i.i- instrument :nay he clamped upon
a large conductor - the latter forming the primary v;inding - and
an 'nstrijiment connected to the secondary will indicate the current
"".j\.-ing ir. the conductor over which the transformer is clamped.
Some similar devices are not hinged but are provided witi. .
hole through which the current carrying conductor is passed. A
" ell knov/n make is laoeled "4C0 , 800 , 1 500 emperes" . '^hic leans
that a conductor carrying 1600 axiperes placed througi:. the hole in
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the t r.msforr:cr v.'513. cot up a current c fivr rn'.perec _ -
cndaiy; r. conductor '.arr; ing 800 amperes i.nO. loopec so .at it
pacces twice through the hole in the transformer will induce a
current ci fi"^re -^irmerec i'n f'^e cecondrr^.'; rnr>. yrY.ev. r conductor
jarryln^; 400 a-..ipuieL in looped tlxrou^^ii ^.^..e -.ole I'cur ti^-es, o aiLp-
eres v/ill he induced in the secondary.
anufacturers rate these transformers r.s to number of watts,
li.eaning the vratts consuaned \.-y the instn-iL^ent or receivinj device
.
However the numher of watts consumed in the tra,nsfori;ier itself is
often given a,E a criterion of the excellence of its desigi^.
Construct io:.. - ..he riost coi'inion fonn of construction for the
transformer is that in v/hich the coils are wound on two upright
cores of iron stainpings connected hy yokes at top and hottom
.
'"he yokes are also laminated. The v±Lole iron structure is held
together 'cy holts insulated hy fihre sleeves. This is the core
tyve tra,nsfor:ner , The iron stfjnpings or laminations are made ?;;;
thin as practicable .012" .02" to recuce the eddy current
-'osses. For the ssme reason the laminations a,re insulated from
eacl other oy Japaning, r'.isting or varnishing the iron. To reduce
f-c loss '^'o ^ :::ole cular fricticr: • '"Ine grade of mild steel or
ov7e.iish soft iron is used and is ver^' carefully annealed before
being assembled into cores. It is essential that the reluctance
of the magnetic circuit be as sraa.ll as possible, first, because
it reduces the no load magnetizing current; second, because it
reduces the enxpere turns necessary, and third, improves the regula-
tion by re di 3. c i n^ tbe 1 cak-- g e .
P;Utt joints in tb.e core are the equivalent of small air gaps
introduced in- the magnetic circuit. They are to be avoided.

.T?i-!T*-.o ir. whic"''! p.ltorr.ate n.^-'^lnp.ti or.c ovorla'p provide
zuTiv.ces Df lar^jc area i...-.., :..o-iOc", lav; reliic. .-oe . "^or .;-^..vj..l-
cnce in assern'oling and quicl<: repair many transformers are provided
v;lth machined "butt joints . Certain coTriniercial transformers are
"built so tliat one primary and one ifiecondary coil are assembled
upon c straight core as a unit. Tv;o such units and the end yokes
form a complete core type transformer. ^Frequently the coils are
assemi'led upon :i centra.l core --diich branches above t] e coils and
belov; to form tro return circuits for the magnetic flux external to
the coils. The central core and outride return flux paths are not
circular, but are tv/o to four times greater ir j - dimension than
the other. This is the shell- type transformer.
It may be proven experimentally that for m8;xLmum inductance
per pound of copper ^-^'^ —.'il - 'o^ -ound in such form • the
radius of the inner surface shall be one iialf the radius of the
outer eurface and the v/idtli of the coil axially shall be equal to
:.he depth radiall}^ . It i^- al«jo true that the copi)er losses i:~ •
transformer are greatly influenced by the length per turn of the
-opper, Tjrhile the Iron losses denenc? to a greater extent upon the
r^-?'--'^ section of -//^ fl-'-:'- path. . be seen by 70-"3iderin^
ho copper losses which vary as the square of the current density,
total
?rhereas the/losses vary- as the sum of two functions in which the
"lux density ^pporrs in the src^nd •n^''. o-np ^ r:. .-^ •ooTyers.
espectively. These considerations have led to the devcicpriient of
a transforraer in v/hich the copper coil approximates the ideal di-
mension .T'/rir' cvi rr c''i'p_'^ r n^^vF' o"^ i r j":T'T ^1 r 1.'^ '^ro "c- ""'eot ion
..:ue to "i..:.e i:\crec;.sed flux CiCiCity ^.le reliucta:ice ol' 'l^js,'^
portion of the iron forming the core of the coil is the larger
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•^ercentrre of the total reluctance.. The iro^^ cross cection exter-
nal to -..e coil is large . ^"-ic reducing ^-^s^es
eluctances. This tyj)e of transformer Lhovjs ver:/ ixigh efficiency
.ue to lov/ iron losses and also lov copper losses.
Tn the coi;i^:ier cial transformer original cost compels '^^'•'^ '.-^.t i"^ i'.-
sation of o.ll winding space availahle on a given iron core, ^uch
space is only profitably used when occiipied with active material -
the copper conductor, "^or a giver, space a larger per ccr ^ -i::.
ce utilized "by copper iii that transformer which requires :^^..^t
insulation. Comparing core and shell tyve transformers for dif-
:^erent voltages and outpi:its or --i-^eQ, the follo^7ing cor-l\:sions are
^,iven - in the 2lec . Ciuh Journc-l, .lUg . ISlC, Voi.7"T, ^.i.icle
hy r.T .E.G. Reed .
"Ci^;all high voltage trr.-'^cfcr-aers should "be huilt core type,
nd large low voltage iu i.l, ^ j.::.! .-^pc" .
Greater eccnojn;^- of opac "be effected hy the cp-
er strr"" of rcct'^jig^-lr r . 'section -t" •r.r. "b-/ ucinc t'^e umu'l .
- ound cons^uccor. Tn trnasi or.iier:: ' . . . ^ui'tj-^ ^ucJ..
per strap ir j.ced. It hab "been found that broad thick strap
•on^'uctors -rre .-ot on"'7 '^i-^f 1 cilt to harr^-le, out introduce .
iectriccl loss - cur^-ci.wL; - '^e c j.i.jjictor . To avoi:' "
ouE losses from this source the conductors are divided into two
copper straps c-^ half the neces'^ar-^/ cror;s section {tvfo are used in
:'arailel) ^uC. \.^\..,.. , i ..e ^ .oJ - c. " . - 'Opper straps ......
transposed regularly c-hi-Gug"-iOut the v/inding oy reversing their
relative order m the layers of the coil.
Tie oent e:q)eriments ^ ; .Hoys for inagr:eti " -^ir-o-cs " -— .?
'eveloped vanadium steel, chro.-.ium steel, and tungsten steel.

alloys :^ p?rci r^.^net-L ciuility
and electrical resistance, lieace -wv; iro.. ^oj^ej.
Tn small transformers each iron stanining completcc
..;ai;,net:* ^ \::cvit. "^-^ larger sisec ircuit ic
pleted t:-.rGUt,h tY;o or -cur Geparatc c ings
.
To prevent magnetic leakage the secondary coils are wound
eitiier 'jn^^r cr o'^tcv f-T? ^rim.ar3'' -windingy or are interleo.ved "be-
tweea t^e priiuary coils . • 3 latter construction oot- V'-"'
'
.id secondar:'' coils are wound in small sections and placed alter-
n^^t'^i-'' UDO " the cDve .
See Elec. Tcur-d, - c..j, 1910.
According to the method of cooling transformers are divided
into fair -l-^rsses -
( a) . ail jooled .
(Id) . oil cooled.
( c] . :iix "blast .
( d) . water cooled .
"he earlier types rere ci" small capacity and liherally cesigned,
3 means ?rerc pro'^'^ided for cooling other than the usual radiation
:"-'cctiori •^'"'^ -^i nding air.
All moc-.ern iiieuium anc s^iall size- Gformeri ., be classed
s oil cooled, aince the use of - il surrounding the coil -1-
-.-ii"'.''er Ga' ^ o ' ^1 '''c"'e""'er , iz *^t '.^nc'^ h""t conductor,
.n electrical insuiauor, a-. a protection .c che coils fro:;, arcs
nd punctures produced ':y lightning or high tension.
"V - p.T •'•"-.o ,-..-r)^ n^j--- r-** f,'-',- J-,,., ., r^.^. nnit f" sm.^'ller
oes tiie cooling air race per a -it Oi Cv.xjacity ^Sw-coiue, hence, in
lar^e units the prohlern resolves itself into providing a larger
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oooling surface or providing special means
of carrying aw the
heat developed. The latter n^y l.e
accomplished in two ways.- first
providing a hlast of air directed against
the coils, or second,
by a system of cooling pipes immersed in
the oil around the coils
within which a stream of cold mter is circulated.
The former
method requires a source of mechanical power,
attendance, and
would appear to he costly, however, it is
largely used in central
and suh-station practice. The latter
method - water cooling -
is used in extremely large units and where
a source of cooling
water is available. The water is pumped
through copper pipes,
placed within the oil surrounding the coils,
and is then allowed to
cool by exposure to the air. A lesJcage of
water within the trans-
former would probably be disastrous, yet a
failure of the supply
of the cooling medium would not interrupt the
service immediately.
In the case of air blast cooling, a failure
of the fan or blower
would necessitate the unloading of the transformers.
Tnsulation - Between each turn, each layer of
turns, and be-
tween ooils must be some form of insulation.
The greater the dif-
ference of potential the greater mst be the dielectric
strength
intervening - the thickness of insulation is
graded accordingly.
Heavy press paper and canvas are used between
core and coils to
prevent lightning and high tension surges passing
from primary
to secondary vdndings . A still lighter
inflation is provid-
ed between layers - the smaller the figure
for volts per turn
and the smaller the number of turns per layer,
the smaller the in-
sulation between layers necessaiy. Cotton in the
form of thread
and tape is used between turns and coils. It has
good mechanical
strength, but has low dielectric strength. In
general the cotton
3^
ic, use •ipportin'_ :iiedivun for terial 'c-
•
^
•
-.^'^'^
.
"
.
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sist of i^arnisiies of var;ii c-iiec , v." .ej-lacs , acpii^l ts, .
However, -'--e volatile ingredients of the two former materials mal^e
• Serial v/ill fill all spaces, v/ill nul -.:2a '«ro;' -'-c
m--terials preaent, .nil l^e lasting under temperature ~ ,.:e
nr-':_-. ' ^-2. •-•^
. t ""^e -"''T^.+ or o-^
be afx'ected Vjy ^oiature. Ail of tiieae v.ie.:u.uiaa are iiiUv
phalt 'T^oina ' ,>e today. See Electric Jour " ,
Inaul3.i. ioii
,
i: uani^poiiiii of -^^u ^,c-3j.^:.:ox', i;^
ortiov; of th- , ..ccupyin^ space ' ."ing a
np i-Tre -'^p vt ir " eratior OT/er . The pov/er a'bcorlied "by
ii^e inaul-..ion ( dielect-ic) a perfeclilj^ definite .la::le
quantity, yet o" "ficient importance to warrant iLo zon^i-
?rrtion ^ e practicrl tr::/" l '.esigner . Surrou:-
of a transformer : . ^ -'-I v-Oaich is : .
'
.
aid t-: a coil injured "by liieii tension puncturing its inauiatioij
.nd a conductor of heat enabling the transformer to operate
Qvnz.s. leads • •* / out over ting . ' 'urapin^ ^r'^-> a
primary to a secondary coil rrust puncLure the cotton insul/ ,
he irmrernating compound, and a "body of oil. The risplaced oil
'
' "J
' eave a hole v'-i -'11 rcr.'.'.fry •p'^'"' c"* inru shing oil
vill not onlj yut ou-ii t;.e arc out heal tu some extent the
puncture
.
'Joil'^ testec'
-*
'"-i't'- - il hath .
^
fter imp rCi^na Lion liiixn oefore for equc 1 curren^j ^
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case . llotors wi ' 2;nated fields a .,ure ooi
tjuiation /v.und and iii cne coili^ .
IZri!
i
Ycilent iinp edan
c
e
_
did ^'^rs^n, reci stance, and reactance of a
t r^'.nsf or^Tigr - Conuider tv'^'^'^'rr ^7: " -"tio 1 to 1
priuiary rccitance -ctance xp and }Cp and aecondar;, ' -
nee and reactance r Xg . Y/lien supplied wit-
7. IT. P. at a frequency f ^cles per cecor^d, ^ -^rrrent Tq
-.lawn "by the primary, ry open, Tq "jc .ecoived into two
components, one i ^ phase " representing "by it:: pr;.
with Ep the v/at-ts lost, other 90° "behind o.nd represent-
ing the rjiT-gnetiniri^;; 'lurr- ' " '^o^m-tnr, r.-o-f —in ^'lo-- :'
^iiQ t ransfor::.er pri.
. ^ . .ry io either open or ;los-
- i': 'isplaced regularly "ba.ckward frorr. E hy cj) de^^rees
.
"'^'-.-•^
•'''r • -a^ prim; v"-^ ^ / . . , - . ,
circiiit as represenced in Fig. B 8. The current drawn through
e pure resistance circuit
. , "eprecen ',t compc of
*Q i"'' P^ase •." . . •^-'-•nt dra- '- '.:hrough C D re-
prese ts the QU^ lagging component of Iq .
TThen a current T is drawn from the secondary an equal cur-
acnt dr'^wn '13'' "'".'''o "Primary, The primcj.ry currr-'^''' ^"^ cry^ thr^""
ii.c priiuary lea-^at-,e reactance, the secondary current flows tlirough
the secondary reacccnce. This new condition - secondary load - may
he represented on the equivalent diagram, s-'nce f-'e rT.v.Tr.ed ratio
of transformation is 1 .o 1, hy the circa it E P drawing current
through reactances G and II representing respectively the primary
and secondary leakage reactances. Sr^e "Fig. B 9. Tvf <^Tr\rvy ,ari •
secondary resistances are repre^ea;:cd 'n^ ::nd r^ . . ' c two -iir-

FIG.Ba
H
FIG.B 9.
1
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cuits
,
PiGS . P -^'Cl 9, .^re entirely ri^v il-i" -ig regards tV.eir elee-
If a current of definite magnitude and lag "be taken from the
secon^.ary of a transf or:.ier , e n''j,rr>?^t o:^ f^e '"e.r^.o lag '^nd T '-'^/-"^
Agnitude will flov; in the pri..-:,.ry, .le^lecting the excibing
curre:.t
.
An impedance which placed acro-s the primary would allow
an exactly siiidlar airrent to flow as this priraarj^ current, is cal4.
ed -n equivalent impedance, --r-^ ^
-ponent parts are -ailed
equivalent resis'c^nce and reactance.
Using the above notation i-econdary current is
E
^
I
where P., d are respectively the resistance and reactance of
the load.
If we r-vibine r^ -^r^ n..
-iso x and Xo - ;:ollows,
^3 + Hp = H.,
^c. ^ ^2 = ^s
we may simplify the abo'-'^ er^-'-'^eGn or
I = -
(R; + X- )
^he secon(^^.^y
-urrent lags be.iind E, by an angle 4> whose tangen
'
' equivalent impedance have a resistance B. and
reacta nce Y , 11 - ,
-
^
— equal
. Jmce
the
-urrent in the equi" .lent iraDedance must be of i-
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ure •^'3 i'o the primar3r
.
4
/ e2 + X' = f2
I.
therefore s/fR^ + x'-') = E^/T = --^>^V + X^
T T.
Biit
X X,
t2
-
E'.'ar Currei^t Locc - I " .nJ.ucior or ler 1 cv " mag-
netic field of intensity "B^^ at a ^-eloclty f the E. II. F. inc!
ed in that conductor v/ill he
E = (a conot-^nt) 1 B^f
.
I = E
"le energy in ratts e:>rpr ' "'^.l "be
R
"ence in a volume af iron V t'
-'w is cn'ctint
^ 'urrent lore is

1'^ B- f" V
ce of tl'-e e^.'
z a ys.lue of approximately 1.6 x IC"-
Tn the above 1
f
.. iU'i 0-^ I'j.iina in era.
frequency .
V =
teroci-: Ic-'.-.c;- rt • •
''olur.x " . ' .
:iie power lost aie " ^lar f.
iressed only "by Steinmet-?
'
= 10- ' V f B,^ n
Llue for n is .00r?l
.
^resis loc.
eanin
-1 -''
_ . n l:
.9 eddy current loss depend upo-
upon
+ 1 1 v» r
fi^e of the iron
.
r T- ore loe-
;is losses . -^e been ir : some tizr.^'
-r^oo-^g^^ iror) los':"eci Vn.nn they had when fir:
I!freot of rreqiie-i'""'' on the_ Losse"
•1
j'ju of itu variy/L,"'
'
f reque-
r^nt losses
iterc

-in ' " m -
'
ses if :".xe Jrcquency were iacrec?.;iecl " ;
pressed constant
.
.,
-
"'--^-p the express-'-ori f or ':'.ie E. TT. . cotmter
L:u"bct iw itin^ t:.i': value ' 'l)
102
V/, = ia2 f-v + " f E-'^ 10-7
f
Proi.i tlie latter expression we may conclude tl''^'^ ' e^vj^'- ':urrer .
lo?3 does not change and .Te^is loss will decrease
1 i '*"'•'' 1 1 for '"'"•'! incrpr.GS of fr'^on^'i f'*'' jj.''" r'nii'^'t'''"'it "^ot c?it 5.r,l . Tt
ma^ also "be ccer " an incruuae in E. !.7. i\ for oorjstant fre-
quency will result in ^^n increase of the eddy current loss as t\
square of the ^otert in.1 and an increase of the hysteresis loss
"he potential . ' 1.3 pov/er
.
A '^ase of considerable interest is that in which E and f
re changed, increased or dl.uinisherl , ' '"'irect proportion. B;,'-
T
v/ill remain con'" ^"ence in (l)

3 eddljr -nirrc-it yaterecis losses cire
1 respec-uively
.
If experimental data "be taken for thi dition -
E,-,^,^ ~ constant - it is possible lot a curve between ^
and" freq'aency v;^-iinli will show the relative values of the two iro:
1 c- r- (3 o
^
f
This is the equation of a straight line curve cutting the y a::is
at a positive value .
Rclati"'.ro Value of Current -.ind. Plux Densities#- T o t c r:ni n
e
the most advantageous relative values of the t'lr^e losses in a
+ e -pr) "v^-'
— '^c'^^T^ryy^ T n ^ i-itr p + r>T«f» o ^ o; lo'^s, "^'ii'^ e d cl""' current loss,
ihe ibllovjin^^; ;.ia^L,'i.i.e.wia, ;.ical conGidera-i- ions are g^iven .
The resistance of the primary vjinding of a transformer may he
written
H. = P il
v'here P = '.o specific resistance .
1^ = length of conductor .
A-^ = area of "
If V-jL -finals volume of prii ^ary "^ppej, . .len
1
Tc-.e:- "'
- '^^"lonstra
e a^'"era.ge class
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Let the density of tlie current in the copper oe
c^^iperec
unit area .
It at full load
=
)
1
The primary :opper loss W-j_ is expressed in terms of the
a'ooYC ao rollOAVS , „
^
^
^
' \ h
gj..,.^-,^^ ^^^,^^^^+5, fo;^ ^^l-^Q secondary copper loss v/ill gi^^e the
expression -
^= Vo Pa'.
-cumins equal current density in the t\70 windings.
Ti:us
,
''•1
-:.ic-. .ua, ]3e reduced she expression -ivo^ ociov7, -1nre for
practical reasons the tv;o copper losses arc usually' uoji^^ned :c
oe equal in a continuous service transfomer
.
The hysteresis loss may he written
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Also the eddy current loss may be written
We = Kg b2 Vi
and Kq are constants, assuming constant frequency. •
= the volume of iron (active) .
Hence, we may write for the combined losses -
¥j = P a2 Vc Vi + Kq Vi
.
Assuming the transformer to "be normally operating at full
load and having a known value for the total losses of the trans-
former we shall attempt to find the proper relation "between the
various losses so that if the primary voltage is raised or lov/er-
ed the actual changes in the losses caused thereby will "be a mini-
mum, We are aware that if the voltage "be raised 10% the current
will "be raised approximately 10/^ - across a load of constant re-
sistance. The load will therefore "be raised 21%, The copper
loss will be raised A2% and the iron losses will vary more greatly
than the copper losses. From the mathematical expression given
we shall obtain some relation existing between the current density
and flux density which, under the above conditions, 7;ill make the
net increase in the losses a miniLium,
For our purpose we shall take the above expression and pro-
ceed •
The quantities which are choo sable in a design involving
given materials are -a- and -B- . Regarding the latter as the
variables, we have by partial differentiation.
. booo
::u± tiplying tlie ni'^jl e.^pre^o^i j:. u^-a- nd the i^econr'
'.Iso subtractlnc; the second from the first, we have :-
[
2 P - 1.6 Kj^ B-^-^Vi - 2K^ B- =
^'ence -
.Inirrium net increase ^ looses "-^ 5.in^rr--re of ^^oltar-e on !;
u constant impedance cecond;.- 'rcuit.
•.vTien in the exprescion for i , gteresis loss the expo- !
nent -tu r,-,^-' '--r ^ ot.hei' t-?^ i. » n , the above ex-
'•
pression must he ir.odified . Actual raeasureraent s have 6ho\7n this |.
exponent in the case of rome irons to have a value as high as 1.8 i|
The following data is given o-n - -o^^ "-.'^^e of tr-rnc,ror' '^r --^5 i-.
huilt of a special ma-gnetic steel .Vid xias certain poruioas oJ ios:
iron working at a much greater density than others.
Frequency
• 60 ;:4 6 ) Flux density .
120 156 CC } onstant
From which it appears trat the exponent of -B- is 1.87
il
It would also seem that the edrly current g increased at a
slightly greater rate th-^.n the ce^^ond ^or^er of -B- from- the sanie
data
.
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Kahio of Transfo r-aation i n mitlooil Transformers - Gonsicler
:.
c-'."' transformer "'".'^''1 -;
Qj^ primary eiectrico,! circuitc or coils
qo secondary'' " " " "
Also n, turns '^^r •'"^ '"-'i'^-.^y
Ur^ " " " secondary .
Then - the ratio of transformation T for various raetiiods of com-
"bining the iDrirnp^y •^ri':' recor'^rr^j '^oilc t^'^.''^ "be exTDressed in terius
of q-^, qo, n-j_, :and ng .
I. For a.11 coils in series - "both primary and secondary,
^1 ^1
_
^1
_ 1
qo ns T
TI . ?or P-j^ Torirnary coilo in series v/ith ^xicJ.^ ,_,rouT>s in
^1
parallel, and all secondary coils in series. 'i"ie e:'rpression is
In no T'
and vl
_ Pi „
• ^^1 " —^ ^1
^1
^^1 jrust he a -Dositive inte£;er .
Pi
^1
ITT " - ' '.For P-, primary coils in series with ~— such groups in
1
parallel, also Po secondary coils ^. jcries with =— such gr^' ;•
in narallel . The eroDression for the rat.io T "becomes
" T i- -efined ac the ratio ^
E
P
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^^2
P]_ and P2 -Jist "be positive integer
Transformer TCff iciency - The efficiency of the transfor]ner
io, in general, nucV higher " •"" r^ •'^ficiency of -^on-nnercial poT7-
er devices. In comparison with other electrical apparatus having
rotating parts the transformer has the advanta^^e of having no fric-
tion and windage looses. T ' sajne difference in construction cuh-
jects the transfornier to leas ventilation and cooling action.
Ail losses which are present ultimately turn to heat . The
'topper loss pri:nary -ind ^or>on.-l?-i-y , the "hysteresis loss, r.nd the
::ddy current lose depend upon the current denE?ity and the resist-
ance of tlie windings, and upon the length of conductor per turn.
""Tie cooling action de'^e"""'' ? Tlrectl"" -^o-^ .-^v-^pr.^-.-^ "'irface. The
importance of having a lar^^e cooling jurfa-ce wO rauiat-e the heat
nd maintain as low a temperature as possihle so that the heat lozz
mp.v "be "'.cept low - and Qf^^^r^.<^.r^r>-J "hi^-'So _ o"""^/! '"^us
.
'-\e following efficiency and " cj.ji.racteria'Li c" equa.tion v;ill
serve to hr^lp the memory.
> 1 - ixxe to losses .
primary current
^ 'J. constant - due to magne cizin^i
current
.
'secon'-.r'.r" current
-'oitage per turn secondary
_"^olta;ye per turn prinrr'.ry 7^ constant - due to leakage
.

'ince the rrtio c-? , ;opper Iogs primary to the copper loss
oecondary !<=• • - * •? ^el;;' c'o signer' ? '^or.r''"-'^''. * 1 *: ^ i-^-
esti^ate the iJCGt ecoiiuiuiaal ratio of these two quantities,
".ct " = total losses
\Ie wish to know for what ratio = -^1 % vail make a mini
For this purpose v;e shall ouild the following expressions and
find the minirauin value hy calculus.
K = the iron losses
"but Tn = T I.
hence ^^1^2"^
^•7 = T- + T^; R^ + TC K = a constant
By partial differentiation
d v;
d R.
- -9 p d \7 ^
I.Tultiplying the upper expression ry Ti^^ and th? lower "by Rg
and equating to zero, we have
Subtrrxcting
Hence
l; T"^ R =
l2
- l2 Eg =
l| = l2 E2
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?he student should fi^Tirc the all day efficiency o
"orrr.er ' ' the priraai-y 'jis tance = x the E-econdary re-
clstnnce . Compare the results ohtained when the prliuary resist-
•iC-ses -liCC w-*e t re. ii 3 -."or—ore o-ro UL^UiLl j.u,lin^, ha^.^e equal .,otal
losses, end operate at full load four hours in twenty- four, heing
idle twenty Vours .
Strc in Tranef ori.ier Colls, rechar-ical 3.n6. lElectri'^al -
Suspend i - front of r, coil excited with alternating current a sec-
ond coil. The latter vhen cnon clr'^uited v/ill not "be affected
.
If it noY/ he short cirjj.i\.L.L. _ _L.l,ion inr'nediately takes pl'^ '-e-
tween the coils - assui:iing that the coils hang in parallel pla^nesi.
The repulsion depends not only upon the square of the current sup-
plied hut also vipon the frequency of the circuit . "From this ex-
periment it will he readily seen why transformer coils irust he
ightly clamped in position and prevented from nhafing.
Tr. tho ^'-r-v^ the Institute -'"^
.
"lectrical JL-a^r • " "
o7, 1906, Iwlr. J. 6. Peck states th.-^^t when a short circuit occurrea
on the seconr-ary of a 200 K. W. transformer the coil ends project-
ing "••^eyord th'^ '-'.r-^ vo-^c ^ or -t angle r ^'lattened
against Li.-.e end 1 reuses ,
ITotje:- '.henex^er a north r.oagnetic field attempts to penetrate
r ^1 O'zod. '^oil - "^y T'O^,^", ' "''^t-' _ -^'-p. in -"'-i ^^oii currents . il
LC^ Up ci. -:^4,ne 1,1 Tie la juunter in direction to the inducing field
hence the repulsion. This experiment should he performed before
the cIp gs .
static e.iscl'arge ii-! circuit (whicl; is merely ^ very sud-
len rush of electricity) encountering a choke coil in its path ex-

periencec momentarily t;;reat oppo^iiticr^ ^cuuca ...o
of the current " ntensity at the inductive point. The electricity
.•
-r,o--:-,rily '^elr' ^y the Inductance of the r.^ that if
the ruzl. of the elec::; i cit^ oe o: It.r^e volume r. ... _af i icier;tly
sudden, a great E. M. 7. will he exerted upon the choke coil - or
transformer coil. The greater the quantity of electricity -.-oving
and the greater .l..u inductance ' greater V7ill he the E, H. ?.
generated. This E. :: . ^. ^"'ill be availahle to puncture through in-
sulation tending to confine the charge. This action of the induc-
tance r:.r e-'-'-'-^c' r. '^or'y ac^c"'."^rating fror.i a position of rest
neeting a re'oisting lorce . ^Ihen ti.c rate of acceleration is great-
est the resist-'ng force is greatest. The recisting force hecomes
very rrnc'^'^ ?ria31er -'"^e-'-' t^e acceleration hecomes zero, although the
rate of movement ma;/ ue large
.
The hreast of a current vje.ve on coming to a chol<e coil (trans-
il) ripriTtrntes few turns of the coil hefore the induc-
icnce encQunuorcc. io i.ufricientl^ ^.-c: : to materially stor^ the
rate of acceleration of the flo\7. The charge piling up hehind tho
few turns of coil induces a large E. ¥. F. -'hich is available to
puncture ot' at least sevc: -^"'- strain the insulating .
^
n-r
those fevr end turns of the coil. Hence, the necessity of iuateri^ol-
ly increasing the protecting insulation of the end turns.
A transmission line 15C miles long G = 3 V ,1? . E = 40,000
X 10"^) X (4C,C00 X 2)^ = 4B00 watt. sec. =. joules = o500
ft
. lbs . energy stored in the dielectric . The charging current
is 45 amperes. 45 x 40,':C0 x ?^ x I/tt = 1,150,000 watts = joule'^
ing a quarter period und returned in tiie saiue time . Therefore the

stored lu the capacitv ^ - ?^ ' '^^^'-2L^ = 4,800 jculec. ",500
TT X 60 X 4
ft . iy^2 .
tial transfomer ir. shown in Fig. A 10.
Vector E reprerents the primary impressed E. T.i
.
"P. on a
^"^rnfori'ier of ratio prii^iary turns = lo . The seconriary of tlie
secondary turns
cr < . oforiLer is open.
A current T is delivered to the primary ijirinding represented
in phase relation and magnitude "by the vector . (b rort-^e-
serts the flux ^'ector . "^he primary'" impressed . , •-e-
solved into its components which overcome the opposing E. K, F.s,
however, it 5s heliex'-ed t^at it is clearer to consider first the
oppoeinj t;
. .
T .z ^-hi o'- '^••••> '-o-^ •' <-
(a) . Tlie I K drop in the primary v/inding which mry properly
"be considered as an active E. 11, "F
,
opposing the potential impress-
ed.
(h)
. The I X drop in the primary v/inding which may he siiiii-
larly considered,
( c) . T^ c I Z drop - -'-Tn-'- i-- t.^^e "'^ector --TUin of -r^- ^^-c'! .
( d) . The vector su^u of tiie c JunL.er E. K. E. of 1|,he primary
winding, enupl to the expression N ^- = E counter, and the '
dt P
;
T Z drnp c'r-^nti^'" equ^^ls "i^ ' in ^.r, ^hase opposition v;ith E^ ,
I
The T R primary i- aratvii ILC** from T such that its X com-
|
ponent is counter to E-p . I X is drami 90° from T such that its!
X componont is counter to E^
. 7, ':he "'^"tor '.-.'^v^ of P '"'i^''.
T X, is thus consi-v.ered ^ a.-, active E. LL . i"
.
opposing E
.
It
must he rememhered that the components of E^ overcome or
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oppose T R, IX, and T Z, ar- " -^^^^v-i^^ ---o -
...^
quantities. 15^ counter is now dravm such that the vector sum of
Ep -n-i-r'T'^r T Z ^' '^mr.]. to -ind ir -nhp.re '^T^no '31 1 1 on vith .
The ceccndary inauced potential is in p'.K.cc v;i-ii prinar:'
induced potential and of one tenth iti: '.-alue . It is so drawn.
]nere thnt the Tootential T X is
generated, and ic proportional to Uie rate of cliange of the str:,,
flux. The stray flux is set up and is in phase witu . Since
I i- 0. rrir.c -^-^ction. T T ^ r -"ctcr 90° frc:.: T,
The student e^hould "be at.rigr.ed to carefully draw t..c lolxov;-
ing vector diagrams.
T r 0*^10 inr; -
1. Assume a zero point at th" .er cf - sheet of i):,:per
or diagram covering four quadrants, 'Draw a vector 3" long, re-
orecentinc t\<= , . iir.-nre-'^'ed v.pon transf or-'^er . Show the
exciting current \ector lagging lvl, -vn^le ^ behind th^ ^ . '\
Show the v'attless or magnetizing component of t'le exciting cur-
rent, cIl;'" the wetted or ener:^'" component of the current. I
2 . ].cpca& ,vl . ud drr v; the vector representing -
the transfori.'.er in pliase v/ith the magnetizing current . I^raw the
np^ cir-uit counter T, . M. "P" vector 180° frou the i; .pressed E. H. i
i;o^'^'eL.ent t^e I R drop in phaije -i':' '•"o pri:.::.-, curr-?^^t .
|
Fepreeent the I X drop primary.' 90° ahead of the I R drop .
I
Combine and show the T Z drop. Draw the counter E. i.'. . E. i:: t';e ,
^roper position for - Toad T on the trrrnsfonner
,
-'-Mty power
factor secondary.
'^raw the sccondar; . y. vector, :;ccondary current (T,,)

_ 5/-
lasfiir^ •rn Z'.ng,lo (4-) >e:-.ind ...e secondary E . . T., (E,.)
.
:]-icw the secondary I H, IX, and I Z drops, combine and show
secondary ter^ninal olta^e.
4, Show ii-.e locus ""l pr i2::^.-i-^" currents fro;:! secvnuux-y -<pen
:ircuit to short circuit on uia^ram in Prohlen 5.
2;ote :- Three i^ector dlc^-jranis are called for, however all
-^^uantities called for i" ''"•^ -^rohlem :;iust be shown in the sec-
.
- \, .Igo all quantities rjhovm in the first and second shall be
shown in the third problem
.
?'!a,^;netic Xea'kane - The ref;;ulation of a transformer depends
upon the I R drop in its windings and upon the T X drop.
The or reactance, depends upon the number of linkages of the
electric circuit v;it'' t.h.o ctrcry ^la^netic field or leakage flux.
The reactive drop 11 ^.j i_,ener:,l ::.uc-i lai\_^or tiian the resistance
drop exerting- its greatest effect at low pov/er factors', since its
component in phase with the E. 1.1. 7. is greatest at lov; power fac-
tors ,
A coil carrj'-ing an electric current establishes a magnetic
field surrounding it. A magnetic circuit surrounded by the coil
.vill iavc the greater amount of the iTiagnetism set ' .y within the
iron, only a relatively small portion still existing external to
the coil
.
Tf the exciting coil be supplied with alternating cur-
rent the -oiv-^cr v. V. r:enerated will depend not only upon the
•..'lux thr-acing tl.e mgnetic circuit but also upon the stray mag-
netic flux - upon the total flux. A second coil placed beside
the first enclosing the '^..ar;nctlc circuit ".'ill ]--^',-n --n
T3t up within its tnr::D pr opor;,ijnal to the fl reading the
magnetic core. The voltage per turn induced in the secondary

coil will be less tiian the voltage per turn primary "by an amount
li
equal to the per cent leakage flux. When the secondary circuit is
closed a current flows in such a direction as to oppose the setting
of the flux from the primary. This new condition is similar to the '
insertion into the magnetic circuit of a greater reluctance than
existed "before. The flux from the primary will thread the leakage
path to a greater extent under the nev; conditions dividing in a
proportion inversely as the reluctance of the two paths open to it-
the magnetic circuit and the leakage path. Hence, the total flux
|
through the core of the secondary coil will diminish. The ampere
|
turns of the secondary coil will set up a flux at each instant in
i
opposition to the primary flux. Some of the lines of flux so gene-
rated will thread the leakage path surrounding the secondary coil
and set up within that coll by their rate of change an E, M. 5*.
which will be counter to but not in phase with the £! . m. !P. set up
"by the primary alternating flux. The latter effect comhines to in-
crease the regulation.
The regulation is thus affected "by:
1. The no load primary leakage flux.
2, The increase of primary leakage ilux, due to secondary
counter magnetizing turns.
5, The leakage flux of the secondary.
4, The I R drops primary and secondary.
These sources are usually combined and considered as caused
entirely by an equivalent primary leakage flux.
The leakage flux is in phase v/ith the primary load current
.
The counter E. IJI. F. due to leakage fiux is 90° put of phase with
the primary current
.
If the two coils of a transformer were geometrically coinci-
oSnt noi^'
' 3nt - an idec.l arrangement prcciically jjni^o soi'ole - t'ae lealcc^e
fluxes TDeing r.t en-cli instant in opposition would result in the
non-e^iBtenne of rn nctuo.l lerJcafie field, '^"he coils separated
tiie „reatest vlisuance, yet eir.^^ aruuii-.. t-ie ^a-ic :.j3>gTietic
field, have the greatest leakage, "he ideal transformer would
have its coils geometrically coin'^ident.
Since leakage fluxu^i ..... phase with the primary c....-
secondary load currents, they are 90° from the primary'' main flux
only v;hen the transformer is on non inductive load. Inductive
loads lri.n__ -.'oraponents c"^ '"^ 'primary and secondai^'' leakage flux-
es into such phase relations as to be aiding and opposing respec-
tively the :aain flux. The primary current due to the magnetizing
current Till '-->''-'^ grer ' -^^^ oompor -"t In phase V-^r^ fi^x
than the secondary current, hence, u.ae primary leakage flu;; \7ill
increase the counter S. M. P. primary and that without increasing
the induced . !" , . r'^''"'^ f'.'^Ty .
Trans fori.'.er Connec c -c:i>: 'jri Three Phase firc.iitc - Tnergy ifia.y'
be delivered to, or received from, a three phase t rr-.nsraission line
by me.'^.n'- of two or three r'nrjf^ -m^n t ransf oi?::ers . "^T^.en only
-\,o L ransfo liners are ugCvl " .i^e priinary and Eecoaoary coils
aust be connected in open delta, No -T- connections 8.re possible,
"Tien three transformers" are used the following possible connec -
tions may "be listed:-
Generatin:; Station Re-jeivinp; Station
|
(Primaries in delta or -Y- ) (Primaries in delta or -Y-
)
( Secon '^.a'^'ies i)"i delta '~^t ) { r.f^^mv^'^Tic^ 1' ^^oltr '^t -'^''-^
'
Ocnsiuerirg t^.e priiaary on?.y, a uel-a connection ue.uaiiu.j i.:.a'w
there be sufficient turns in the receiving v;lndlng for potential
1
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im-nreEDed. ^he ar--- of -"r^r iv-v. '^t "be cu-^ficlent "^o cp.rvy ccn-
tiiiuously 58;"! of the current per primax: Iqhu . A -Y- co.-xauc t io.
.
demands tho.t each priniary winding shall he cxhle to carry continu-
ously the fii.ll primary ^^irr-^nt -'9-^ les.d. The numher of turns shall
he sufficient for of .lie iii.prec^sed potential.
The delta connection r.llows the trtmsf omat ion of half full
^
'''^er^~y jvrher c'ne to f?51vire or rei.-:o"'ml , hut two t ransfori;iers
arc. iii k>ervice. ^; . : . . j.^x.-ii-t, -^-i'^-'- v;ill cariy itc full
load under such conditions. Gome authorities say the load for nor-
r"-i cc.-nacitiep of transformers in tvi'-^ tblrds of possihle capacity
with three Lrana: •jr.^.err . "his - estimate- " • Mows ;
Assuming a non-inductive load with three t ransfo rrners and T amp-
eres per phase, the heating per coil is
l" R = V/
If one tra.nsforiner is noxi removed the currents drav/n to the
receiving circuit reLia.ining ''•'^ same, heside t^'- -orvial ^-'^v'pnt
flowing each coil there vzill je r.n equal current drawn by the cir-
cuit bridged across the open leg of the delta. The latter current
will he t r--n angle of 120° -i + v former. F-n^^,
(1 .73 T)^ R = 2 Y/
.its normal value it is necessary tnat -the current be re^.uocd to
V = I
or bQ% of its foir-ier value, '^he power is now
,55 X T! I . Jz^ - poY/er open delta, whereas it formerly
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^ -p T JZ - power '-elta .
.-.r-p, n '""^"^ r: " prs 1''^, r-" arl'"' (?''''2'j*|;,'
case due to laci: of space, tiiey u.rt: cui;ieuted ir -Y- :'or tl.c pri..-
ary to utilize all inaterial . ^'or three single phase transformers
to be connected in on z. ^:-jcnit of Gtandari potential -.vovld
require a special w lanuror-uer .,x>ni:ierciai ciritile phase units are
"built for multiple connection single phase on standard circuits.
If the '^o.'^:mor ^nect ion o"^ trnns'^'or^'^^rs connected in -Y- is
g-rounded, the poceriuiLii L'^^\\eeu ^iic v:inu^n^ij L'.nd. oore i? li:aited
to 58,^^ of tliat of the line. Under normal conditions the same per-
^ertvc^^ -'^ T-iyvz-'l po-^^rtial exists "betv/een the line leads and
Ll.G ^-o-AYi^ .,;.c-wl-cr .Lection is either delta or -Y- . i-
posci'ble, hovjever, to- have the neutral drift so as to increase
thi s potential i -ounded systems. If one line lead is ground-
ed, the potential jetvreen the ^rov.:--''. " other tv/o leads ^" ? v-.-
creased. v/it/-. -Y- connections and a grounded neutral such conai-
tions are prevented, A nev/ condition arises, however, by v/hich a
ground o" ••. line lead • -hort circuit '^n^ c:-^:.! . "^r-nv.
ti^e poinii of view of caiety wi-ii3 is desiraole, yet x'or i-^aintctiaiice
f service it is far from, advantageous, OGpecially upon lines ope-
ratinp" r---^': ol-ilf'^-'inv "7 1 : f-.."!". -: _^ ,
Two vTan^i or.ueri jOj.nected in series divide the load in no
certr in ratio. A system in which all transformers are connected
in -Y- hv^'.r '~ 1 ilr.r it. ctczr'ict i oj? . T''''.o "^otertir"! between the nevi-
bral anc. _cac.s is -iiuc v. variaule ^.inu inay caui^e unequal loading
and excessive heating in certain t r?,nsfo mers . Thus, a four wi:. ..
three phu'^se zy^tc^. if 't. c.ecira'blc due not only to the unequal Icad-
Ai V ^.i^'^ - . " ^Tiiiia:-ies

.lie w.i-iicuj.«y i- eii-.iina. wed
.
mienever it TDeoome. '.rd'hle to break the 'ejections 'oe-
i.,.,,-
. nf^'T') iTr.3r ,1 j?ui'""erin:2; •ncrrer to a reioiving '^ircuit of
higu capaci-,,.- ^cc:-. octions ' - :^
onnecui- ^st all Tae opeiiea
•jr.-^o, re^^^-nr-^ricB my "be opened singly or in groups. TVic
high.. These precr.utions arise fr fact " ' '^r-
rent frori a oppa'?lty oircnit ^vhen nassinr': tlirou^: ' igli induct-
ance oevvjiip;j .t:- ..^
the norinal potential of the circuit , '.his is ineuoioned *.cre ^ir.ce
the precaution ic more pertinent on polyphase systems sine"
le pl'-ase lystems. 5^^.irc- large ryrte-r have heen attrionted
to careless handling of ^ind
,
Practically, it is good engineering lor long transmission
lines to pu--'- ?e ? rt^^-'^.p transfor:ners su ch t^r.t they may "be
connected tu u^.^ .u-en connected eiw.:.ci' i.i .^..--w or
Y/hen the syste:.: is first huilt and a transmission line potential
adcri'^'T^d tV''^ -t'-p-r'-p trsn'-'f o r"::ers are co>^nected -Y- to ''elta . The
receiving i,rc.nsfoi\..ci- .c j^Cu. cel-a primary •• ••
aiy . As t'e '^-f?'-'. :l the demand for ;nore povjer is f-:
f"G tran i r"!'^^ lir.e "potential may "be increased hy connecting
I..C -'j^j^n^r^ y: .-e^-up trr —
'
f V e step-dowr - sformer . ~ . . - , ~ et still
urgent demands for power the capacity of :ransmission line
hicrease;. \ " ^ / ^^ri ry o-^ ^.e t + o-o-^-p transform-
er L delta and tliC secc r.Jary of tAie iitep-^^own L,i'^-.:-ui'o x^.-er^ uO

delta, '''' c first je raises --.e line po-eiit
,
second change adds 75.^ of the IIZ^ or the final potential is three
ti'-ec original. T>e a"bo^^e I'lr^tho-^l of o^'^anging is not offered
-^.s tli; 'oest possihle, it is :.ierel; ^j.-[^q^ '.q^ ,
Assuming th^t y loe connected to a system in
eiti-jer delta or -Y- , v;e r-r" discuss the relative advantages of
the tv;o systs-.-s v.z follov;£:;-
(1) . The -Y- connection rnalces the volts per turn of v/inding
a :r.inlr-njirn
.
f r } . The -Y- CO r.ne c t i o n make s ' ^ 'i-"' 1 o - ^ - i niirum .
(5) . The -Y- connection Gu'bjects iiiie syste^ii to a loss of £*11
but r olngle phase circuit when one coil is disabled.
(4) . T' e -Y- cor.nectiQ.: allows of no cir culat
i"
-'-irrent he-
tv;een the coils of the hank of transformers.
(5) . The -Y- co:. nection furnishes a neutral point for meter
cor.nections or other purposes,
(5). Tlie delta connection does uct destroy the three pnasc
system v/hen one unit is removed.
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IICO - 110 volts, is to "be operated or 50 cycles. Oive t.^e
T3.tini
.. .^
,, "--ir.
-or^^ier r'.^or c-n^rrted on 60 cycles, ms-intaining the
riux censii-y in tlie core c^ni^ic/'^t .
2. Shov.' that if v. transfomer is operated at dcr.iole its nor-
:..c.l frequency and doulDle its norraal Toltaee. the flux density
re-
_;ains constant .
3. Show that if the imp re -'sed potential on a transfer: er re-
^.,.^+.,^4. A-y^ ed'\y current loss remains constant, independ-
ent 01^ l-xzi ^X-J-i-i'-
ca>;.e conditions varies inversely as the frequency.
'-'"'^
'-''steresis Io^g under the

Secti on
-4(3^
The Rotary Converter
A. Definition
Pr inci-nle
B . IT
To convert alternating current to direct current .
To transform direct current to alternating current invert
ed converter .
To tie an alternating current system v/ith a direct current
system
.
To o'btain a neutral for a three wire cyctem .
C. Construction
Width of pole face pocsi'ole windings damping coils.
D. Theory and electrica.l characteristics
Limit of output Cue to heating power factor, and numlDer
of A.C. taps or phases. Relative capacity with different
numher of phases .
Hunting .
Overloci,d capacity .
Compounding with ccries fields r.Y\& reac+once .
Adjusting the overcompounding of series fields with shunts
plus reactance .
Speed limiting 'r.vitch.
T^ethods of starting .
resirahle and undeslra"ble transformer connections.
Losses and efficiency''.
Special The split pole rotary.
Special The asynchronous converter.
Special The revolving field converter .

-"'
? ,-> p 'f-i p j j^'j rj grid of
'hief iiiipo:.
'^*
rent l-
,
id Tnost flexihle ele
e]ap1 " " r ct ^ ^'' L'^otni" "^ert'";r 5 , t^i-O 1 inh
"betv/eei'i ulj.e wGX :.ic' \. •irrent L^^cte.-is ' ' -
:r>-
-c; .1': "ert continuous to clternating on^r-
r'^"''^ c tinder ^nscin.l nditions and is then c-:'lled an inverted con-
"''er , or .
The rota,ry converter c T n the field
in ^: T! 6 'T" 1?'"''. 1 '0. ' '-"^c nertairing to f^^p ':
or ...o L o_ I:
.,
oked upon " t :--^''^tin_
rent synchronous --lo or driv: direct current .'atGr, or the
reverse . 1c ro+'^'-y converter is the
cny olo sed " " - " -.iltipolar gener- '" ' y •
Edition of tv;c or .;.iore collector ri , "''^ipolo.r single
p" " -inverter h; trTO collector rin;;^ i^onaec.. i poi
, inding *
'•r
':
' p 3 descript io : upplied v/: otxier pair of
cor rin^s connected 'ing at points dianetrically on-
• '
-•^r
••
-
-" Mrst pair ' "
three phase c irrer te Hector rings
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I
connected in.o '-'n -inding at three equidisto.nt points arounr'
periphery of the a.r:nature . In the first case - the cingle phase
machine - the collector taps are connected 180 electrical degrees
apart; in the second case there are two yets of collector ring
taps, each set connected at points 180 degrees anart and the tv70
sets have an an(;u.lar difference of 90 degrees; in the third case
the taps have -m an^nlar spacing of 120 degrees.
I'ote :- An explanation of the ahove ahd also the follov/ine
considerations should he ^iven r^nd illustrated with sketches of
bipolar macV-ines .
Use - The rotary converter is used chiefly in the coinraer cial
v;orld to convert alternating currents to rlirect currents and that
principally for street "^^d r ^ enirhrr^ rr^lvay 'ryc^ter-'S . Ttc use
extends the possible dictance av/ay froni the power house tl-^.t elec-
tric traction may be successfully carried, "Rotary substations
create a nev: r-our'^e of c^irront riun-^ly nd hence, reduce the amount
of copper necessary in a icetv/ork or distribution cystem .
Tn the extension of an existing street rail^'ray cystem it be-
comes a. qupction -^n to '-'^ctl-er more feeder copper rhall he a''ded
to the distributing linet', or v/hctner a subst?,tion shall be located
out at the new center of load, a high tension transmission line
! built, p.nd rotary ^Irioed in o^errt-ion. The latter :>'enuires ccn-
I stant attencai.ce v.-hic'i i: its j.ief ..isadTrant^-ge .
Tt may in some cases, due to the inter relations of neighbor-
ing companies, become desirable to inter- connect two systeins - a
direct current and an allernating current system. Such brealrdown
and exchange service rm.y be rendered from one to the other througl'
the medium of a rotary converter .
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By 30 specia,lly connecting the tra-ncf orrncrs cupplyin£- ro-
tarj' converter a neutral point is obtained. A wire from crjch neu-
tral point in conjunction with the two v;ires of the direct current
side of the rotary fomis a three wire system. The ucse of '^or?-
verter on a three rire system as described increases the unoc.lanc-
ing to which the system my accomodate itself.
Construction - All calculations assume sine waves of flu:^ c'if::-
trlbution and E.M.P. rvaves for rotary converters, s.nd t^uch seeru ue-
sirahle to reduce circulating currents of normal frequency and alco
of the hi£;;her harmonics .
Tn two pole machines little or no special precaution must he
taken to assiure the sine wave of flux distribution. Tn multipolai
r;ov^ ru ct ion
,
ho\ve"^''er, '-do ri^.l"^ y -hr-npc' pole pieces rmst he "provid-
ed. All other details of rraine, anviature, arma^ture spider, and
bearings are the same as are common for 33 . C. generators of simi-
lar type. The chaft for r rotary converter is usually longer than
for a similar D. C. ^enercj.uor, since it .aust accomodate a coiwnu-
tator and slip rings as well.
The higher the frequency for which the rotary converter uust
be built f.-r a given K. W. rating, the greater must be the num.ber
of poles. Hence, for a given safe peripheral velocity of armature
the smaller fioes the possible pole pitch hecorae . For a given safe
limit of volts betv/een adjacent commutator bars of,zB:y 15 volts -
the high frequency, high voltage rotary nust have a ^^ery large num-
ber of commutator bars in the distance of one pole pitch, also a
large number of commutator bars on a total armature. See Frank-
lin and Valliamson' s "Alternating Currents", Page Z34, Article 224.
The following paragraph is taken from an editorial by P, l!^
,

Lino Electri -r- . 1910 .
A moment's :;onsideration will show itat or
"bar "".TiCrt T>3.ss from one Ioj ^xt adi'acent one in one 'ha.l'^
cycle, .".jsuming, f or example,
per mir.ute, this consideration makes the c'ia':ance V-etv/eer
"brus^, arms t^^rentv inches in a 25 r^ycle converter and eight and o:
' nchcL: -^cle . nrisume three
n-r ?.n -inch as the iiiinimum that can be occupied hy a cor:L:;utat or oar i
and its insulo,tion, this limits us at once to 106 Tijars between nrl- i
Jacent brushes h'" '^ '^^^ '^'^ -^ r^erter and 44 bars ' -0
cycle. Apsumins furtlier that fifteen volts is the li.. ioin^ olt-
|
age bet^jeen hars, v/e arrive at once at the conclusion that 1590 ;
volt':' ' " - '.v^iting '"'I'^'^'^e "tt ^ '25 cycle con'^.-'ert er and 560 for
a 60 cj^'cle" .
V^ndin/^s - Any closed coil simplex winding suitable for a
'"'ire'^''" ^-^ ^"-'p 1 --n-t r.TT' + oT» 1- '''it'^ble for rot.arv converter, '^nen '
coil and ::ultiple2>: windings are not used. Prop;re'j'jive or retro-
^
gressive uave or lap ^-/indlngs are used. The lap vrinding is the
most co^ir'-'n -t^^'-'c "it '"^''^ords .-n e"^^en numher of cni"'. '"'nd conr.uta-
tor cars ana, hence, equal divisions of the coils - c-vmectlofi
j
to the slip rings. 'v rjave winding T7it}i 99 colls allows of three
T>'-ipoQ "^nx-v^nf^d ^. C. cori^ect ions . Tt does not allow of quarter
pl-.c, c e r i . . ph:_. e c or-n e ct i -3 n r.- .
J-c Article on Tnterr^oles i' Synchronous Converters hy . H
Lr^vjjie a-ul P. E. licn/oury - T^lec . Jours Dec. 1910, Vol. YII,

ro.Mpi^i,, ^oi^iz - '-'o prevent ]\\xn^Ln^ cae poles of rotary con-
verters are ofter. currounded with heavy copper hands, heavy copper
coils pre nlp^crl clO"^-e to t^'e n.rmati^re in the Irtemolnr ^r)p,ne
,
or,
in jpecia.l cases, cquir:f'el cp^^e v/incling 'oUrrourx^Vo trie a,r::L-..ture .
Such windin^-s are called dajiipin/j coils
.
E. ¥. Relations - S'-e Text . Conotmct p. square -^Ircum-
scrihini^ a circle, "^.et ' jonal of the square represent ^to
scale) the direct potential of the rotary, ?he diameter of the
circle represents the effective value of the single a.nd quarter
phase potentials. -\ Tiue of . equilateral triangle inscrihed
within the circle represents the three phase A. C. potential. Let
the student construct the ahove dia£;ra;i to scale and find the 6 and
12 phase A. C. potentials.
Current Tlelations - - graphical construction for the current
and time reiat-'ons in the conductors of a rotary armature are {^ivai
on pp . 290 of text . VPaen an ideal converter - i .e . one having no
losses - is delivering energy from its direct cu'^rent terminals
represented hy the product of Tx 1*1 ., the input to the alternating
current side :;iay he expressed as r-i.-",-^- ^ f'ollowing table. 'T'hs
latter shows these relations for 1, 2, 3, and n pha,ses
.
Output Rimber Potential Effective Cuj-rent
li
. C
.
of phases A . C . per lead A . C .
I X E 1 .707 X E 1.41 X I
I X E 2 .707 X E .707 x I
I X E Z .^^2 X E .942 x I
I X E S ,353 X E .471 x I
I X E 12 .199 X E .413 x T
I X E n .+ X E .+ X I
For curve of heating of a converter supplied with 1, 2, 3 and up
to 12 rings, see Alternating Currents hy Alfred Hay p. 246 - 249.



The output or the rotary converter depend r; , Tn r,o far ns it
is limited by teinperature rise,uT)on the raaxixnu.-i -.eating :-nu not
upon the average heating, "figures ^i^^i^S ^""^^ output of such a ma-
chine, v:hich take into consideration only the relative copper tra-
versed, the relative avera^'e heat lociseG, c.y^^ effective use of po-
tential generated, are not strictly accurate. The decreased heat-
ing, due to snicailer currents and less copper traversed in a six
phase con-^'^erter , when compared with a similar single phase machine,
do not account for ail of the increrased capacity of the former.
The fact that the maximum heating is more nearly comparable with
the average heating r.nd that the potentials generated in the wind-
ing are raore effectively used accounts for a considerable part of
the increased capacity noted.
Capacity of Converters - flth the a'oovo statements, as to ca-
pacity and heating, must he combined the statement that the over-
load capacity of a converter depends largely upon coiranutat ion rat" -
er than upon heating. Armature reactions are sma.il in this type
of machine. The E. H. F. of self induction determines the coi.imu-
tation limits. The statement is usually made, that the motor ac-
tion tending to distort '"^ field bad-"- is opposed by an almost
equal generator action of the armature Lending to shift the field
forward. This statement is not nearly so accurate as it may seem,
yet it ::;ay be -..-ort - -^-^-^ -^^ -lerat ion . :-?e text - Arnature Reac-
tions,
3tartin^ ot Rotarv Converters - The rotar • converter may be
started "^^^ '"hree o"' ^-ri-- •o+'^ads:-
(a) , -u. induction i.iouor uelted, geared, or direct connected,
to the rotar" ^liaft mar' be utilised to bring the machine to speed.

(b) . :".:lrcct -vrrr-* - "^.^ ''';ili7.ed ^--^ -trr'
...
.
r . iDt or .
I
( c) . Tne polyphase rotary armture may be supplied v;it'-- poly-
i
phase alternating currents.
(d) . The rolar may be connected directly to the A. C. goner-,
ator when at rest and it may then "be brought up to speed with such|
A. C. generator.
The first metliocL requires an auxiliary j/iotor "or \.;'iiGh '-he
proper starting devices i.iust "be provided. If the motor is helted
j
(rather unlikely), or j'^-->-cd i -r.r.y o'pora.te at an-' pt-^^-^ard c^"^ecd.'
if, however, it be an induction .^3w0r,...nd such i. u y..iaily the ;.;..^v^,
and couTDled directly to the con-^erter, it irust have a smaller num-j
ber 01" noles tha''^ V"'^. rot-^ry, t'^.r't tne latter '^.n.y be brought to
speed. Such auxiliary raotoTG mu;.- have hi^h ::,.:„rting torque, hvt
since the:^ are in service only during the starting period the
a-'oun-': of -o-n-'^e^ ''';ed f-;-^ tbeir windings may he relat i-^'-ely small
when compared yith <jta:.dard designs . They are generally rated
^
for about five minute service, and will heat excessively it con- \
rectod to the circuit -f^or a longer period. The usual synchro- [
i
nining devices :iust he provided when this Tnethod of starting
installed,
.
The second met.liod requires a source of direct current of at li
least twenty per cent -oacity of the rotary, ps the lat-
|,
ter requires tlmt amount of current for starting purposes. The
starting is accomplished in exactly the same manner as one v/ould !
start a large direct current motor. The speed is adjusted hy
the field rheostat . The proper synclironizing switches and devic- i
es are necessarily provided.

The third method of starting a rotary - as an induction .;iotor-
is outlined as follows;- Supply the amiat^ire of a three phase ro- j!
ta.ry vrit'-^ three "ohpce cnrrents ft o.^-nroxi^'^iately one third normal
A. C. potential. Th.e field circuit ie cnen :>ro "erably "between
eacn field coil . The :nachine will accelerate to full synchronous
ppoer' , All or t!ie ^'"ield switches are now closed, and if every-
jj
thin^, io right, t lie D. C. voltiiieter v/ill read and indicate whether
or not tlie polarity of the leads is correct . If the inachine is
j
self excited it is quite po^isihle for the polarity of the D. C.
|
leads to he reversed. Th: i phenarxenon means that the rotary magne-
'
tic poles of the armature — heing fixed with regard to the sta-
||
tionary hut rotating -with regard to the converter's armature — |
have assumed a posi-ion 130 electrical decrees from the normal po-
sition . An armature magnetic south pole is appearing hetv/een tro
or the fixed poles at a given point, whereas, to give the right
electrical polarity . . e D. C. hrushes a imgnetic nor':' -^ole of
the armature should he appearing "between the two particular fixed .
ii
field poles. Reversing the field connections to the rotary will
reverse the polarity of the exciting field. If the armature pro-
duces its magnetic poles as ahove described the torque of the ma-
chine is reversed, i.e. it tends to rotate in tlie onposite direc-
tion. ';;hat actually takes place is tliat the armature poles slip
"baclaTard 180 electrical degrees, or the width of the pole pitch,
again reversing the torque. Tn turn the polarity of the T). C.
brushes is reversed, r^ -^ h^--ro, order to retain thf^ n'^.? cn Vi-
tion, the field circuit must he again reversed to the original di-
rection. The A. G. potential is now raised adjusting the D. C.
potential to the normal value, and the D. hus "bar -bitches
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I
are closed. Tf the machine posse ^-ses a compound winding a "iDreak-
up" sv/itch imst be providedj^ the s:ime as for the shunt field, and j
if the series coils are provided v/ith adjusting shunts, the shunts !
must he disconnected at starting. The pulsating magnetic field set
jj
up py the armature, due to t ransf ornicr action, induces high poten-
tials in the shunt field v/inding, vrhich, if -^.11 of '^h'^ field coilij
were connected in series, would he sufficient to puncture the in-
j
suiation
.
The fourth method requires i-^o "iients .
Losses and Tlffioiency - The losses of a rotar;^' converter are
(l) . The friction, windage, and iron losses - the so called stray
power losses; (2) . the field or excitation watts; and (3) . ^^rn
armature heat loeses. Since the first two losses are constant and
|
merely a function of the dimensions of the macMne they are not
{
I
different from the similar losses of a r. . •e-ierator of the -rjne I
physical dimensions. The third - the copper loss - is souev/hat
smaller than is usually obtained in a D. C. generator of the saine
current rating sin^^e the amount of ari^-^trire co-npor traversed in
the rotary is small. The efficiency of the rotar;/ coj-iveruer
]
should he som.eT/hat greater than a D. C, or A, C. generator of si-
milar rating.
}Tote : - 3ee Stanc^ard Hand Bool: for Y.leo , iL'ngrs,, Article en-
titled Transforraers, A. S. LTcAlllster
.
Pe/Tulation of Converters -
-^or Inductive Regulators and T.!ul- jl
ti-tap Transformers see text.
Since the rotary converter partakes of all of the character-
istics of a synchronous r^tor, dianging the e:'"! tat ion of the
field directly affects t^^e po\7er factor of the . circuit.

The r. ^. T^otential ''oe''-:" -"p-o-- \v^on Vre A. C. potential 1^-
not directly' affected the c .xuigc recitation, except to a
Tery liinited extent . '7ith a suitalDle reactance connected in the
A. C. supply leads tl' p r;hni\';;e in exo"' t ?.t ion , clue to n, compound
winding or increase of o-iint field current, ..iciy "be utilized to
cl:iange the power factor, and in turn tVie impressed A. C. poten-
tial. ITormal excltp.tion for ? sync>ironous motor is that excitation
which gives ur ity power factor ld L.ie supply circuit . Jjeas than
normal excitation produces produces lagging current; over excita-
tion gives rise to leo.ding currents. A leading current drawn
through the reactance in the A. ^. leads, "being magnetising to
the reactance, increases the impressed A. C. potential, lilcewise
the r>
.
C. potential. The rise of the potential at the T. G. ter-
riiinals, due to the compound v/inding, is a secon.-'ary effect.''
It is common to see another reactance used in connection with
a rotary converter or r.otor v;enerator when used on railway work.
An inducta-ice is co.. ecte-i directly in series e rrerman sil-
ver regulating shunt, across the compound winding, in order to make
the machine compound for r-^pidly fluctuating loads. A sudden de-
mand for current from t.-e i , C. side, due to t'lie reactance of the
compound winding, v/ould tend to traverse the regulating shunt
where the auxiliary reactance is omitted, "he series field
cannot act instantaneously. Tf the auxiliary reactance bears the
rame ratio to the reactance of the series field as the resistance
irote :- See Article on Voltage Regulation of Compound Tfound
Rotarv Converters oy Jens T5aGhe 'v7iig - Electric Journal, l.'ov . 1910.

of the regulating shunt circuit bears to the resistance of the
series field, the rush of current on sudden deiTV^.nd divides r^r^^er
ly . The series field receives the current due it at the firct
rush, hence increases the excitation instantaneously.
Split Pole Converters - See "no::i? "nevelopment c in Synchro-
nous Converters" "by Charles v7 . Stone, Pro. A. I. E. n: . , Pehr .
,
1908 .
'^he following: if? adopted fro^ a paper hy Joseph L. Burnhajn,
entitled, The Sectional Pole "Rotary Converter, in the Journal of
Engineering^, University of Colorado, 1907.
"Since nearly ever^'^ service for which converters are used
requires a variable volta_2e it has heen necessary to use auxiliary
A /c. apparatus to vai^,^ the A. C. voltage applied to collector
rin<rs of the rotary and thus vary the "D . C . voltage. For lighting
service the shunt vjound machine is generally provided v/ith a ha^nd
or motor operated regulator, and for railway or other variable
load service reactive coils v;ith a series field winding, to ob-
tain automatic comDounding by phase control, is the most usual
practice. The obvious disadvantages of this auxiliary apparatus
are increased cost, greater electrical losses, and greater space
required in the station."
"The sectional pole ro L.p.ry converter does not require any
auxiliary apparatus for obtaining a variable "nC voltage. It
may be =50 designed that the P.O. voltage may be controlled by
a hand o-nerated rheostat in the field or by an automatic voltage
regulator operating on field excitation or it may be compounded.
By whicheTer of these means the P. C. voltage is controlled, it
is not necessar-,^ to change the power factor v/hich may be held at
unity, or the a". C. voltage applied to the collector. The writer
has designed and tested two types of these machines which will
give voltage control as stated above in two different ways ."
"Since the brushes can neither be shifted to a position
where they will short circuit coils generating voltage, without
serious sparlring and burning of brushes, nor away from the com-
"tiitatinp; magnetic fringe, v/lthout sparking, the magnetic center
of the riole must be shifted by change in excitation of the trail-
ing portion without disturbing the flux from the leading pole tip
and neutral space sufficiently to impair comirratat ion" ^
"If the -"ain and a-'xiliary pole sections are excited ot the
same polarity to give equal flux densities at their faces the
ordinarv theoretical ratio of A, C. to P. C volts applies . .hen
the main sections only are excited the magnet ic ^ center is sniffed
in t:-e .direction of the main section and if auxiliary sections
are reversed the magnetic center is shifted still further m the
same direction."

I' "With the first conditions of excitation the D .0 . voltage is
|
t-c maxinum ^ericrated "by e. whole pole piece and with the last oon-
,
ditlon of excitation the D. C. voltage is the difference hetv/een
I
the voltages i^enerated hy the sections of the pole piece. To olDtain,,
I a range in voltage from zero to raaxizrium, the sections of the pole 1
pieces would he of equal sir.e and excited at the same polarity to !
give maxinium volts and to the same density with the trailing sect ion I
reversed to .';^ive sero volts. Tnterraeciate excifations of the trail-
ing section v/ill give intermeuiate voltages and the power- factor can|
be held at unity hy manipulation of the excitation of the leading
|
or main section. V.^hcn the auxiliary regulating section is excited
!
with the reverse polarity of the main section, the points of cor;;rriu-
tation are shifted from the points of maxinium voltage difference,
|j
as in the usual construction of machine, to points of lower poten- !
tial difference."
I
"V/hen the D. C. voltage is increased "by increasing the exci-
tation of the regulating section (v/ith the same polarity as the !
ira,in section), the points of coimrrutat ion remain at maximum poten- :
tial difference hut the equivalent effective pole arc is lengthened,!
which changes the wave to a more peaked shape and therehy the ratio
|
Liaxii tium A
.
C . vcats
effective A .C .volts
is increased. Since maxiirum A. C. volts and D. C. volts are the !
same, the ratio r . C . volt s is also increased."
!
A . C . volts
j
"Thus the action of the auxiliary'' field to raise the D, C.
|
voltage, when excited to the same polarity as the main field, is
|
similar to that of the three- sect ion arrangement. But to lower the
j
D. C. voltage the auxiliar^.^ field causes hoth a change of wave shape!
and shifting of the point of comitiutation with respect to the maxi-
mum voltage point, the latter predominating and making possihle
a larger reduction of r . C. voltage than can be obtained hy a change
only in wa^^e shape ."
"OscillograjTis chow the magnetic distrihution and the corres-
ponding delta voltage v/ave to he almost perfect for D. C. voltages
from 240 to 3C0, 'Thich range in voltage regi.ilation is required hy
the two largest lighting companies in the United Spates. Tt is not-jj
I ed ^hat the differences in v,'^~ve shapes are practically impercept ihleli
!
for this range, in voltage althougii the flux distrihutions are ver:^
I
irregular pnd different
"COJiPARISOTT .- In consideration of the greater numher of parts ||
|i of pole pieces and the many windings for fields of the three- sectiorj;
;
pole mach ine, it is quite evident that it would he more expensive
i to Duild than a tv/o- section pole mad Ine of equal output and D. C.
' volage range. I^rthermore, the extra space of pole pieces and wind-j,
ings of the tl-jree sections make it necessary to us greater pole i'
pitch and lajjger arm^.ture diameter thai with the two- section pole."
"The I^R loss for field excitation is greater in the three- h
section arrangement on account of opposing rriagnet izing forces, and ''
the core loss is greater, Cue to the greater cUstortion and densi-
ties of magnetic flux,"
||

_ 7 — '
!
"Tl-e tro- section pole design is capaMe of a range in D, C.
voltage regulation trat is not poE.si''ole Y.'itli the three- sect ion ,
pole flecisn. Both v/ill distort the A. n, wave 3onie, the three
section more than the two- sect ion . The third harrionic is the _ only
one Uiat would he r„pt to cause disturhance on the system and it or
Ije eliminated hy "Y" priinary connection of the transfcnners . To
Drevent third harmonic current when primaries of trans.f orrn.ers are
delta connected, the ordinary th-ree-phase or the douole delta six-
phase secondary connection must "be used." i
"To or)erate froii a two-phase circuit the converter should be
three--Dha3e or six-nhase with transformers having "T" connected |
secondary windings." In general, a third harinonic originates from i
a ciaraetrical connection of collector rings r,nd is not pre3ent if |
pliaces are delta connected to collector rin^s . Y/lien diametrical i
connection of secondary is desirable t^-^c Torlm^ary of transformers
should be "Y" connected."
"Tor six--^hase rotary converters ivl-ici- are recpired to opera-e
on a three wire system deriving the neutral from the transformers,
a diametrical corinection is necessary. In this case it would "be
neceei-ary to co^nnect the primaries of the transformers in "Y" to
prevent flow of Imrmonic current. The third iiarmonic of counter
voltage applied to the secondaries ol tranoform.ers will proouce
only a magnetii^ing current in the transformers for a very small
fraction of normal voltage and at a frequency three times tliat of
j
the fundamental, vrhich. current is negligahle . '^or similar reasons,
when the diametrical secondary connections of transformers are used |
with a six-phase convert-er to simplify switching for starting from
|
the 7^ . C . end, the primaries should "be connected in "Y" .
"
"It has oeen predicted th^.t the sectional pole converter would I
distort the A. C. wave sufficiently to cause Bpprecia"ble idle cur- ,
rent to flow on account of disagreement with the applied vjave shape-||
In actual operation of t^ie tyjo- section pole machine witl\ delta con-
nection to the converter collector rings this has "been proven not
to he so. Simultaneous readings of wattmeters give the same kilo-
watts as the voltmeter and ai:mieter show at unity power- factor . The
close agreement of voltage ware shapes for various excitations
shoT'm on oscillogram's would lead to the same conclus'ion
.
"
3-need Tim it Switch - T'hen a rotary, converter is operated in- |i
verted the speed, heing in -ercely proportional to the field flux,
varies with the loac . -e frequency of the current output, there-
fore, is not constant. Tf the alternating cur-'ent drawn from, the
ro 'ary converter is leac.i.ig - leading current heing magnetising to |
a generator - the speed and frequency are red^. ced. A lagging cur-
rent -nroduces a dsmagnet irking effect, resulting in higher speed
and frequency. As there is no limit to the possihle increase in
speed, which might result in v/re eking the mac?dne,all rotary con-

^r-'^vteTz TP "orov^ded ?r)eed lin". switch. This device,
tar^'' . 1 in case of excessive speed, operates tliron
t^e ma5n r. : . ' cutting off f . ' . :upply
.
:i rotary* operating in parallel -"'t*- + rn-"-'.''"
or D . . {generators i-^iust "be protected by a speed li.jit sxn'.o .
failure of the A. C . suprily circuit due to a short circuit or
transformer jurnor!- -^ine ^:he -^-r-p-^-^o-^ tn o-^emte inverted,
delivering a heavy la^i^i^lng ourrent, v/ith tlie po-jsihility of hie-',
spee-l :^nd wreck due to centrifugal force.
On'p ^"-^''^
"»-.-...-« r-i— 11-p.T r^+ii-rers of electricr-l r».?»chivif?"ry the
v/estinghouse Company pr-'-.-lJ-e^ 'el solu-ion
difficulty. The rotar:' converter designed to operate witl-. thr
"iel d ^'i^''-'"'' 'erahl""' he'' o\7 f^p •n'^i-i': o-'' "-^n tnrr'.tion , An c^^cl'^pr is
either "belted or direci connected -o ti^e larger .:::'c_in.: .
dltions arise tending to incease the speed of the rotary both mc-
^ficlently to Increase the excitation
of the rotary and, t^.UG, save the latter from racing.
Induct i on rotor Converter - The induction motor converter
or casca'j'.e ^^onvertor r-"^ c "nr + pnted hy Meosrs J. L. la.Cour and 0. S.
Bragstad in 1902 and the :jri-».iah manufacturing rights were subr--
quently secured by Bruce Peebles & Co. Ltd., of Edinhurgh . It con-
sists of ?,n induction motor wit wound rotor and a direct current
machine rigidly coupled together j.. a common hed-nlate .
"
rotor and L. C. armatr^re ar ' addition connected electrically,
?or simT)llcity assurae the motor and converter to have the same num-
oer of poles and deferring for the momen-^. -uestion of star+ ' r
it may "be assumed that the rotor and armature are *ng at a

speed ^'Orresponding; cne-h-rvif th-- pri !*requency. rote-
J inr "t 50"^ «r ! ip. ' ''"ere-Toi-o tl-.e roTolvin- -field induced in
t.-.e soioi- by the prii.iar: circuit rotates relatively «o tlie rotor
ct a c.peed corresponding to half frequency and It thus induces in
r'^tor 5 cerics of 71 ."F* ,? ^^'''lc^' '""l '^o ''^p,""''^ ''^r'l fre-
quency . 'ow tlie iWXsViOCT of polec of -.ho . C. ) ,;aa-ine iu ;.uch j.aat
the frequency of the currents induced in the armp.ture winding is
^"he r-prnc as thr> frenuenc^'' of f'^^ rotor '-^t '•rpnt . Ti'or this r'^a':3on
io is "oocsiiDle to Q'X';.'.ect the rooor and axvrxn.iure .. ir. Jiin^-s to^^etlier
when or as their E. 1.1. r.s are equal and in phrase, and when this
is done the ':;peod remains constant, ^r\d. the two machines connected
in tandem heliave as a injle jjixojiS'j.ijws ..aohine.
As the Induction motor rotates'at a speed corresponding to
half the primary frequency, half the electrical energy supTolled
to the induction motor will .converted into mechanical energy
and transmitted by means of the shaft to the converter, while the
other half of the ener:;;-"' -^u-nplied is trantfc ^ rotnr
winding and thereby j inverter ar.-iature in the form of elec-
trical energy'-; thus the induction motor operates half as motor and
half as transformer, while the converter operates half as continu-
ous current i~cnerator and half as rotary converter. As the rat-
ing of the induction motor depends upon the speed of the rotating
field, and not on that of the rotor it is theoretically lialf as
large ae i'^ with the gi^-3n number of revolutions it vrere to ----
vert the \7hole of the ener-_ 'nto mechanica,l energy. The con-
verter rij.ns at a speed equal to half the primary'' frequency, which
- ;:ageou "'i """l r> o
-
''
-i"
^
'^--nsequently it
ia iiiade of smaller proporoioua than an orainary I . . [generator

or converter ^ot came output r.nd frequency . """ e rotor of the in- i
duction motor is usujilly constructed twelve phase, as the losses I
!
0"^
'^or'"'^!!'* ion rr*? trnT? rerlu nec'.
.
- ..iO:.or converter may "o^ zlv.rted up from the liigh tension ^iide
in the carae inanner as a.n-' wound rotor induction ^notor , Ordinarily i
!
thxee of t^e twelve phases of the -"ound rotor aro ^-o'^ ^ented f-^-i-ou^h I
slip rin^s to an external non-inductive rej.iLioa..ce ./lacj. ...a^ "oe
jj
gradually cut out as the rotor comes to its rated speed. The di-
rect current Tnac'i.ine ;iay then "be treated as any rotary converter. I;
'Gtartinf^ a_j -roi.i the P. C, <jide nay be effected in the usual man-
|
ner, however, the high tension side rmist under these conditior-
s3'"nchronir^ed with the mains. This machine may be used "or the 'i
Edison 3-wire system giving excellent voltage balance on the t;. .>
s: des ,
See McAllister's Alternating Current TTotors, Page 37, 1907
Edition
.
The Sevol\^in^ " ield Converter - If a structure consisting of .
the stationary armature of a three phase revolving field alterna-
jtor and ? " * rr- current rsr o •^•^.v^o \q c.ssemhled vdt" i V
latter within t'le former, w6 iiave the elementary revolving field i|
converter. The D
. C. armature :.ust he v/ound for the same numher
OT pole? a? t^^e -^T '•f^rnator armature, also, c-ir->'-> "-nr-' :* no
chanica,l roLa-tion, no air gap is necessary or desirable . vrxien
three pr^.se alternating currents are supplied to the alternator
arrri?ti7re rp-'^'^l-f^ing ma^jret"' '"•'eid is set up "•''•^ nv.ts the !
windings tlie D., C. armature, inducing J*;
.
LI. F ,2 therein. Tf a
synchronous inotor rotates the direct current brushes and holders
I
at synchronous cneed wif " fi^ '^lain rc":"' '''n-^ -^-io v-fr-^ -^.^p,^-'- "i-p.

I^
"*
be collected from the coiiTmutator . "^irect current is thus
I
o'otr.inod rlthout the rnenh^.nical rotation of the arnature . The
I
usu-.ii fno'vion e.nd windage losses :..re r rlv.ccd, A 3in:i' • — chro-
nous motor .ind the revolving "brush 2-in;ging are the only i.ioving
nnrt
.
^^j, ch mac fine has be':-:'n huilt in T'^ngland i.nd i roba'
' ity or L' future .
Huntinr: - The phenoirana of hunting 'Uave been discuesed under
f:ynchronou3 notors. The swin^: of the armature at one insta /t
slightly ahead o:- ' — - - '-'at -....^-f ' --.i-- -
sta,nt causes cOLrnutat ion to talce place either bOO earJ/^^ or
late. l;i bed cases small fluctuations of the D . C. potential may
he noticeable, "''-.ero ^ rotary converter is over loaded and either
I
under or ever excited extreme hunting may cause it to break out
of step v/ith its generator. A'? vrith the synchronous motor a rotary
\;ilL have the great -^-^ overload capacity o.nd least tendency to
hunt when the natural angle of the local circuit through generator
and rotaiy armatures and the connecting leads is approximately 60® .j
.. e S^mchronous Motor Theory.
ITote : It lias heon ohserved in the practiciil operation of ro-
taries that if an attempt is made to start a rotary from the T) . C,
side v,'he-c the armature - - '^-^ ^"^'^ •'position ahOT.'?-^ i - "^ig , 1 , the
machine v/ill seldom start . It niay "be that a vary large current
is fed to the C. hrui^hes. Tt is also .true that at other times
with a.raat"' re in exactly f'^^ ^me "^o^ition t^''e naf^hin^ T+pr"''?
readily, ho such phenomencn ic occerved when the ar.iiaturc occu-
pies any other position, such as Fig, 2.
The fact t-r-t ^^''c t'^'nn to tho "11^ --"Ings are connocted to the
coi'unutator oaro aire coly uri'.er L'_-uohes in the .;ixSw case sug-



gests the trae explanation as to why the macMne does not start -
so^fie ines . '^he lovi resiGtfr.nce path throu^ih the A. C. rinss,
le?,ds and tranof or.ner coil allows ".)ut a ^nall portion •v^ ^he cur-
rent to traverse the arrnature conductors - hence, no starting tor-
que. As to v;hy the ::^achine does start under certain condition'; ,
it is ja^'^es ted. that the e>rplanat^* " - ^ ies in the condition of the
ircn cf the transformer. Tf at the first zuoh of direct current
throu^^h the transformer a counter IE. M. J. is set up sufficient to
cause the current at the brushes to pass through the armature
winding, the rotary will start. If only a feehle counter E. M. ?
.
is set up, then the current through the armature is insufficient
to start the machine. The solution to the enigma lies in the di-
rection in which the transforr:ier iron v?as last magnetised.
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T'lie Induction Motor
^^The induct i'^n :notor conciets of a priniar;^'" rnera'ber and a sec-
ondary ijenfoer cacl: :wUoplied with electrical circuits, '^he prijn-
ar3^ -winding is so called since it receives the electrical ener-
^
r^y^f^
'-.ec'^nd.nry member receiver electrical currents as
flo'j ,.11- iw:. bindings iiiu,...;.' - he-^^^'- '--^ n-^ -.0 in-
duction notor. The amlDi^iiity rhich may arise v/iien the terms
-field - '^nd - ".r^iature - a.re used for denoting the parts of the
induct!c -..^:.-r i:^^- "..-j avoided terras priimrj''
and secondary. The priimr^^ Y/inding hiay be oa either a stationary
part of the structure - the s tat or - , or it r.ay he placed upon
^:he rotating member - - ^^-r -.-^ ..^..v.^ 5. -^.,..-.11-
".e stationary part. Certain i;iQtor-6 designed for special purpos-
es have the primp.r^^ windin^^s placed upon the rotor v;Mch gives
rise to the terra "inverted motor".
In physical structure the rotor is usually a tooth and slot-
ted drum armature of lar^-e diameter and is provided ^vith a siria21
depth of laminated iron mounted v^o-^ cpi'^-r ->n.ft . The
vdnding upon the rotor maybe wave, lap, or cijiiple ji-oiw loop.
An excellent and very common form of rotor winding consists of
heavy bare copper ir''^-^ '^t ors connected to copper rings of large
croys section at both ends of the armture . The latter is knov/n
as a squirrel cage winding from its si^uilarity - inductors and
give t lie animals exercise. '.'OvOrc v.'it-:* ut.xtjr tiian i-ue c^bove v/ind'
#This discussion will be limited to the polypho.se motor; the
single phase motor is reserved for a cuTjsequent section.

inc are classed wound rotor motors in contra-distinct ion to tlie
squir: ca^e t^-pe . "•-••v"'. rotors are n. -^111,113' provic'ed v.aba slip
rings, so tlie induced secondary" currents vAny oe led cut
throun-h brushes and controlled by means of resistances inserted
ir Docondar-- ^^.rcuit exter-"^. t'^ the bm^^es . "he priinary
or stater is built up of laminated iron, l:u..in^.c^: ^;c.pendicular
to tbe rotor surface, forming a ring which is mounted in a cj.st
iron fi^jT.e. '"he teeth project invrrdlr the r^r.rnetic iron.
^'Tote:- A further description ox" -..c .rue j .aight be de-
sirable but at the best would be inadequate. An attempt should
be made tc exhibit r-^ or tro of the commercial tj^pes of polyphase
:;iotor construction.
The primary winding usually jists of y circuits as
:hGre ire phases -applying energy. A three phase motor has three
distinct windings. v ^ j^..^^e motor oeparat'^ --indi-cs
.
The elementary mctor considered for illustration in the section
on The '^'-n-^ry the Production of t T^otating "Pieldhas a simple
Siemens 'ring winding for the primary.
motor
Let the winding of a two , or more properly a quarter px.j,se,/
be -':^n':i ^ei-cd , '^hcre will be two separate sets of coils, ''"f it
be a four role .:otor the vi-ir.c re-v^-^e of ^ --^^^g ^^^^^.t
it shall k>et up four magnetic poles f ur equi...iii l^^^^nt points
around t^-e stater, ""-p ' ::^ippl led' wit h an alternating current
.he I'irst winding will wC' ^ . p
around the rotor periphery. The second v/inaing siiiilar in numocr
0" turns, pitch, - nd in distribution to the first m.ust lie in the
^:lots on the primary adjacent to, "^-i ^ -enlaced from p^r^ f'.^-t
•,7inding . The second winding when supplied v.'ith az .vill

poles set up ^oy the first vindinj. " -e noted tl.Mit tiie 45
mechanical decrees corresponds to 90 electrical degrees o ^our
•>-ir,2p i^"''' 1 ne , """"^ 1^0"^' """^ these T'ly^din"^*^ wp^o '^itht)"^. led r.
Qinr:le phase alternating current their r:tajr-eto :^otive iomes \.i.v.:.:..
con-ibine seas to produce four magnetic poles each one of :i o"--'
would he ?i ^.'T "^d -:i '^-'vp.^'' het'^ee"'* the con<?tlluent oo]<^s csta"b?.i?h-
ed by the separp.te windings. V.'hen eci&i v/indin^ is ::eparately ' -
plied with currents and E. TJ. i^^.s which differ in phase hy 90°,
a four nole na.gnetio f l':5ld is <^et ^Tn ^ .-^t us s.'^y, -^orrespondins
to the position estahlished by i^ie firut windin^^ . A little later
the inagnetOKot ive forces of both v-indings comhine to male that
magnetic field/^* ^.'^e mid position. r-^Ml Ir'ter V:^ current in
the first v Indin-; drop to sero at Li. . ..-xien tlie current
in the second v/inding is maximum, due to their established
t^hase -^el '^t-' on<^ , and the second winding produces a magnetic field
in its 1.0 r: position . During this cycle of changes each mag-
netic pole has shifted along the stator "by an angle of 45 mecha.n-
icpl degrees or 90 electrical degrees. This cycle corresponds to
one-fourt^i of a perior the electrical time phase vector.
See Part TI of Franklin and Williamson's Alternating Cur-
rents, nee also Crocker andArendt's Electric Motors.
The TndiictLcn •;. o':or Analogy - Suppose n^r— ent ge--.er-
at or with field excited has its termnals short circuiucd thr:u^,.
a good conductor, or - better - that a heavy band of copper is
placed ar/Mnd the comi^utator :hort -'-•--ning cac' and e^ery ar-
mature coil. Tf Ti.ndcr such conditions the prime mover attempts
^otate , armature ive are aware that very large ciirrents .

-.vill flow : circuited c.rmature coils; it would require
a great torque ' rotate fhp. n'.r^Tin.t^^re 'litn^C' V''e action of V'\e in-
duced currents is to ic . " ^^ic ouun-i^c. prevc:.-
arraature inductors from moving tlirough or relati-"-e to . .;ieid
fill-'
_
Tliere i^' a inec'''^.?.'"'i^al magnet io reaction, "between the nioYing
ar...awurc ;:.na t-.e fiel.: ^t-uo-are. :^,et i-posocl " -
field strjicture is mounted such ttet it may rev-lve around tiie ar-
imti-^re nnd with its axio of revolution concentric ';7itTn t'ne axis
of t-.e ari:iature . T.et .-xc prime nover, now, revolve -rrv-ture
.
7:ith the field of the generator excited Vne mechanical uagnewic
reaction 'oetween the armature and field, tending to stop the rela^
tive move-uent het:. ..hose iner.foers, v;il?. .'ield *: ^ he
dragged in rotation in the ??ame direction as the a, : , it is
"better for our analogy to suppose that the prime mover is discon-
nected from the armature and attached to the field structv-''v- go
that the prime mover in revolving the field frame - ^-liV mag-
netic field excited - will drag the armature into rotation. This
is more nearly analogoas to the induction motor ^-.^.ic'- h-'^ - r^'nt
ing ma,gnetic f ield^pro hi '-ed hy the interaction of two or more al-
ternating currents,.vrhich revolving magnetic field drags the ar-
mature into rotation. ""^^ armature of our rcvi.:'^'^. ^^-^alog- ot
rotate at the same speed as the field since under cuah ooriv^i lions
there "/oijild he no rela« ovement between the inductors and the
flu ' ' P'^^r' :~- ' -1 -i -''1 ^ *. ^ .,-,-<ry^ COils
torque . The aranature must r-..volve at a slieirti^ lower speed .han
the field re may he a relative movement hetween the flux
an'^ ^ ••- -I'l •-»t '•.-•<? 'i-i-^-f * -•>? r.v "orodu ce f'*'^ '"ro'^'^r amonnt of induced
ci-irrents • nd a meciianicai Ji:agnetic torque. .'V.is relative speed
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between the armature and field is known as slip. If there were no
!i slip the armature of the generator would travel at the speed of the
I
field.
In the induction motor a revolving magnetic field is set up,
I
in which is placed an arnrnture . Analogous to the foregoing the in-
duced currents in the closed circuit winding of the induction motor
armature compels the latter to revolve with the field. The speed
of the revolving magnetic field is called synchronous speed. It is
dependent upon the frequency of the currents supplied to the motor
and inversely proportional to the number of poles of the motor
winding,^ Denoting synchronous speed by V and the speed of the
motor armature or rotor by V
,
S, the slip, "becomes in percent
ioo = s.
The Production of the Revolving Field - An iron ring wound
with insulated wire and forming a continuous closed circuit as
represented in Fig. CI, is supplied with quarter phase currents
at points on winding marked A, B, C, and D. The tv/o conductors
corresponding to one phase are connected at A and B, C and D
are the taps for the other phase. Let the direction of the wind-
ing be such that a current entering at A will produce a south
pole at A and a north pole at B. These two poles should he
termed consequent poles since they are the resultant of the fluxes
produced by the two halves of the inding. A compass needle sus-
pended within the ring would take up a position with its north pole
i
pointing tovi/ards A. ISTe have assumed the conditions of current
corresponding to the instant marked 00' on the time magnitude
#It would be wise to show here that the poles of the motor de-
pend entirely upon the winding.

FIG.C 2.
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graph -Fig. C 2 . The current in phase winding A B is a maximum
and that in C D is zero , The relative values ol* the two currents
are in accordance with their normal phase difference viz . 90® . An
Instant later marked 45® in Fig
. C 2 the currents delivered
to the receiving circuits A B ai>d C D are equal in value. The cur-
rent in A B has decreased while the current in C D has increased.
Each current will now tend to set up magnetic poles in the region
of the winding terminals. Phase A B will tend as before to set up
a south pole in the region of A and a north pole near B. Pheise
C D will tend to produce a south pole near C and a north pole at D.
A resultant south pole is set up half way between A and C and the
north poles at B and D will combine to produce a resultant pole
midway between B and D. The compass needle will now take up a
position as shown dotted in Fig. C 1. Following out these success-
ive current changes it will be found that the magnet poles set up
by the ring winding will take positions as indicated in the fol-
lowing table as the two currents cyclically c'riange as indicated.
Instantaneous current as JIagnetic poles angular position with
indicated in Fig. C 2 regard to vertical line through A B.
00 • 0«
45® 45® to right
90© 90© w M
135® 135® " "
180® 180® downward
etc. etc*
It Is thus seen that the band of flux which exists across the
ring shifts, or rotates around through an angle as the successive
changes in the two currents occur. A complete revolution of the
band corresponds to a complete cycle of current changes or 360®
as indicated on Fig.c 2 .The compass needle will make a complete
,.j JnBttUO ©iJ? . S ' .
, i^j^ tiJi.3.11-0 Oil.
. jji'w nl •eik beii*tu 70^x11 ^u^^jeai
wlT .sjjXjbt nl Isupe oi« a i>i«B ff A o^iuono aiilTldodi exll oi
L' ^90 0^ oioTfo 8JB im*^ IXlr a A •Mill . •X/jalmie^ yiiJbnlw lo
.d iA9n «Ioq dJioa r. ban A lo aoln©^ 9dt nl eloq ilit/oe x)
...
f.Tr- rLr-TC
: XMfl •Xoq fiiifOB £ •oiii^oiq OJ ^n-^i XIlw a
'
- ^ nt»»wJi»o ^ llAd qji ies ai »xoq riJyoo ^r.i:JXi«n A
©Xc iluo^i B •oiAiOrq 04 Miidnoo IXhr a bmi S is •©locr . .:*;on
icdooiuc ©aaaJ ^i<u i,nlirollo^
. X n .al-t iU b^l^ck) mroiiB oa nol^ieor
' ^sn^Gc: 9*aJ ijatl^ bauol ad iXlrr SI c©:^nj?iir JndTiMD ptI
-Xo"! edf ni
' f «ij anol^ l»oq. »i .Xlw anlt^i.. . o... \.u
.
u-»wiit»i*;ui ux; d^i^Oi ;> ^Xi^lXo^o •irioiiiD owl fldl a£ aic niwoX
•0
iifaiT OS •fl^ •df.
• •00 • .
t<ta«nwob •oax •OtiX
1 8ROT0A al^lx* liDliiw xiiXl lo bnacf •iii Sadi a—m abdS ml SI
.>vl88»90ti8 9tiS 8B •Ij^nfl ftB ds^ovii btiuoiM B9SaSo^ 10 .otltrfr T^nH
mis lo nolJuXoT&i owviv^uoo ^'^ •11/000 aJnoTXUo owl ai.
° Qo:^nxulo Scioituo lo 8X0^0 ©Joxqiaoo a oi 8l>noq89'iio9 Jbnacf
oioXqmor b o^uioi XXlw aXbesn aexjqiuoo ailT. i: • . no toaljtoibax oa
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revolution for each cycle of current changes. With such current
changes occurring at the rate or frequency of 60 per second the
compass needle would make 60 complete revolutions per second or
3600 R.P,M, This apparatus is similar to a two pole synchronous
motor . It may be noted tmt the direction of rotation of the mag-
netic field and needle may be accomplished "by reversing the connec-
tions to A and B or by reversing the connections to C and D,
The compass needle has heen used above to show the action.
It is true, however, that any magnetic material or electtic con-
ductor, such as a piece of iron or a dish or mercury will be
caused to rotate with the magnetic field if placed similarly to
the compass needle. Three phase currents may he used to produce
the rotating magnetic field. In such case there would be three
taps to the ring winding at points i20® apart or spaced equidist-
ant from each other around the ring. As this is an interesting
case and brings out excellent class discussion the student should
he assigned to hand in a discussion of - The production of the re-
volving field by means of three phase currents and a ring winding
.
Classification - Induction motors are classified as -;
A. Polyphase motors.
JB. Single phase motors.
This section will consider only the former and subdivides such mo-
tors according to the service demanded as follows;
(1) • Constant speed.
(2) . Variable speed.
By polyphase motors we mean motors other than single phase
.
The two classes are to be distinctly separated as the principle
or operation is different.
.r- Jrf^ noli "^o iiolJo ^ . coiOffl
- t - 0X1 J.
S bA .^It art. -IB ic OT'I
n^xUD lo anjM« T<cf > iyiov
otiDi • nor'
.STOJOflf
ioniiq
• bo*>>.;8 dlcfili^ . • ( )
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Tne squirrel cage motor is essentially a constant speed motor,
and indeed, so is the common wound rotor machine. The speed of
the latter may "be reduced it is true by the introduction of resist-
ance into the secondary circuit, "but such change is definite only
for a constant load. Certain special arrangements have heen ap-
plied to the induction motor to ohtain variable speed characteris-
tics. They are discussed under the heading Speed Control of Induc-
tion Motors.
Construct ion - Tne general simple physical structure of the
Induction motor has been discussed with regard to the principle of
operation. The primary active iron is in all designs housed in a
cast iron framework similar to the armature or a revolving field
alternator. The physical relations between the parts are evident
from the following paragraphs. The elementary principles of de-
sign Of the induction motor may be enumerated as outlined below.
(1)i As in the transformer the ampere turns primary are equal
to the ampere turns secondary, neglecting magnetizing current.
(2) • The volume of iron primary must be such as to give a
stiff magnetic field, keep the iron losses as small as practicable,
and give the prope? density of flux.
(3; . The volume oi iron necessary in the secondary under stand
still conditions should be the same as the primary. At synchronous
epeed the secondary iron, as the frequency of the reversal of the
magnetism through it is very low, might be reduced to less than one
half of the standstill value. Practically something between the
two extremes is embodied in commercial motors,
(4) . The air gap, to reduce the magnetic reluctance, should be
as small as possible. Mechanical clearance and the provision for
tic jd
' an00
• UIOJ
to 911 oJ^ laix cTi ^afio
org t
oi flnv, lie t )
. olniaaoq i
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ultlinate wear in the "bearings dictates the depth of the air gap.
(5) , The diameter of the rotor should "be as large as possible
for a given speed of rotation. Centrifugal force and difficulties
of construction make it imperative that the peripheral velocity
shall hardly exceed 7000 feet per minute . It can be easily seen
that the linear rate of cutting of the rotor conductors by the re-
volving flux is greatest when the diameter of the rotor is a maxi-
mum •
The Equations of the Induction Motor -
Let Eg = induced secondary E,M.F, per circuit at standstill.
SEg = secondaiy E.M,F. at slip S.
Xg = secondary reactance at standstill
•
SXg =. secondary reactance at slip S«
R = secondary resistance.
Then ^yR^ + = secondary impedance at slip S.
The secondary current I« = SBg
7 R^ + X2^2 2
which lags behind the secondary EJii.F, by an angle whose cosine is
R.
-2 = cos ©2
r5 +
Assuming that the flux threading the secondary is a constant - ne-
glecting leakage and primary leakage impedance, we may proceed to
derive an expression for the torque of the motor, From the gener-
al law of electro-magnetic reaction we have that the force acting
upon a current bearing conductor placed in a magnetic field,
F = I 1 H
3U?
.91 \;t
• 8 qil.v in 99
n
1
1 b'j J)9q^ •3«3Lq»1
nimuBnA
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wJaicJi reduces to the following under the above assumptions:
F = Jl I.
We may thus write for the torque,
S Eg Rg
T =
I r, o ?" ^ I 1 <> o X K = secondary torque at
Blip S» The secondary power factor enters into this equation
since that is the cosine of the angle between the flux and current,
The constant K must take into account the number of second-
ary Inductors, the number of motor poles, suid other similar con-
stants •
We write T =
—
f
^
—
T" = rotor torque at slip S.
r| + S-^ X|
An examination of this formula reveals many characteristics of the
Induction motor as follows,-
1. The torque becomes a maximum at slip S when Rg ~ ^ ^2 '
2. If R2 i6 made equal to Xg, maximum torque occurs at
standstill
•
3* Since at maximum torque Rg ~ ^ ^2 torque is equal to
^2 ^2 K ^ E--,K
2 S2 X2
" 2 X2
it thus appears that the maximum torque is independent of
the resistance*
4. When Xg is negligible the torque = K
^
^2
or, the torque is directly proportional to the slip near
synchronism
,
5, The starting torque is proportional to the resistance and
- (W./alxC-
. ill tabor. 5 ft
• /mil not
.10
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inversely proportional to the square of the impedance,
6, Since the output in power is proportional to the product
of torque and speed, the output is proportional to the fol-
lowing expression
(Synchronous speed) (1-S)
K. R2 S
r| + s^ x2
and is a maximuni at a speed less than that at wnich maximum
torque occurs.
7. At maximum torque the secondary power factor is .707, that
is, the secondary current lags behind the secondary E,M,F,
by 45®, The secondary current reaches its maximum Talue
later than the instant during which the inductor in which
it is induced traverses maximum flux by a period of time
equal to the time in which the flux is reduced from its
maximum value to a value of .707 x the maximum flux value.
8 , S2 E| S Ep T
I2 Rg = = —
^
^ r|+s2 e|
and since B2 is a constant for constant primary irapreseed
pressure, the copper loss of the secondary is proportional
to the product 01 slip times torque.
9 • For a given torque the slip is proportional to the copper
loss of the secondary and independent of the secondary re-
actance or inductance.
10. The input into an induction motor primary may "be written^
p - p *1 -s
where Pj^ = primary iron losses, assumed constant.
•30: 39a 9iU ,al
;v x;.
T 8 .8
a i
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¥g = input into the secondary.
Wg = I2 ^2 CO8 e K» .
The output secondary is = Ig Eg cos 6 Yi* - l|
.
Neglecting friction windage, and secondary iron losses,
the latter are negligible near synchronism.
The output =
The losses secondary vary directly as the slip.
11, II' all losses except that of the secondary copper he ne-
glected, the input is
T Eo S
Wl + l2 = Z Eo U-S) +
and the efficiency is
T Egd-SJ
lEgd-S) + T Eg S
= 1 - S,
K
From which we infer that the efficiency of the motor ir
equal to the speed expressed in per cent of synchror ism.
The losses are expressed in per cent "by the slip. Since
the losses (1) . R primary, (2) . iron loss primary,
(3) . iron loss secondary, (4) , friction, (bj . and v;ind-
age are neglected the true efficiency is cUwayB less
than the per cent speed,
12. The torque varies as the square of the primary pressure.
This may he seen from the fact that the secondary cur-
rent at a given slip varies directly as the field
•X (8.1) too
^
'
' oo t'- «8aoi . CI
b ...
^1/1 aaaaoi
aool aoii
c*«X a\:/?r
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strength, the power factor secondaiy remains constant,
hence, the previous statement.
The torque in Ih.-ft. is
17.04(r2 + X^)
"Where there is P phases primaiy and secondary, and h
equals the number of poles.
See Alternating Currents
,
hy Raymond.
Current Relations for I'^sucimum Torque - Consider a four pole
induction motor. There are two hands of magnetic flux tlireading
the rotor at rig^^t angles. Assuming a sine wave of space distri-
bution of the flux, it may he shown graphically tlat the maximum
torque occurs for tlriat value of secondary reactance which makes
the current secondary lag by 45** • li/ith reference to Pig. C 3, two
poles of the Kvolving magnetic field are shown, A development
of the rotor conductors is shown below. The induced E.M.F,s and
currents in the inductor B will he traced as it successively
assumes the positions B^^ B^. Note that the relative
movement of the rotor inductors to the field is opposite to the
direction shown hy the arrow. IThen in position B the inductor
is just entering the flux from pole N, l?/hen in position B' the
inductor is in nearly maximum flux. The direction of inducted
E.M.P.8 and currents is shown on the developed plan.
If one applies Fleming's rule for the motor it will he seen
that at this point the induced currents are in such a direction as
to he causing motor action, this is, to have the rotor dragged in
the direction of the rotating flux. At B" the inductor is cutting
f '-('-in
d If:
.1
DIRBOTION OFlKDUteO CUR.He.riTS Dlt^ECTlOM OF- INDUCED CURRE.nTS.
s" e'
D1A6RAMATIC SKETCH OF" roUR ROLE INDOOTION IWOtoR
SMOWlNo OIKECTION OF INDUCeO e..«V». P".' S.
PTG.C 3.
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the maximum flux and is having induced vithin it the maximum E.M.F.
Let it be assumed at this point that the reactance is equal to re-
sistance of the secondary in operating at present. Since one-haif
cycle corresponds to the traveling of an inductor from y to x, it
is ohvious that y-x is 180® electrical degrees, and y-J is 90 elec-
trical degrees. Thus, if the current in the secondary inductors
reached its maximum 1/4 period or 45 electrical time degrees from
the point where the E, M. F. is a maximum, then the inductor will
have been carried to the position B*' or 45 electrical degrees
frcm the position B"
.
This current flowing through the inductors at position B"
gives rise to the maximum torque since the inductors at B"* are
situated in a magnetic field of intensity 70,7^ of the maximum
density. The current flowing in the inductor B at the position B"'
traverses the end rings and completes its circuit through conduc-
tors under the pole S. !Due to the inductance of the conductors
in the position J the currents flowing therein are the same in
direction as the currents in the inductors at B" or B*" . Hence,
the return currents flow through the end ring as far as the posi-
tion or farther, thence across the inductors. Such return
currents flow across conductors under the pole S produce motor
torque. The torque is thus to be thought of as made up of the
products of the currents in the inductors under pole into the
Intensity of the flux in which the same conductors are situated
plus the product of the return currents flowing through the induc-
tors under the -Srpole into the intensity of flux respectively
surround such inductors. Considering the relative intensities
of the currents in the conductors and the flux distribution will
,a9? att al
a ;;al9 13 taillAO lltJ >'
-1
*I0.
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lead one to see that the maximum reaction occurs when the current
lags behind the secondary E. 11, P. by 45° ,
A glance at the direction of secondary currents will show
that the flux set up by the secondary ampere turns is in the line
and direction J. The south pole thus produced "by the secondary
at J is attracted "by pole N and repulsed by pole S, causing
rotation in the direction indicated by the arrow. If the secondaiy
pole at J were moved to X the reaction between it and pole S
would not be such as to cause rotation. It appears that when the
sura of the ampere conductors oetween points A and B are such as
to maintain the secondary pole at J, maximum reaction occurs.
i'^ Speed- Torque Curve - If the alternations of the supply cir-
cuit are constant, the reversals of the current in the field, or
primary, will occur at uniform rate and the magnetic field will
shift around its center at a definite speed, depending upon the
1
rate of alternation of the supply circuit and the number of poles
1
in each circuit of the motor. If the armature, or secondary, ro-
tates at the same speed as the field shifts, there will be no re-
versals or alternations in its magnetism, and there will be no
currents and, consequently, no torque. If a load is thrown on,
the speed will drop, and the resultant alternations in the second-
ary will generate electromotive rorces which will drive currents
through the windings, and thus develop torque. The speed will
continue to fall and the secondary electromotive forces will con-
tinue to increase until a torque nfficient for the load is de-
veloped. As the load on the motor is increased the speed falls
and the torque increases until zero speed is reached, giving an
Ideal speed- torque curve of the form shown in S'lg.S, curve A,
But the shape of this curve is modified to a great extent in ac-
tual motors oy certain affects which cannot oe entirely eliminated.
Primary Resistance Reduces IJIagnetizat ion at Heavy Loads -
In the case of the revolving field, the magnetization is supposed
to remain constant under the different conditions. But in a motor
primary, the magnetism of the primary is not constant under dll
conditions and it does not pass through the secondary circuits.
The primary windings necessary have some resistance, and a certain
electromotive force is required to drive the primary current
through this resistance. Consequently, to develop the required
secondary electromotive force, the speed must drop more than shown
by curve A. Instead of being a straight line, the speed torque
#The above paragraphs are adopted from an article by B, G.
Lamme, presented to the iJat . Slec. Lt , Ass*n., June 10, 1897,
.4-^ a.
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curve is as shown by B.
Magnetic Leakage Limits Maximum Torque - Tne effect of mag-
netlc'Tea^ag¥~on""TlS""'^eeTTor5r^^ greater than that
of the primary resistance. The primary and secondary currents,
and their consequent magnetizing forces, are opposed to each otheiv
The result is that part of the primary magnetism threads across
between the primary and secondary windings without passing into
the secondary. Thus, the electromotive force of the secondary is
reduced, or, for a required secondary electromotive force, the
secondary alternations must he increased.
The secondary currents also tend to form local magnetic fieldb
around their own coils. These local fields are alternating and
set electromotive forces in the secondary circuits. In conse-
quence, the electromotive forces generated by the magnetism from
the primary have to drive currents, not only against the resistanoe
of the secondary windings but also against these local electromo-
tive forces. A further drop of speed results.
If the magnetic lealcage is relatively large, that is, twenty
to twenty-five percent of the total induction, and the secondary
resistance is low, the speed torque curve will have the peculiar
shape shown in Fig.?. By magnetic leakage we mean those magnetic
fields which thread around the primary or secondary windings v/ith-
out being interlinked with both. Curve 7 shows the torque in-
creasing as the speed f^lls until a certain maximum is reached.
Beyond this point the torque, instead of following the ideal cursre
a or the curve "b which shows the effect of primary resistance
only, diminishes with further drop in speed. If the motor is
loaded to the maximum torque a slight increase in load causes a
further drop in speed, the torque diminishes and the motor stops.
The normal rating of the motor must be considerably below this
"pulling-out point" .
Effect of Secondary Resistance on Speed' Curve - As the second*
ary electromotive force is that necessary to drive the secondary
currents through the windings, it follows that the electromotive
force required must depend on the resistance of these windings.
A larger resistance means a larger electromotive force for the re-
quired current, and, therefore, a greater number of secondary al-
ternations, or a greater slip. The torque oeing held constant,
any variation or the secondary resistance requires a proportionate
variation in the slip; if the slip with a given torque is 10 per
cent, for instance, it will be 20 per cent with double the second-
ary resistance, or oO per cent with five times the resistance.
This is true only with the primary conditions of constant applied
electromotive force and constant alternations. The secondary re-
sistance may be in the windings themselves, ot ir may be external
to the windings but part of the secondary body, ot it may be en-
tirely separate from the machine and connected to the windings by
the proper leads.
I
Fig, 8 shows the speed- torque curves for a motor with differ-
ent resistances in the secondary circuit. In curve a the second-
ary resistance is small. In curve b the secondary resistance
is doubled. The maximum torque remains the same but the slip for
any given torque is doubled; the starting torque is imich better
than that in curve a. In curve c the resistance is again doub-
1^ 8l
,81 J
TORQUE f
bTARTlNS CONDITIONS WITH VARIABLE SECONPARY RESISTANCE:
FIG. 9.
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led and the slip Is also doubxed. The starting torque is increas-
ed but the slip is rather large at the rated torque T. In curve
d the slip IS again doubled, in this case the torque is high at
start and falls rapidly as the speed increases . In curve e the
maximum torque is not yet reached at zero speed. Continuing these
curves below the zer«- speed line, that is, running the motor in
the reverse direction, we get the general fom of these different
speed- torque curves. They are all of the same general shape, and
all have the same maximum torque .
So far as torque is concerned^ curve d is the best for
starting. But for running, curve a gives the least drop in
speed. Consequently, if a resistance is introduced at staSt that
will give the speed- torque curve d, it should be cut out or shorts
circuited for the running condition.
Current Qinre - In determining the best starting condition, the
current supplied to the primary must be considered in connection
with the speed-torque curves. This current is plotted with the
series of speed-torque curves shown in "Fig. 8. Referring to this
figure, curve A represents the primary amperes in terms of tor-
que. Starting at the point B, of no load, or zero, torque, it
rises at a nearly uniform rate until maximum torque is approached;
that is, below the point of maxiinura torque the current is nearly
proportional to the torque, but beyond this point the current con-
tinues to increase and reaches a maximum at the torque represented
by zero speed. At reversed speed this current is further increas-
ed. This one current curve holds true for all the speed- torque
curves a, b, c, d, etc.
Comparing the different curves, we see that a takes the most
current at start, and gives low torque; b takes less current
than a, and gives more torque; c takes less current than b; d
takes less current than c and gives the maximum torque at start;
e takes less current than d, and develops less torque; out the
current and torque are very nearly in proportion over the whole
||
range. From this we see that a speed-torque curve of the form of
d or e is decidedly better for starting than a or b. But
for running at less than the maximum torque there is no advantage,
so far as current is concerned, in curve d over curve a, and
the speed regulation of d is poor.
Starting With Variable Secondary Resistance - Fig . 9 repre-
sents the conditions of speed, current, etc., when a variable
secondary resistance is used in starting. The motor starts with
torque indicated by f on curve d, and takes current g. The
current falls to h, while the speed rises to i, which corree-
ponds to the normal torque T at which tne motor will run under
tiie given conditions as long as it operateo on curve d, the speed
meanwhile remaining at i. If the resistance in the secondary is
now short-circuited, and the load thus shifted to the speed- tor-
que curve a, the torque at the speed 1, increases to k on tor-
que curve a. The current corresponding to this is 1. As the
torque at k is greater than the normal torque T, the motor
speed will increase until normal torque is reached again at m,
while the current falls from i to h
.
At the moment of cutting out the secondary resistance there
was a very considerable increase in the current. By arranging
I
Q10 ,t
ij; eon Li
.
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the starting resistance in the seaondayy so that the motor will
start at some curve intermediate "between a and d and thus take
more current at start, somewhat less would be required upon switch-
ing to curve a. If curve e is used for starting, and ii the
torque required when speeding up is greater than at the point where
curves a and e cross each other, the motor will not pull up
because in switching from e to a, the torque falls, and the mo-
tor will stop. The current on switching over increases to n, and
then rises to o as the motor stops, in this case the resistance
that gives curve e is too great, and a lower starting resistance
is required.
By malcing several steps of the secondary resistance > so that
it can be cut out gradually, the motor can loe made to pass through
a series of speed- torque curves with much smaller variations of
current than shown m the preceding diagram.
Fig. 10 shows the conditions for starting and speeding up with
five speed- torque curves. The motor starts on curve e at f, and
the speed rises to g. The motor is then switched to curve d, the
torque rising to h and the speed to i. in this way the motor
passes successively from d to c, b and a, until the f\ill speed
is reached. The currents at no time reach very high values.
By plotting the current in terms of speed, the use of a large
numher of steps is shown to better advantage. This is shown in
Figs. 11 and 12. Fig. 11 shows the same starting conditions as
Fig, 9 with curves d and a. The current starts at A and
falls to B. The resistance is then short-circuited and tne cur-
rent rises to C and then falls to D, which is the same as B.
If A had heen higher at start, C would have been lowered slightly
But as the time required for passing from A to B is generally
greater than tliat from C to D, C may be higher than A. If the
motor is not required to develop such a large torque when pulling
up, then C can be lowered while A is left unchanged.
In Fig. 12., the currents in terms of speed are shown for five
steps with tlie five speed-torque curves of Fig. 10, The starting
current A is low, and none of the currents, when switching from
one curve to another, is large. The dotted lines show the corres-
ponding currents for two steps, as in Fig. 11.
Motors for Varying Speed Work - For varying speed work, such
as cranes, elevators, etc., the series of curves in Fig. 8 sihow
one method of regulating the speed. By varying the secondary re-
sistance over a wide range, any speed from zero to maximum can be
obtained with any torque up to the maximum. This requires the use
or colxector rings and adjustable rheostats. The variations in
speed are obtained by wasting energy in resistance. For a given
torque the same power is e:qpended on the motor whether the speed
is zero or maximum. To obtain a given torque at start requires
as much power as when running at full speed.
An analysis of the motor shows another way in which the speed*
torque curves can oe varied. In Fig. 8, all the curves show a
certain maximum torque which is the same in all cases; but this is
with the condition of constant primary electromotive force. By
varying the electromotive force applied to the primary we can ob-
tain a quite different series of curves. By taking, for example,
a speed- torque curve of the form a in Fig ,13, and applying a
higher electromotive force to the primary, a curve is obtained of
•'I
_
'
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the same shape as but with a much higher point oi maxirnum tor-
que . On lowering the applied electromotive force, the maximum tor-
que is lowered. The torques at any given speed are raised or lower-^
ed in the same proportion as the maxima are varied. At any given
speed the torques are proportional to the square of the electromo-
||
tive forces applied. This relation holds good for any form of the
torque curve, whether of the shape a, d, or e, shown in Pig. 8.
The current curves are also shown in Fig. i3. They all have
the same general shape, out have different maximum values, these
being proportional to the electromotive forces applied. The speed-
torque curve a in Fig, 13 has the same shape as d, in Pig .8,
which gave too great a drop in speed. In Pig ,13, curve "b, which
is the same form as a, gives less speed drop for the same torque.
Curve c gives less than b, and has fairly good speed regulation
from no-load up to normal torque T. But this result is obtained
at the expense of increased induction in the iron, and large no-
load or magnetizing current due to the higher electromotive force,
is required. If it is possible, to obtain a speed- torque curve ii
like c in Pig ,13 with the normal electromotive force applied, we !'
can obtain good speed regulation from no-load up to the rated tor-
que, and shall be able to start the motor with the maxiimim torque
It can develop. Then, by lowering the applied electromotive force,
the same form of speed- torque curve will be retained, but the
starting torque and starting current can be lowered to any extent
desired
,
Varying Speed by Varying Voltage - Returning to Pig,7, it
was stated that the peculiar shape of this curve, with the torque
falling rapidly after reaching a maximum value, was due mainly to
magnetic leakage between the primary and secondary winding*. But i
if the motor is so proportioned that the leakage is very small coi*
pared with the useful field, the speed- torque curve takes a quite !
different shape. The maximum torque is increased directly as the
j
magnetic leakage is diminished. This is shown in Pig,14. Here a
is similar in shape to curve a in Pig, 8; b represents the
opeed-torque curve with the magnetic leakage reduced one-half;, c
represents it with about one-half the leakage of b, and d with
one-half that of c.
In comparing Pigs. 8 and i4, it may be noted that a in one
is the same form as a in the other, although drawn to a differ-
ent scale. In Pig,14, b has the same shape as in Pig. 8, but
has a different maximum value. The same is true of curves c and
d in the two figures. By lowering the applied electromotive
forces for curves d, c and b of Pig, 14, so that the maximum tor-
ques are equal to that of a as shown by the dotted curves, we
get practically the same curves as in Pig,8,
Curve d in Pig ,14 gives as good running conditions as curve
a in Pig ,8, hacing about the same drop in speed at the normal
torque T, We have, then, in d a curve which starts at the point
01 maximum torque, and ^ich also has a small drop in speed at
the normal load. The objection to this curve is that the starting
current and starting torque, although in the proper proportion to
each other, are both much greater than is necessary or desirable.
By reducing the applied electromotive force at start, however,
lower torques and currents are obtainable, in this way we may
combine good starting and running conditions in one motor without
lb a
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the use of starting resistances, and with a secondary that has no
resistance except that of its own windings. Fig,15 shows the spee€l*
torque and current curves of such a motor with the applied elec-
troiaotive forc^ varied over a considerable range.
If only one electromotive force is desired for starting and
accelerating, and the motor is then to be transferred to the work-
ing electromotive force, the speed-torque curves should preferahly
have the shape shown in Fig .16, The motor starts with the desired
torque at reduced E. M. P,, and comes up to almost rated speed he-
fore switching over. This is ssuitable for constant speed work.
In Fig. 16 are shown hoth the starting and running speed- torque
curves, and the starting currents "both in the motor and the line .
The line current is smaller than the motor current in the ratio of
reduction of electromotive force in the regulating transforraers .
|
Speed- Torque Curves for Varying Speed Work - For cranes, ele-
vater87"""alQd~varyT^ of the form shown
in Fig,17 are preferable. The line currents are also shown in this
figure. This series of speed- torque curves shov/s that a wide range
of speed can he obtained by proper variations of the applied elec-
tromotive force. The line currents A, B, etc., practically over-
lap each other. This means that the line current required with
this method of control is very nearly constant for any given tor-
que, independent of the speed. The same is true of the method of
j
control "by varying the secondary resistance. It may he noted that
the current for starting, as on curve C, for instance, is slightly
greater than that required for running at the same torque on B or
A. This is due to the speed torque curve being somewhat curved at
its outer end, With a somewhat higher resistance df the secondary
the curves are more nearly straight, but the drop in speed is tome-
' what increased on the speed torque for any given electromotive
force. In practice, a compromise is made between the best possible
starting condition and a condition of less speed drop.
A comparison of the methods of control by varying the second-
ary resistance and by varying the applied electromotive force shows
that they give practically the same results in regard to starting,
speed regulation, etc. But a motor that has been designed for
regulation by varying its secondary resistance, will generally give
very poor results when an attempt is made to operate it by the
variable electromotive force method. A motor must be especially
proportioned for small magnetic leakage when this latter method
of control is to be used. The proportions and the arrangement of
the parts are such as may class this as a practically distinct
type of motor.
Efficiency and Power Factor - The efficiency of a polyphase
motor is the ratio of the power developed to the true power ex-
pended, as m any other kind of a machine , The power developed
I
may be obtained from the speed- torque curves, if the torques are
j
given for one foot radius, and the speed in revolutions per minute^
then the product of any given torque by the corresponding speed,
divided by 5,250, will give the power developed in horse-power;
j
or torque multiplied by speed, divided by seven, gives the power
developed in watts. This power, plus the iron, copper and fric-
j
tion losses, gives the true power expended.
!
If there is magnetizing current, and if the motor has magnet-
ic leakage, the primary currents are not in phase with their elec-
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tromotive forces and their products represent an apparent power
which is greater than the true energy expended. The current of
each circuit can be considered as made up of two currents, one of
which is in phase v/ith the applied electromotive force represent-
ing true energy, and the other at right angles to the electromo-
tive force, representing no energy. This right-angled component
is the one that has an injurious effect on the regulation of the
generator, transmission lines, transformers, etc.
The size of this component, compared with the useful current,
may be shown by a table:
Power Factor Total Current Useful Component 90^ Component
.
100 100 100 0.
99 100 99 14.2
98 100 98 19 .9
95 100 95 31 .2
90 100 90 43.6
80 100 80 60.0
70 100 70 71.4
60 100 60 80 .0
50 100 50 86.6
40 100 40 91.6
Effects of Lagging Current - At 90 per cent power factor, for
insta-nce, the current that is lagging 90® behind the electromotive
force is equal to 43.6 per cent of the total current flowing.
This lagging current reacts on the generator, affecting the regu-
lation. In an alternating current generator, a 90® lagging cur-
rent in the armature coils directly opposes the field magnetiza-
tion. \vhen delivering a current at 90 per cent power factor there
is over 43 per cent of this current opposing the field, and at 80
per cent power factor 60 per cent is opposing the field. If the
armature ampere turns are normally 20 per cent as great as the
field ampere turns, then a load of 80 per cent power factor will
give an opposing magnetization in the armature of about 60 per
cent of the total armature ampere turns, or about 12 per cent of
the total field, and the armature electromotive force will be
lowered approximately that per cent more than with a load of 100
per cent power factor.
The inductive effects of the lagging current In the trans-
mission circuits and transformers are much more serious than those
from a current that is in phase with the electromotive force.
The generator, transformers, lines, and motors also have increased
losses, due to the large current required when the power factor
is low. An 80 per cent power factor In a system means losses due
^0 heating of conductors more than 50 per cent greater than those
with 100 per cent power factor.
Magnetizing Current and Yiagnetic Leakage Determine Power
Factor - The lagging, or 90- degree component, of the current in a
motor depends on the amount of the no-load, or magnetizing, cur-
rent and on the magnetic leakage. Let this lagging component be
expressed in per cent of the total current, and the total magnetic
leakage in per cent of the total primary induction. Then the sum
of the per cents of magnetizing current and magnetic leakage re-
presents very closely the per cent of the lagging component of the
inir
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primary current. If, for example, the magnetizing current is Z>Ofo
and the leakage is 1.4.%, the resulting lagging component is about
44^. From the preceding table, this indicates ahout 90% power
factor. A low leakage and a high magnetizing current may give the
' same power factor at full load as a high leakage and a low magne-
tizing current; "but at half load, the per cent magnetizing current
IS practically doubled, v;hile the percent magnetic leakage is
I
halved. Hence, a low magnetizing current is of great importance
:
In maintaining a high power factor . If a high value of power fac-
tor over a v;ide range is desired, then both the leakage and mag-
I
netizing current must be low.
Voltage Control versus Hheostatic Control - The method of
;
control by varying the primaiy electromotive force is dependent
' on the fact tliat the motor has low magnetic leakage, By using
jl
certain proportions and arrangements of tie windings on the pri-
'l
mary and secondary, the magnetizing current can he made compara-
j
tively low. Thus both conditions for good power factor are ob-
tained
.
V/ith the method of control by varying the secondary resis-
tance, good power factors can be obtained. J3ut the form of sec-
ondary winding required when variable resistances are used tends
to reduce both the pov/er factor and the maximum torque.
Best Form of Secondary Winding - An elaborate series of tests
v/as made to determine the best type of winding for the secondary
of a polyphase motor, ^irst, two circuits were arranged to give
secondary phases 90° apart. The starting, running, and maximum
load conditions were determined. Then a three-phase secondary
winding was used. This gave a higher pulling- out torque and bet-
j
ter power factor than the two-phase, Four phases were tried and
j
were better than three; and six were better than four. Then
!| twelve phases were tried, with a gam over six in maximum torque,
!; but not much gam in efficiency. The power factor was somewhat
' improved, Finally the winding was completely short-circuited on
I
itself, all coils being connected to a common ring. This gave a
i further increase in maximum torque and power factor over the pre-
I
ceding arrangement, but there v/as very little gain in efficiency.
I The same primary was used in all these tests. Each time the num-
ber of secondary circuits v/as increased the power factor was some-
what improved. This v/as due to the fact that the secondary cur-
rents were able to so distribute themselves that the local elec-
tormotive forces in the c ils, due to leakage, were diminished;
or, the magnetic leakage may be considered to have been diminish-
ed. This "t)uld necessarily give higher pulling out torques and
higher power factors
.
Best Form of Primary Windings - Very complete tests were also
made to determine tne best form of primary winding, and a certain
method of distribution of the coils was found to diminish the pri-
mary magnetic leakage very considerably. This somewhat increased
! the maximum torque and the power factor. Utilizing the arrange-
j
ments of the primary and secondary windings just described, and
' otherv/ise proportioning for small magnetic leakage, a motor can be
obtained that has a comparatively low total induction, and yet
I
has a magnetic leakage of only a few percent. The low induction
allows a small magnetizing current and comparatively low iron
losses. The lov; leakage gives a high pulling-out torque, and thus
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allows a good speed regulation, and also good starting conditions,
ty varying the applied electromotive force. The winding here re-
ferred to is the chord or fractional pit ch winding .
Squirrel- Cage Induction Motors - Motors adapted for starting
"by adjusting the applied electromotive forces and for operation
with constant secondary resistance must have the special forms of
speed- torque curves shown in Figs, 12 to 15, and they may there-
fore "be considered as forming a distinct type, always character-
ized by low magnetic leaJsage and consequent high pulling- out tor-
que . The secondary has no adjustable resistance and all regula-
tion is obtained by varying the electromotive force. The second-
ary ie made the rotating part, on account of the type of winding
used, which consists of copper bars placed in tunnels or slots
in the core and bolted to two end rings, giving the general form
of the wheel of a squirrel- cage , There are no bands, and the
question of insulation is of very little importance for the maxi-
mum secondary electromotive force does not exceed three volts in
a 500 horse power motor and is less with smaller sizes.
Advantages of Squirrel Cage ITotors - This type of motor pos-
esses several distinct advantages over other forms of polyphase
motors . The method of control by varying the electromotive forces
applied to the motor, leads to two very important advantages, one
of which is mechanical and the other electrical. With this method
of control there are no regulating appliances on the motor, which
in consequence, can be of the simplest possible form. The elec-
trical advantage is that the motor can be started and stopped from
a distance.
A further advantage lies in the high pulling- out torque .
If a heavy overload or a load having great inertia is suddenly
thrown on a motor tliat has a speed torque curTe like a Fig .8,
the point of maximum torque may be passed for an instant, the mo-
tor will be stopped unless the load is quickly removed. A well
designed squirrel cage motor may withstand such loads.
If the electromotive force of this system is lowered, the
pulling-out torque of the motors is lowered very materially. A
reduction of 20> in the electromotive force will lower the pulling
out torque to about two- thirds of its former value , Even with a
temporary drop in the electromotive force, such as would be caus-
ed by a momentary short circuit on the line, this may be suffi-
cient to stop the motor. Squirrel cage motors usually have a
starting torque at normal impressed potential of two and one-half
times the full load running torque,
A very important advantage of the squirrel cage type of mo-
tor is its adaptability for large sizes. The larger the motor of
this type, the lower in proportion can be its aaagnetic leakage,
and its magnetizing current . In consequence, the power factors
are very large. The efficiencies are also very good over a wide
range of load.
Speed Control of the Induction Motor - In the analytical
equations of the induction motor it has been seen that the torque
varies as the square of the impressed pre seaire . Hence, reducing
9ff
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the impressed pressure causes the torque to be reduced, and, if the
motor "be loaded, the slip .will increase until the torque again
rises; speed may be controlled by varying the impressed pressure.
An increase of the secondary resistance - or, reactance - is
accompanied by a decrease of secondary current, which, in turn,
reduces the torque for a given slip. If the motor be loaded, an
increase of secondary resistance is accompanied by a drop in
speed
.
Since the speed of the rotating field is dependent upon the
frequency and varies inversely as the number of poles of the wind-
ing, any change in these quantities will affect the speed,
¥e have
Speed in R.P.S. = 2 x frequency .
No . of poles
Motors have been wound with two or more windings, The first
winding being such as to produce a four pole motor and hence a
speed of 1800 R.PJyI. on a 60 cycle circuit, and the second winding
deisgned to give, say, a six pole motor and, therefore, a speed
of 1200 R.P.M. on a 60-cycle circuit. Bither of the two windings
may be used at a time, With this arrangement two speeds are avail-
able, A gradual change from the first to the second speed must be
effected by some other means than here given. Such motors are ex-
pensive, are very large compared to tbs simple motor of the same
rating, and, since the construction must be a compromise between
two designs, the efficiencies and power factors obtained are not
the equal of good constant speed commercial motors. This m^y be
said of a.ny variable speed motor.
Varying the impressed pressure, as noted above, affects the
91
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speed of the motor on load. The efiect at no load is not notice-
able except for extreme variations of potential. The reduction
of the impressed E.M.P. immediately reduces the flux. The reduc-
tioji in flux means that the inductors of the secondary must cut
(slip through) tlrie flux at a greater rate to have the same currents
flow in the seconc^ary. Any means which will reduce the flux may,
thus, "be made to control the speed. It is conceivable, but hardly
practical, that a leakage path might be provided to reduce the
flux. !;Iore practically the primary turns might be increased -
equivalent to cutting down the impressed E.M.F, - and thus reduce
the speed, A -Y- connected three phase motor might have a larger
number of turns in each leg of the -Y- than necessary for normal
operation. These extra turns to be divided into sections by laps
brought out such that the line connections could be made at any
tap. The greater the number of turns in the circuit, obviously,
the smaller the flux required to produce in the turns the counter
E, M. F. Such motors are built, but for practical reasons the
auxiliary turns are used for starting purposes only and not for
speed control,
A very special method for speed control is obtained by conn-
l!
ecting 'he secondary terminals of a wound rotor induction motor to
tftie primary terminals of a second motor . The first macMne is
connected to the supply lines, and if its secondary were closed
on zero resistance it would accelerate to normal speed. The secondj
motor, being connected to the rotor of the first, receives currents
at a frequency and potential directly dependent on the slip of
the rotor of the first motor. It will be seen that, when the ro-
tor of the latter is at a standstill, the frequency and potential
. xull
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impressed upon the primary of machine niiin'ber two are maximum. If
"both machines have four poles and are rigidly connected to one
shaft the normal speed when connected in this way and to a 60- cycle
circuit is a:oT^roximately 900 R.P.M. The speeds of the two motors
when not coupled to the same shaft are in differential relation,
i.e., one is large when the other is small. Such combination of
two motors is called concatenation. This metiiod is very economi-
cal, converdent, and, with elahorate auxiliary resistance control,
|
affords a very wide range of speeds, More than two motors connect-
ed in concatenation or cascade is possible, hut not practiced.
Speed changes are obtained "by varying the connections of the
motors, the following combinations being possible with two motors:
1
Each motor can be operated separately at its normal speed with its
!
primary connected to the line, the other motor running idle; the
motors can be connected in cascade so that the rotors tend to
start in the same direction (direct concatenation); or the motors
can be connected so that the rotors tend to start in opposite di-
rections (differential concatenation) . If the first motor has 12
poles and the second 4, the following synchronous speeds can be
obtained on a 25- cycle circuit,
(IJ . Motor II (4 poles) running single, 750 r.p.m.; (2) . mo- I
tors in differential concatenation (equivalent of 8 poles), 375 r.l
p.m.; (3) . motor I (12 poles) running single, 250 r.pjin.; (4) , mo-
tors in direct concatenation (equivalent of 16 poles), 187 r.p.m.
By the use of adjustable resistance in the secondary circuits,
changes from one speed to the next can be made v/ith uniform grada-
;
tions . This metliod of speed control is used upon a three phase ji
mountain railway in Italy •
}. i)
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The DouTple Primary Motor - The double primary motor resem-
iDles an ordinary squirrel cage induction motor in construction ex-
cept that the primary is divided vertically into halves, each with
separate core and windings. One half can be rotated around the ro-
tor by means of a worm screw and raclc device. Y/hen the two halves
of the primary are placed so that like poles are in line, the rotor
windings are subjected to maximum magnetic flux from the primary,
and the motor will run with minimum slip and therefore at its maxi-
mum speed. By turning the movable half of the primary the flux act-
ing on each rotor bar is gradually reduced, causing increased slip
and a corresponding reduction of the motor speed for a given torque.
This operation is equivalent to varying the primary voltage
and therefore cannot be used with advantage where constant speed
with varying torque is desired. The mechanism is, however, self
•ontained; the speed changes are effected without opening circuits;
and the motor, having no brushes, operates without sparking.
Re sume - The methods of speed control for induction motors
may be summarized as follows
.
(1) . Change of primary potential - or equivalent such as,
(a) . Change of primary resistance,
( b) . Change of primary turns
.
(2) , Changing applied frequency.
(3) . Changing number of poles primary.
(4) . Cascade connection of two motors.
(5) , Increasing resistance or reactance of secondary winding,
(a) . Changing number of phases or coils closed in second-
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ary
,
(6) . The dou"ble primary motor.
By reference to curTes Pig. 15 it will be noted that the maxi-
mum torque of the motor is very materially reduced by any of the
methods listed above under number one. The fact that a slight in-
crease in load under these methods will bring the motor to stand-
still precludes such methods for most services.
Ciianging the applied frequency is possible only where the sup-
ply generator is driven by a variable speed prime mover - and when
there are no other motors connected to the circuit. These condi-
tions are obviously impossible.
Changing the number of poles primary requires special wind-
ings and increases the size and cost of the motor.
Cascade connection is cumbersome and extremely technical.
Increasing the resistance of the secondary circuit is the most
simple, practical, and serviceable, hence, most largely used.
The double primary motor is very bulky and costly and is not
commercially extant , In speed and torque characteristics it is
coii^arable to the methods of speed control by change of voltage.
Methods of Startm,"? Polyphase Induction Motors - The in-
duction motor at standstill is electrically the equivalent of a
short circuited transformer. Pull line potential applied to its
terminals will cause a current from four to six times normal full
I'
j
load current to flow through its windings. The power factor of
i such currents is very low - affecting the line regulation - and
I
the heavy currents naay be injurious to the motor windings. All
!
induction motors of five horse power and over are equipped with
some means to limit the starting current . Small sizes - 1/2 to
bi^oS
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5 H.P, - are so-7:e times provided v/ith resistance controllers , large
motors are invariably provided with auto transformers which reduce
the current drawn from the line as well as limiting the input into
the motor
.
The resistance controller improves the power factol? of the
starting: current, a.nd at the same time reduces the cost and size
of the starting device. The motor current with the latter control
is the same as the line current . With the auto transformer con-
nected such that the starting potential on the motor is 50% of the
line potential the motor current is twice the line current,
Ij'igs, 20 to 24 show diagraraatically the mrious methods of
connecting auto- starters . Por high potential circuits the scheme
shown in Fig,20 is to be preferred. Por medium potentials and
moderate size motors the connections shown in Fig .22 are preferred^
Scheme, Pig.2i is extravagant or material; it is bulky and costly.
For large motors the scheme of Fig ,23 is excellent.
In building a series of auto- starters for induction motors
of commercial stock sizes the two coil auto- transformer has the
advantage that it may be used for either two or three phase motors
with a very slight modification of the connections. Such changes
are nothing more than to connect the points A and B, Fig. 24
to one common lead of a three phase system.
The primary of a transformer when connected to a circuit of
the rated voltage and frequency draws but a very small current,
j|
assuming that the secondary is on open circuit . The same is true
of the induction motor when the secondary circuits are open. Also,
as in the case of the transformer, the greater the impedance of
the secondary circuit the smaller the primary current. The cur-
too •lOJi I,
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' rent drawn by the primary of an induction motor may be controlled
'1
"by bringing out the terminals of the secondary winding so that
' they may be closed through suitable resistances. It is shown in
1 the analytical equations of the induction motor that the space
' position of the secondary conductors is such as to give the great-
est torque when the power factor secondary is 70.7%, To ohtain
I
such a power factor at starting requires the addition of resistance
j
into the secondary circuit. Thus, by providing a wound rotor, -
slip ring motor -, resistance may be inserted in the secondary cir-
cuit enhancing the starting torque and reducing the primary start-
ing current. Slip ring motors are usually wound three phase for
economy of connections and copper. The use of but one phase on a
polyphase wound rotor reduces the torque very greatly. Some wound
motors are provided with resistance grids within the rotor and con-
nected to the secondary windings. The amount of resistance includ-
ed within the secondary iivindings is controlled by a lever and slip
collar on the shaft.
An excellent and ingenious means of inserting resistance into
the secondary circuit is accompliarhed by taking into account the
increase of secondary frequency as the rotor is reduced in speed.
The circuits of the secondary winding are closed on a resistance
of the proper value to give maximum torque at starting. Shunted
i
around this resistance is an impedance of very low resistance;
j
it Is prevented from seeking the inductive path due to the high
I
reactance of the latter at normal frequency. At or near syn-
chronism
,
the larger part of the secondary current passes through
the inductance due to its low reactance at such low frequencies
as are then present
.
o3al
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Some squirrel cage rotors are provided with end rings of high
I
resistance to increase the starting torque and, also, to increase
i the slip of the motor throughout its load mnge . bindings of iron
j
conductors have been used such that the "skin" effect at starting
increasee the resistance sufficiently to obtain the proper torque
character isti cs •
A three phase motor may have the leads from the three windings
"brought out to a drum controller, For starting purposes the wind-
ings are connected in -Y- . For running conditions the windings are
connected in delta. The starting characteristics of the motor
when the above shheme is used, are exactly the same as would be
found were the motor rigidly connected in delta and a starting E,
M, P, of 58^ normal applied.
Similar to the latter method of starting induction motors is
the connection used hy the Richmond Electric Company, The three-
phase motor is -Y- connected. The coils of the three phases are
greater in nvunber than are required for the voltage and frequency
for which the motor is rated. Such extra coils are included in
the circuit at starting only. They are idle during normal running
operation.
The rotor of an induction motor is in the case of the Bou-
cherot design provided with two squirrel cage windings - one set of
"bars is set deep in the slots the other set is near the rotor sur-
face. The upper winding is relatively high resistance and gives
to the motor high starting torque. The lower winding has a small
resistance and is effective in reducing the slip and improving the
running performance. See Crocker and Arendt's "Electric Motors",
A new motor built by a Swiss corrqpany employs high resistance
^'1 w kTUJoi^iiCL*
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hollow tube inductors in a squirrel cage winding. A slip collar
on the shaft is arranged to push copper into the tuhe conduc-
tors. At starting the rods are only partly in the tubes; when run-
j
ning the rods are shoved hy hand into the tuhes and materially re-
duce the effective resistance of the inductors. 1 Electrotechnische
il
Zeitschrift, July, 1910.)
An early design of the General Electric Company made the sec-
ondary of an induction motor the stationary memher . It was pro-
I
vided with a wave winding and special moving end connections so
j
that by the movement of a lever the loops of the wave winding
could be "shorted" . When normally operating with the lever in the
running position, the special end connections converted the wave
into a short loop winding. The resistance of the winding in this
design was very easily adjusted for proper starting and running
characteristics •
Determination of Losses - The losses in an induction motor
! may be separated and determined with some degree of accuracy "by a
I
combination oi several methods. The curves and diagrams which may i
l| be derived irom these determinations allow a very detailed study of |
ij the relations existing "between the different factors in the design
j
!
of a motor, and hence are valuable from tnis standpoint,
i
In the worKing up of this test, use will be made oi the circle
|
I diagram for the final determination of the various quantities. The
!
I
only factor not taken into consideration which will alter the re-
I suits is that of the load losses, the value of which cannot he
I
easily determined
.
Ij
The motor is first run light at the proper frequency and with
I
different voltages . The voltage should be varied from a value
i somewiiat above normal to one as low as the machine will run. The
I
input in amperes and watts should be read at these different volt-
I
ages and results plotted as in Diagram bO A. In Diagram 50 A the
curve between watts and volts, if extended until it cuts the watt
I
axis, will give at this intersection, the value OC equal to the
I
friction loss of the motor. From C draw a line parallel to the
axis OA. Let the distance OA equal the normal voltage to scale.
Draw the line AH parallel to the axis OC, intersecting the curves
at the points P and H. The distance PD will equal the core
loss plus the I^R loss on the stator at this voltage and the cur-
rent input HA.
The rotor is next blocked and different voltages applied to
s.o4oi to
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the stator iTom zero to a value which will cause a 50% overload
current to flow, in this test the current and watts should "be
I read and their values plotted as in Diagram 50 B. The curve be-
tween amperes and volte will be found to be very nearly a straight
line, and if extended will give the value of the current which would
flow in the stator at full normal voltage^ which will be useful m
plotting tne final diagram of the motor , It Is well to rotate the
rotor while taking the short circuit readings, through an angle
sufficient to obtain average results. In large motors this may
be impossible, but points to a possible source of error.
It will be found impossible to apply very large voltage to
the rotor since excessive currents would damage the windings.
However, the watts input at full voltage may be found from the re-
lation that the watts input vary as the square of the impressed
! voltage, As above, the current input varies directly with the im-
pressed voltage.
To block the rotor a prony brake, or other suitable lever arm,
Is attached to the shaft . The torque or rotary effort exerted by
the rotor may then be measured by a beam balance . The starting
torque at rated normal voltage may then be calculated and used to
cHeck the results obtained graphically. It must be remembered
that the torque varies as the product of the armature current and
the field flux, and, therefore, varies as the square of the im-
pressed voltage .
Ileyland Dia/2:ram - Construct Diagram 50 C by laying off OG a
horizontal line from the point 0. Erect OA perpendicular to
OG at , From 50 A determine the no load primary current at
normal voltage, and draw OT equal thereto and at the proper
phase relation with OA, the primary E.M.F, ijay oif from T, para*
llel to OG, TE equal to the short circuit current at normal
voltage. On TE draw a semicircle with its center in TE. With
as a center describe an arc with any convenient radius, the ra-
dius of which may be called unity power factor. With as a
center and radius equal to TE strike an arc cutting the semi-
circle THE at D. OD is the primary current with the rotor
blocked and on short circuit, and in in the proper Dhase relation
with OA.
For any primary current as CH, whose phase relation with
the primary E.M.P. is an angle AOH, the corresponding secondary
current (for the ratio of primary to secondary turns l/i; is TH, '
and its phase relation with the secondary E.M.F. is given by the
angle between AO and HT . The input into the primary at current I
OH is the product of He, the component of OH in phase with
the E.M.F.,and the E.M.F. OA. Thus, since CH to scale repre-
sents amperes, and watts, when muitip4.ied by E, E is a scale fac-
tor for all parts of the diagram.
For any primary current such as OH compute the primary i2r
loss and lay off HI equal to I2r/E
. Draw the horizontal line
IK intersecting IIE at K. Through TKE draw an arc with its
center at L. Ordinates from OG to TKE represent watts input
minus the I^r primary
.
From D draw DE
.
With center at N on line FL Drolong-
ed, describe arc TME tangent to DE at E
.
To take into account the ( IR) resistance drop in the primary
a further correction for the circle diagram has been used. It is
regarded^ however, as too refined and should oe used for machines
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of less than 10-HJ*. rating, and then only when the primary redifl-
tance is comparatively large .
The correction for the resistance drop primary consists in
drawing the line TE in a position making the angle whose tangent
i» E X OT with a line drawn in the position of TE as shown
E above on Diagram 50 C . R is the resistance of the
primary when hot. This correction should not "be omit-
ted from small single phase motor diagrams.
Nor for any primary current such as OP, draw PE. From the
ahove diagram we may derive;
JtTy[» = component of primary current in phase with iS.M.JU'.
PM* X E = primary input
.
M'J = primary core losses, (assumed constant) + friction.
CM* = quadrature or magnetizing current .
RV X E = secondary input
.
OQ, tangent to THE, is the primary input at maximum power factor.
The line OX is a measure of such power factor.
2W X E = secondary or motor output .
RV-SW - Blip in percent of synchronism.
Sw/RV = speed in percent of synchronism, *
E X RV = torque in synchronous watts.
SW PM» = efficiency.
The torque is expressed by the formula;
t£ = 7 ,04 ( synchronous watts J _ 7 ,04 RV x E
synchronous speed syn, speed
Diagram D is plotted with output in H,±'. as abscissas and
efficiency, power factor, etc. as ordinates for the several
curves of performance as called for.
Note,:- it may be shown tnat if,-
e = the leakage coefficient of the motor.
Im = the magnetizing current.
Ib = full voltage blocked rotor current,
e = Im/Is .
The maximum power factor is given by;
cos 6 = power factor = —
.
= 1 - 2e approx
.
1 + <&e
A line drawn from at the angle 4 with OA is tangent to
tne circle TEE, which further determines this locus of primary
currents. Another way of obtaining e, the leakage coefficient, is
by the use of a hot vjire or electrostatic voltmeter. The stator
is excited under normal voltage Vs and the rotor voltage at
standstill is measured, Vr . Then
where a is the transforiiia- VJL = mutual induction = a/uo
tion ratio = ni/n2 • Vs se±r mauction
The rotor is next excited with a voltage approximately equal
to Vr, and the stator voltage read withnthe rotor clocked.
Then, ^fi/V^r = i/au_L, where U]_ is the stator leakage coeffi-
cient
.
Then,
^
e = 1 - 1 = V* 8 Vr
^1 ^2 V»r Vs
Greater accuracy is claimed for this method, but it requires^
a
^knowledge of the winding data, and that the motor have a wound rotor.

Practical Data «n the Induction Motor.
The following practical design data is applicable to motors
for operation on 40, 50, and 60 cycle circuits, and represents a
good average of European practice.
I. Normal Pressures
.
110 - 190 - 220 - 1,000 - 2,000 volts.
11. Clumber of Poles .
H.P. Pairs of Poles R.P.M
1/8 and smaller 1 3,000
1/8 7.5 2 1,500
7.5 « 20 3 1,000
20 - 50 4 750 50 cycle
50 - 100 5 600
80 - 175 6 500
150 - 250 8 375
III. Efficiency - power factor - slip.
H, P, Eff
.
P^ P. Syn. Speed Speed Pull Load
1 .75 .87 1,500 1330
2 .75 .89 1,500 1350
3 .8 .90 1,500 1390
5 .82 .90 1,500 1420
10 .86 .90 1,000 950
20 •88 .90 1,000 960
50 •89 •91 600 575
100 .91 .91 500 485
250 .923 .915 375 368
IV. Number of Teeth on Stator
Int. Diam. of Stator l-Sax . No . Teeth Depth of Air Gap
100 mm • 24 .5 mm
.
200 36 .5 N
250 48 .6 N
400 108 .8 tl
500 126 1.0 N
600 150 1.1 n
900 200 1.3 fl
1300 n 300 2.0 N
2000 n 360 3.0 N
V. The number of secondary teeth should "be 10-25% more or less
than that given for the primary.
VI. The density of current used in the stator copper varies he-
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tween 2.5 to 4 amperes per sq. mm., or 3,5 to 7 amperes per sq.w.,
for the secondary.
VII. Secondary voltage at slip ring at standstill and weight.
TT P Vn 1 + Q crA R r» fvn fin t*v 17ft 1 jcrVit. "HOT*
1 30
s 50 103
10 80 66
20 100 73
50 150
100 200 66
200 250
500 500
1000 1000 61
VIII. Iron Loss - Hysteresis.
Watts loss per cycle and per liter of iron
1000 .012
2000 .022
3000 .033
4000 .048
5000 .070
6000 .085
7000 .112
9000 .165
iOOOO .185
14000 .320
16000 .400
18000 .475
20000 .570
Winding Constants:
-
Breadth Pactor - In the formula E = 2»f B(turn8)K 4 10®
K is a coefficient depending upon the kind of winding, and is call-
ed the "breadth coefficient.
For the ordinary 3-phase winding where one phase occupies 1/3
of the pole pitch, K » .96 Por quarter phase windings occupying
1/2 of the pole pitch, K - .91 For all other windings see tahle "be
low.
IX. Per cent of polar pitch covered "by K
one side of armature winding
20 .99
40 .94
60 .86
#rrom Dr .Louis Bell . 80 .76
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TalDle Cont'd.
Per cent of polar pitch covered hy K
one side of armature winding
100 .64
For concentric windings K = ,48
Snpirical Pormulae:- The approylmate flux per pole total ( m)
18 given hy the formula, ^/ h.P.x R.P.M.
« K X 105 7 f2
K varies between 3 and 4.
Fisher-Hinnen
,
A convenient formula for the air gap depth is:
Delta =y ' in inches .
80
A convenient formula for torque (non-enrpiricaJL) in pound feet
is:
D = K 2.35 SLIB 4 10*''
S = total conductors on periphery of rotor.
I = amperes per conductor,
B = flux density in air gap (effective in gausses) .
L = length of iron core in cm. ( lambda j .
K = the breadth coefficient.
The magnetizing current = ^ 1 .6 delta
° 2n ./2
B = (effective) density in air gap.
Delta = depth of air gap in cm.
n = turns per phase
.
The reluctance of the iron is neglected in the ahove
The total fluxcj) per pole is.
P \ve ^ ^^-^^ ^
^
^m.v ^ Ci X L
J
.^-^ ^ , X A »
n ) sir
, TO J
dOil^JOii
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d = diameter of stator, internal
.
P = number of poles*
The value of Behrend's constcnt in the formula Sigma = C
T
X. Net length 6f iron Lambda C C completely
in percent of pole pitch T, wide open slots closed slots*
150 6.0 12.5
140 6.2 12.6
130 6.4 12.7
120 6.7 12 .9
lJ.0 7.1 13 .1
100 7.5 13 .4
90 8.2 13.8
80 8.8 14.3
70 9.5 14.8
60 10 .3 15.4
50 11 .3 16.1
40 12 .2 16.8
30 13 .5 17,7
These are fair approximate values for designs where - depth of
air gap in cm. x the average number of slots per pole stator and
rotor - lies between 1 .4 and 2
.
XI, The following data is given upon a commercial line of 60-cycle
two (2) and three (3J phase induction motors.
H. P. Max. Pull load
1/2
Eff
.
P.P.
toraue
.
current 3/4 1 1/2 3/4 1
.5 2.0 1.75 72 74 74 57 66 72
1.0 2.0 3.07 75 77 77 64 73 78
2.0 2.0 5.55 81 82 82 68 77 83
3.0 2.0 7.85 82 83 83 74 83 86
5.0 2.0 13 .1 83 84 84 76 34 88
7.5 2.25 18 .9 83 85 85 74 82 87
10 .0 2.25 25.0 84 85 85 78 85 88
15 .0 2.25 36.6 85 86 86 80 86 89
20 .0 2.25 48.3 86 86 86 82 87 90
30.0 2 J25 72.5 87 86 86 83 88 90
40 .0 2.75 96.5 87 87 87 80 86 89
50 .0 2.75 118 .0 87 87 87 82 88 91
75.0 2.75 181 .0 87 88 88 78 83 88
Current is given per phase at 200 volts 2-phase .
It will be noted that in the table of efficiencies and power
factors given above the high speed motors give, in general, the
best performance in regard to the features listed.
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Section #5
Single Phase Induction Motor
A, Definition
Principle Ferranti Wright meter motor .
Sddy current motor
.
Shaded pole motor .
Repulsion motor .
Series motor
.
Classification Split phase or teaser type.
Split phase type
Shaded pole type .
Comjiiutator type
.
B, Use
Constant speed.
C. Construction
Windings - automatic clutches, switches and brush gear.
D. Theory and electrical characteristics
Metnods of starting.
Eifect of resistance inserted In secondary.
Effect of reactance inserted in secondary.
Losses and efficiency.
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The Single Phase Induction Llotor
"^Then compared with polyphase systems, the simplicity of the
single phase transmission line strongly appeals to the practical
man. For lighting purposes the latter is wholly adequate; for pow
er purposes, however, due to the peculiar characteristics of the
single phase motors, polyphase currents are to be desired. Por
small power motors used on polyphase circuits and for medium sized
motors where single phase currents only are available the single
phase motor is in demand.
He may define broadly the single phase motor as one designed
to operate, or take energy from a single phase alternating current
circuit . The class is very large and includes the following sub-
divisions •
(Ij . The series alternating current motor.
{2) . Various types of compensated series A. C. motors,
(3) . Repulsion motors.
(4) . Various types of compensated repulsion motors.
(5) . The shunt alternating current motors.
(6) . The induction motor.
Principles - A study of the various principles that may he
employed to operate single phase motors is interesting as well as
instructive.
The principle 01 Ferranti Wright Meter Motor is shown in Fig.
D 1. The poles N and S are excited from a coil supplied with
alternating current . Four short circuited coils are placed around
the pole horns as shown. Consider the instant in which the magne-
to motive force of the circuit is such as to set up N and S
poles as marked. The magnetic flux will not set up poles at II*,
moi c J
to I . >)
FE.RRANXI VVRtGHT METER
MOT O R.
FlG.Dl
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Si-N", S" - etc. immediately, due to the retarding action of the
coils a*, a", -To*, "b" - etc.; a small interval of time will elapse
after the poles IT and S are establisned "before the succeeding
poles are produced. The interaction between the induced rotor cuiv
rents and the progressive magnetic field so obtained causes the ro-
tor to revolve
.
The ordinary induction meter consists of a disk mounted he-
tween two magnetic circuits, One magnetic circuit is excited from
current cx)ils, through which the load current flows. The magneto
motive force of the other magnetic circuit is dae to the potential
coil. The eddy currents set up within the disk, due to the alter-
nating flux from one magnetic circuit, flow in front of the other
magnetic system, hence the disk tends to rotate.
Shaded Pole Motor - If a heavy copper hand "be so placed as
to cover a portion of a magnet, say one half of its area, and the
magnet windings be excited with alternating currents, any coil
winding placed in front of the magnet will "be moved side wise to-
wards the shaded side of the pole. By shaded portion of the pole
we mean the area covered by the closed copper hand. The action is
similar to the phenomena observed in the Ferranti Wright motor.
Due to the induced currents In the shading coil, the magnetic
field over the shaded portion of the pole lags behind the magnetic
field over the unshaded area. When the pole is growing north in
polarity the shaded portion does not reach its maximum value north
until after the mam field had begun to decrease in strength. So
j
far as the armature is concerned the action is that of a shifting
magnet field moving in the direction from the unshaded to the
shaded portion.
Lit OJLii^ jUtii OWs. ffOC" J
booI
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Repulsion Motor - A closed coil placed in front oi an alter-
nating magnetic pole will have currents induced therein wliich, "by
Lenz* law,^ are in such a direction as to oppose the inducing field.
A north magnetic field in attempting to penetrate the suspended
coll induces currents in such a airection as to set up a field op-
posing the original field; the two fields mutually repulse and the
suspended coll is repelled irom the pole in the direction oi the
lines 01 flux. If, however, the suspended coil is turned through
an angle alpha in reference to its former position perpendicular
to the axie of the pole the magnetic flux and the induced magnetic
field, mutually repeliant, cause the suspended coll to rotate so
as to Increase the angle alpha. The action is greatest when the
angle alpha is forty- five degrees. A two pole direct current ar-
mature winding placed in a two pole alternating magnetic field "by
the above principle may he caused to operate as a motor. The bru-
shes, bearing on the commutator are connected together "by a heavy
conductor and placed so as to short circuit armature colls which
are in a position to give a maximum repulsive action. The repul-
sion motor consists of a direct current armature v/ith winding and
comj-TUtator situated in an alternating magnetic field. The electri-
cal energy is delivered to the field winding. The armature cur-
rents are received by induction. In practice the leaJcage magnetic
permeability, and armature reaction cause the maximum repulsive
action to occur when alpha is somewhat less tlian forty- five degreei
The Series A. C. I.Iotor - It is well known that the direct
current series motor rotates in the same direction irrespective
of the direction of the current at its tenninais; if such a motor
be supplied with alternating current theoretically it should op-
TO noMo«i'i
00 1>:
ua
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erate . In practice when the proper ratio of armature turns to
field turns is selected, v;hen the magnetic circuit is laminated
to reduce iron losses, and when special windings or compensating
coils are provided to improve the coniiiiutat ion, satisfactory motor
performance is obtained.
Of the ahove types "but the last two are of possible utility
for relatively large power purposes. The principle of the Perranti.
Ti7right motor is applicable to such v/ork only, due to the very low
power factor inherent in the construction as v/ell as the fact that
the torque produced is very small. Similar remarks apply to the
i eddy current motor . The principle of the shaded pole motor was
applied to small single phase induction motors by a well known
American manufacturer for some years but was abandoned. The re-
pulsion motor principle is used in this country only for starting
small single phase induction motors in sizes from one fourth to
fifty horse power. The characteristics of the motor — torque de-
creasing as the speed increases, similar to the series motor
recommend its adoption to railway use. The low power factor usual
to such machines is not in their favor. Herewith are curves of
performance of a small sixty cycle repulsion motor. As to the ap-
plication of this principle to the starting of single phase in-
duction motors see text.
The series alternating current motor has characteristics simi-
lar to those of the direct current series motor. Such machines ar(t
coming into very general application for electric interurban rail-
v/ay use in this country . 7or a given rating they are heavier, are
more expensive, and are less efficient than the direct current
series motor. The possibility of abnormal speed when unloaded
If Of)
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precludes the use of such machines for ordinary purposes.
The one striking feature of the single phase induction motor,
in
is its/ahility to start without the aid of some special electrical
or mechanical device. If once started "by hand or otherwise, the
motor when unloaded will accelerate to approximate synchronism.
To obviate this inherent difficulty various methods have been
practically worked out. it is principally upon these differentiat-
ing features that a classification rmast depend. Single phase in-
duction motors may "be classified as follows:
-
1. Polyphase motors operated single phase.
2. Polyphase induction motors operated single phase and pro-
vided with some split phase devices.
3. Single phase motors provided with split phase coils in
primary and secondary and centrifugally operated clutches.
4. Single phase motors with repulsion motor starting devices.
Use - The single phase induction motor allows of no speed
control Deyond that possible by varying the frequency of the cur-
rent supply. Voltage control is not satisfactory for anything
hut small electric fan motors. The use of this motor for power
purposes is confined to constant speed applications.
Construction - The simple single phase induction motor con-
sists of a primary magnetic frame provided with a winding v/hich
will produce definite magnetic poles. This winding may he v/ound
upon salient ferric poles, or may be distributed in slots similar
to an armature winding of an alternator. The latter is the most
common. The rotating member of such a motor is provided with a
winding of the squirrel cage, short circuited loop, or closed
circuit type. It is possible as in the case of the polj'-phase mo-
4. ij^ i
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tor that the primary may "be the rotating part, and the secondary
the stationary member. Some manufacturers wind the primary of
the single phase induction motor with a wave or lap winding, A
popular self starting repulsion induction motor is wound with a
series of concentric coils to each pole. The cord factor for this
winding was found to "be 48^ and hence economy oi copper decried
its use •
The repulsion starting induction motor is one provided with a
D, C, armature, commutator, and brushes such that at starting the
repulsion motor principle is utilized, A four pole inachme is
provided with four short circuited brushes "bearing upon such com-
mutator "bars as will give the greatest torque . TiThen synchronous
speed is attained a centrifugal device throws the brushes from the
commutator and at the same time connects all the commutator bars
to a comiTion ring.
After the above action takes place the machine is operating
as an induction motor. The rotor windings are reduced, hy the
connecting of the com:.iutator bars together, to short circuited
loops. Such machines are very satisfactory in small sizes, and
are self starting under full load.
An earlier design of single phase self starting motor had a
split phase coil upon the primary and a centrifugally operated
clutch within the pulley. Split phase currents were supplies to
the special primary windings at starting by an inductance and re-
sistance connected with the starting switch. See text. At a"bout
half synchronous speed the friction ciutch within the pulley "be-
gan to operate and the load was picked up somewhat gradually.
See "bulletins of the ?7agner iillectric Company, the Century
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Eiectric Company, and the General Electric Company.
Analysis of Starting Conditions - Consider a bipolar single
phase motor provided with a squirrel cage rotor and salient poles
as represented in Fig. D 2. Xlth an alternating ilux set up
through the armature by the alternating fie±d current, the armature
current rlows as indicated by the arrow points. The current in
bars 00' is zero; the current in bars aa* is a maximum. The arma-
ture flux IS in direct opposition to the main field flux, 8.nd hence
I
the turning torque is zero . All of those current carrying conduc-
tors situated in the field and between 0* and a, by Fleming's rule,
tend to move the rotor clockwise. An equal number of current car-
rying conductors situated between 0' and a' , all however, tend to
rotate the armature counter clockwise.
Analysis of Bunninfy Conditions - 'Tith reference to the diagram
ji
Fig. DS^'" let the poles H and S of the two pole model be ex-
cited by an alternating current. The alternating flux through the
rotor v/ill induce E.M,P.s in the rotor conductors, proportional to
the rate of change of the magnetism and in quadrature therewith.
The rotor currents at standstill will flow as described In refer-
I
ence to Fig .D 2. Y/ith the magnetic field oscillating as described
I
above, it has been observed that when the rotor is given an initial
start, it will accelerate in speed to synchronism. The phenomenon
is explained as follows,- Suppose the rotor be rotated clockwise,
ITote :- In regard to Fig. D2, it will be understood that the
field of a commercial motor under present day design does not have
salient poles. The winding produces definite poles at two points
of the laminated inverted armature.
'lOwO
SIN6LE PHASE MOTOR AT STAND STILL.
FIG.D3
S
A.
\
/
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' more of the current carrying conductors "between 0* and a,- and al-
I
80 a' and 0, will come into the influence of the main field, and a
similar number of conductors between 0' and a* ,- likewise between
and a, will pass out of the influence of the main field. The
resulting torque exerted is in the direction of the original ac-
celeration. Since the maximum current induced in the rotor con-
ductors by the transformer action flows in conductors a and a* , it
follows that the motor will have the greatest torque for that speed
at which conductors a and a* will revolve 90° in space during
the time that the field flux is passing from a zero to a maximum
value. The current in conductors a and a' as in all other con-
ductors of the armature lags behind the induced Jfi.M.F. by some an-
gle. The angle of current lag will depend upoa the armature re-
sistance and inductance. Y/hen the current lags behind the S.I.T.F.
sufficiently so that it reaches its maximum when the conductors
through which it flows are situated in a maximum flux, then the
torque is a maximum. In general the maximum torque occurs at that
speed for which the current is a maximum and lags by 4&°
,
m the above discussion we have dealt with the transformer E.
M.P.s and currents of the rotor. When the rotor inductors are re-
volding they cut the main flux and thereby set up E.M.P.s and cur-
rents in the rotor conductors. The rotational jl'.M.F. induced in
conductors and 0* is of a maximum value when the poles have their
maximum strength. The currents which flow in the rotor due to the
rotational E.M.F.s set up a flux in phase therewith and in space
quadrature with the main field. It may be noted tliat with the
poles A south and A* north, both as marked, the rotor conduc-
tors react to cause rotation in the proper direction. The quad-
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rature flux is equal to the main flux at synchronous speed. The
magnetic field of the single phase induction motor at synchronous
speed is constant in value and rotating in space, and is the equi-
valent of the magnetic field of the polyphase motor.
As the rotor drops below synchronous speed the quadrature
magnetic field is reduced in value in direct proportion to the
slip. The magnetic field rotates at the same speed, "but is no
longer constant in value. Its intensity may be represented by the
radii of an ellipse, hence, the name elliptical field some times
applied
,
Another presentation of the production of torque in an in-
duction motor is given by reference to Fig. D 3. The alternating
magnetic field induces currents in the rotor which in turn pro-
duce a magnetic flux in opposition to the original field. The
magnetic repulsion is coaxial and, hence, impotent. Let the rotor
be given an initial acceleration, ana the rotor field will be car-
ried in space so as to be no longer coaxial , The repulsive ac-
tion between the rotor field and the main flux is thus able to
produce torque and accelerate the rotor. See Fig. D 4.
Looses and Efficiency - The single phase induction motor has
the following losses:-
i2r or heat loss primary .
i2r or heat loss secondary.
Iron loss primary.
Iron loss secondary.
Friction and windage.
The low power factor usual to such motors makes the heat losses
large. The iron loss primary requires no comment. The iron loss-

STAND STILL CONDITION.
FIG.D 4
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es secondary, are large and play an important part in reducing the
efficiency of this motor "below that for eimiiar polyphase machines,
(It will "be remembered that the rotor iron losses of the multi-
phase motors are negligible) .
The Effect of Resistance and Reactance in the Secondary -
Resistance inserted into the secondary of a polyphase induction
motor increases the torque for low speeds . Experiments show that
the lower the secondary resistance of the single phase motor the
better is its performance . It would seem from the above that high
inductance of secondary v;inding might be desirable. Such is not
the case, since the introduction of impedance of either form re-
duces the secondary current and, in turn, the torque for a given
slip.
Analytical Equations - A mathematical treatment of the sii>
gie phase motor is too involved for presentation to undergraduates
and is omitted. A few remarks as to the ciiaracteristics best shown
mathematically are here given.
1 . If a two or three phase induction motor be operated upon
a single phase only, same frequency and voltage, the magnetizing
current is doubled or trebled, respectively . The power factor is
reduced accordingly,
2. The torque of the single as well as the polyphase induction
motor varies as the square or the potential.
3. The rotor currents at synchronous speed are at double fre-
quency.
4. The torque is inversely proportional to the rotor resis-
tance and reactance
.
5. A single phase induction motor cannot operate if the rotor
h 10
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resistance equals the rotor reactance at standstill.
6. A"bsolutely synchronous speed is as impossible for the
single phase as it is for the polyphase induction motor.
! Summary - The single phase induction motor when compared
with the polyphase motor is less satisfactory in performance cince:-
(1) , The power factor throughout the load range is relatively
low.
(2) . The efficiency throughout the load range is relatively
low
.
(3) , Unless special devices are provided its starting torque
is zero .
(4) . The single phase motor costs relatively more per horse
power of rating.
(5) , It is heavier than the polyphase machine per unit of
rat ing
.
The single phase motor has the following advantages :-
(1) , It requires hut two lead wires.
(2) . But one transformer and service meter are necessary.
Performance Curves - The following curves show the perform-
ance of come commercial motors. These curves of power factor, to3^
que, current and efficiency are to be compared with the figures
given vti Alternating Current Motors by A. S. McAllister,
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Section #6»
The Synchronous Motor
A. Definition
Principle
Classification (a) . Polyphase.
(To) , Single phase .
B. Use
For constant speed power translation and improvement of power
factor
.
C . Construction
Possihle windings.
Iron structure .
D. Theory and electrical characteristics.
Conditions necessary for synchronizing.
Over and under excitation.
The motor --V-- curves.
Overload capacity.
Ivlethods of starting.
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The Synchronous wotor.
If the driving power of one of two single or polyphase al-
ternators operating in parallel should fail, it is found that the
alternator tends to continue in operation. In fact, deriving pow-
er from the other generator it will operate as a motor, driving
its former prime mover. The synchronous generator or alternator
"becomes a synchronous motor. The speed relations "between the two
machines will remain fixed; the motor operates in exact synchronism
with its generator. Let two single phase alternators having an
equal numher of poles and other-wise entirely similar he considered
in the following discussion. These two raacMnes when operating in
parallel under equal excitation may "be equally loaded on an exter-
nal circuit. Their E.M.P.s are in exact phase opposition, there is
no circulating current "between the two machines, and no exchange
of power is possible.
If the driving force of one be reduced, its electromotive force
vector will drop back behind the vector of the other machine.
Their E. M. P.s will no longer be in opposition, and, hence a cir-
culating current will flow between the machines. Power is trans-
fered from the leading to the lagging machine,
Classlf i cation - Synchronous motors may be classified into
single and polyphase synchronous motors. As three phase is prob-
ably the most common commercial transmission system, so three phase
synchronous motors are the more universally used. One important
difference between the two classes is, the polyphase machines are
self starting v/hile the single phase are not
.
In construction synchronous motors may be divided into re-
volving field and revolving armature types.
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Use -,The synchronous motor is used wherever absolutely con-
stant speed is desirable. The speed variation of this type is due
entirely to the fluctuations of the frequency of the supply cur-
rent , As such motors may "be wound and insulated for potentials of
25,000 volts or possibly greater, they are often used as translat-
ing devices at the receiving end of a transmission line. To trans-
form electrical energy from alternating to direct current, or from
one frequency to another, a synchronous motor generator set is ad-
mirably adapted.
Central stations having large induction motor loads employ
sjmchronous motors to drive station auxiliaries or other continu-
ously operating apparatus, utilizing the ability of the latter mo-
tor to improve the power factor of the circuit . The synchronous
motor when over excited draws leading currente from its genera-
tor. Such leading currents compensate for equal components of lag-
ging currents drav/n from the circuit elsewhere. By automatic or
hand control of the excitation of an available synchronous motor,
the power factor of the circuit may be raised to 100^. This re-
sult is desirable since it is only under conditions of unity power
factor that the kilowatt capacity of an alternator is equal to the
kilo- volt- ampere rating.
Construction - The physical structure of the synchronous mo-
tor is similar in every detail to the alternator. A system of
magnetic poles is mounted such that the coils mounted on an arma-
ture may move through and "cut" the magnetic flux. The arrjiature
may or may not be the moving element. The field poles may be wound
with insulated copper wire, or, strap copper wound on edge. The
ariiiature may consist of any of the windings outlined under the
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section on al lernators . For the most effective use of materials
a winding is chosen in practice in v/liich the E.M.P.s in each turn
of an armature circuit would he in phase with the terminal E.M.F.
To prevent "hunting** heavy copper grids are usually imbedded in
the pole faces^ heavy hands of copper conductors are v/ound around
the pole shoes, or, in extrerae cases,a complete squirrel cage wind-
ing is placed around the armature. It is one of these latter ar-
rangements v/hidi differentiates the commercial synchronous motor
from the alternator. The iron structure is not different from the
similar parts of the alternators.
Effect of Leading- and Lagging Cvirrents - The effect of leading
and lagging currents upon a synchronous motor should he explained
with regard to a figure similar to Fig .A 9 under alternators.
Conditions necessary for Synchronizing - '^Hien it is desired
to connect an A.C. synchronous motor to its generator circuity the
E.M.F.s of the motor and circuit must be approximately equal, the
frequencies :nust be the same, and, at the instant the connection
is made, the E.M.F.s must be in phase opposition. It is well to
have the motor approaching synchronous speed froiu above i-ather
than from below. The same holds true for sjTichronizing genera-
tors. ITote that the speeds of the generator and its motor may be
widely different corresponding to a different number of poles on
the two machines.
If there is included between the two machines an impedance
sufficient to keep the synchronizing current low, two machines
may be thrown together for parallel operation when their E»M.F.s
and phase positions are considerably different. The sudden rush
of current is limited in this case by the impedance connected
I
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constant, corresponding to a constant energy intake of the motor.
It is thus shovm that a super excited synchronous motor dra-srs a
leading current from its supply generator and may Tae used to im-
jt
prove the power factor.';
The -V- Curves - The so called -V- curves of the synchronous
motor are shown on page 190 of our text. The following conclu-
sions are apparent
.
1. The current intake of the armature is a minimum for come
particular field current and it increases for greater or less
field currents. Constant impressed E.M.P, is assumed.
2. The field current for minimum armature current increases
as the load increases •
3. Minimum armature current means maxiimam power factor, least
heat looses, and highest efficiency of transmission.
normal field current for a synchronous motor is defined from
the ahove as the field current which produces minimum armature
current at full load.
Over and Under Excitation - Over excitation for a synchronous
motor is that excitation which compels the machine to draw leading
currents. Under excitation compels the machine to draw lagging
currents. The terms over and under excitation are purely relative
to normal excitation.
Over Load Capacity - A mathematical and analytical analysis
of the synchronous motor precented before the A.I JE.E. in June,
1907 by Professor Morgan Brooks establishes ti:» following summary.
#Taken from Crocker and Arendt*s Electric Ilotors diagrams

FIG.E 1.
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\'?hen the natural angle of the synchronous motor armature cir-
cuit is smell the best power factor throughout the range of load-
ing is obtained by having the motor excited to a lower value of
E.M.F. than the generator. The condition is necessary to obtain
over load capacity and prevent hunting, Hhen the natural angle
approaches yO® the motor should have an E.M.P. equal to the gene-
rator. The best operating characteristics are obtained for a natu-
rai angle of approximately 57® .
\fiien a synchronous motor is operating at the end of a long
tranamission line, assuming the resistance of such line to be con-
siderably greater than the reactance of the circuit, it appears
that both generator and synchronous motor should be built to have
the proper armature reactance to bring the natural angle of the
circuit to the value 57°
. By similar argument it appears that mo-
tors operating over low resistajice circuits should have low reac-
tance armature windings.
Rotary converters, operating from circuits of low resistance
and high inductance, by means of series fields can be given over-
compounded characteristics, but it is found to materially impair
the over load capacity. A latge number of series turns is needed
where the angle is large.
Rotary converters operating from circuits in v/hich the natural
angle is small, require but a small number of series ampere turns.
The overload capacity in the latter case is large. The best per-
formance is obtained here as with the synchronous motor when the
angle is 57°
.
The following three diagrams illustrate these conditions and
the graphical construction employed by A. S. McAllister in the ar-
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temporarily betv;een the two machines. Such impedance is the most
effective and pulls the machines into the proper pHaee relations
more quickly when it is composed of an air core inductance of low
resistance. See Alfred Hay's Alternating Currents, pp.150.
Phase Helations in a Synchronous 1-Otor - The synchronous mo-
tor is, in general, supplied with energy from a constant potential
circuit -A.C.-, and the load changes cause the machine to draw
more or less current, virhich currents vary not only in value but
also in phase relation to the impressed potential. The relations
are shown in the vector diagroms herewith. The diagram illus-
trates the changes v/hich occur in a 30 K.\7, single phase synchro-
nous motor when the load is 5, 20, and 40 K.VIT., respectively, the
motor and line potential "being equal at 500 volts
.
Change of
field excitation also effects a change in the phase relations "be-
tween the impressed E.M.P. and the current.
Assume for example any condition of motor load and let the
line E.LI.F., motor E.M.P., and current he as represented in dia-
gram E 1. The angle 4^ determined "by the wattmeter, ammeter
and voltmeter readings in the circuit. The ^Jigle 6 is called the
natural angle of the circuit included "between the armatures of
the generator and motor,
assuming that the re':>istance and reactance of the connecting leads
are negligi"ble
.
The change of the angle with change of the motor excita-
tion, or length of the vector E^^^ is plainly shown, it will be
noted tiiat length of the projection of I on the vector E is a
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ticle on synchronous motors, in the Standard Ilandhook for Electri-
cal Engineers .
Considerations Af fectin.^': Torque - The component of the cur-
rent which is in phase opposition or 180° behind the motor E.M.F.,
Ejjj, is the most effective in "bringing the motor into synchronism
and, also in producing motor torque. The a'bove is a mathematical
statement of the fact that it is the value of current traversing
those inductors situated under the middle of a pole face, or in
the greatest flux density -which are the most effective in produc-
ing torque. This is exactly similar to the conditions in direct
current motors. V/hen the motor E.M.F. is equal to the generator
E.M.P., equal excitation, then the component mentioned aJoove is
that component of the current 90° from the E.K.P. represented by
the vector difference between and Eg. For the condition of
Ejji Eg we may show that the component of current in phase op-
position with Ejfi is greater for a given value of angle <^g, and
angle 6, than for the condition • This accounts for the
greater overload capacity of the synchronous motor when under ex-
cited.
Hunting - Periodic acceleration and deceleration of the arma-
ture of a synchronous motor accompa,nied by fluctuations in the cur-
rent and power received are often observed, A sudden demand for
power from the motor causes it to be slightly retarded until the
increase of power due thereto is suffieient to increase the motor
torqtje and cause it to carry the load. The retardation causes
the armature to swing back too far, in the case of hunting, and when
it accelerates forv;ard again the momentum takes it beyond the
stable position and, hence, the action is repeated. The phase
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swin^^^lng or the armature fonmrd and back from tJie proper mean po-
sition is similar to the action of a pendulum, Piuctuatlons of the
load and the irequency oi the generator currents, may aggravate
hunting. The large surges of circulating current which accompany
hunting, cause \7ide variations in the potential oi the circuit .
Lamps supplied from such circuits are very unsatisfactory. The
liability of a motor falling out of step or brealcing synchronism
is increased by hunting, especially on excessively fluctuating
loads and overloads
.
Prevention of Hunting - The armature flux of a synchronous
motor is stationary in space when there is no hunting; it is swing-
ing forv/ard and backward when hunting takes place. If a heavy,
short circuited, stationary, winding be placed around tthe armature
such that any phase swinging of the armature causes the flux from
the latter to cut the short circuited v/inding, the energy so ex-
pended damps the hunting.
I.Iethods of Starting - Polyphase synchronous motors :Tiay be
started as induction motors. Y/ith the field circuit opened in
several places reduced E.lT.F.s are applied to the armature winding.
A rotating magnetic field is set up which reacts with the induced
currents in the pole faces and damping grids to produce torque.
A field break-up switch is necessary to prevent the E.M.F.s in-
duced in the field windings from adding up to a value sufficient iD
puncture the insulation.
Obviously, single phase synchronous motors cannot be started
as described above
. Such machines and many polyphase motors are
started by auxiliary D. C. or A. C. motors.
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